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Certain sites within Death Valley National Park contain ample ichnofossils,
specifically vertebrate animal tracks, dating back to the Pliocene. Since the majority of
these track locations are closed to the general public, their scientific significance and
educational value toward improving the geoliteracy of the general public remain
unexplored. Based on the impressive amount of ichnofossils present at the park, this
research investigates how to improve general public geoliteracy through these tracks,
using basic principles and supporting concepts of the National Science Foundation’s
Earth Science Literacy Initiative, while respecting the security measures of the park and
adhering to National Park Service interpretation guidelines.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Referring to the large number of diverse and high-quality fossilized tracks
(ichnofossils) concentrated in Copper Canyon at Death Valley National Park, Nyborg and
Santucci (1999) stated, “the site is so scientifically significant, if it was not [already]
protected as part of Death Valley National Park, Copper Canyon would be worthy for
consideration as an independent national monument” (p. 3-4). Yet, the sum of all research
published on these outstanding ichnological resources comes from only a handful of
researchers (Curry, 1939, 1941; Scrivner, 1984; Scrivner & Bottjer, 1986; Nyborg, 1998;
Nyborg & Santucci, 1999; Nyborg, 2011). One particular location was named by Curry in
1941, as the Barnyard due to its abundant number and types of tracks; thereby emulating
a contemporary barnyard environment speckled with a variety of animal tracks clustered
closely together. Nyborg (2011) would eventually label it as the Barnyard Member in his
stratigraphical analysis.
Several years after Curry discovered the track site, park officials closed the
canyon to the general public due to theft and vandalism, which explains why its existence
and exact location remain in obscurity till this day. This study will examine how to
maximize the informal science education of this valuable and significant collection of
fossilized tracks, whether for purposes of the park’s primary visitor’s center, or the park’s
website, or both. The lessons learned here may also serve to provide content for a formal
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education setting. Specific foci pertaining to improving geoliteracy in the general public
will include past climate changes, subsequent ancient environments and ecosystems, and
the extinction of plants and animals.
Along with significant geologic features, Death Valley National Park has a few
historical structures and a history of human occupation (cultural resources), which
qualifies it as a geotourism site. Hence, a brief overview of the park’s resources is
provided in the literature review, along with a more in-depth discussion on the geology of
the area (specifically Copper Canyon) and the scientific discipline of ichnology. Lastly, a
brief overview of the abundant research on science education, geotourism, and
interpretation is presented since these aspects will be utilized throughout this study.
Research Question
How can the Death Valley National Park better utilize park ichnological resources
(trace fossils) to improve public geoliteracy, including public understanding of past
climate fluctuations and subsequent extinction of affected organisms?


Geologic processes including mountain building and erosion have altered
the landscape around the globe and Death Valley National Park provides
an excellent example of these gradual changes.



Trace fossils such as animal footprints and trackways located in Death
Valley National Park contribute to the understanding of past environments
and ecosystems, and helps describe life evolution and diversity.



The earth is constantly changing and the animal tracks of extinct species in
Death Valley National Park indicate the biological consequences of past
climate change.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Park Background
Death Valley National Park, known by its four digit code “DEVA” within the
National Park Service (NPS), currently spans 13,517km² (5,219 mi²) and is the largest
national park in the contiguous United States. It is located on the eastern margin of
California, within Inyo County, with a small portion lying in western Nevada (Figure
2.1). In February 1933, President Hoover proclaimed the nearly 7,770 km² (3000 mi²)
around Death Valley basin a National Monument (Weiser, 2015). In 1994, it was
upgraded to National Park status with an additional 5,260 km² (2031 mi²) of surrounding
land added to it. Interestingly, 91% of the km² is considered wilderness (NPS, 2014). In
1984 Death Valley was designated by the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization as a biosphere reserve and is now one of four management units
within the larger (Mojave and Colorado Deserts) cluster (Biosphere, 2005).
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Figure 2.1

Death Valley National Park map

Map courtesy of www.mappery.com.
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Climate and Topography
The desert valley of DEVA is a vast, hot, dry, desolate graben stretching 193 km
(120 mi) and contains Badwater Basin, the lowest point in North America at 86 meters
(282 feet) below sea level. The tectonic compression and stretching forces that created
the Basin and Range in western North America have left the DEVA area with a series of
tilted fault blocks. This phenomenon created Badwater Basin which is surrounded by two
mountain ranges. The highest point in the park, Telescope Peak at 3368 meters (11,049
feet), located in the Panamint Range, is only 24 km (15 mi) to the west of Badwater
Basin. Additionally, Mount Whitney at 4,417 meters (14,491 feet), which is located in the
Sierra Nevada Mountain Range in California, is the highest point in the lower 48 states
and a mere 161 km (100 mi) west of the basin. Between these two mountain ranges is the
Argus Range, and together they form a repeating rain shadow effect restricting the
rainfall in DEVA to 6 cm (2.4 in) per year (U. S. Climate Data, 2015). With the
Amargosa Range to the east of the basin, hot air circulates and fails to escape at night,
resulting in summer time high temperatures that are routinely near 120º F (Figure 2.2).
These harsh conditions are what motivated emigrants headed for the California gold rush
in 1849 to coin the term “Death Valley” (Weiser, 2015).

Figure 2.2

Cross-sectional view of Death Valley basin

Diagram courtesy of USGS.
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Human Occupation
Aside from the immigrant miners travelling through Death Valley, many stayed to
mine for silver and prospect for gold. Precious metal mining would continue in Death
Valley until 1915 (Weiser, 2015). Borax eventually would be mined, and in the 1880s the
famous 20 mule team transport operation was employed by The Harmony Borax Works
to haul their product. In retrospect, borax was the longest and most profitable mineral to
be mined in Death Valley. In recent generations, the valley has also been inhabited by
Basque immigrants and Japanese Americans who were temporarily relocated to
internment camps during World War II (NPS, 2015). Throughout the early 1900s various
facilities were constructed in support of mining and the newly established tourist
industry. The most notable landmark in DEVA is an architectural innovation called
Scotty’s Castle, which was built in the 1930s as a desert retreat (NPS, 2014).
The history of human occupation actually goes back several millennia. The
Nevares Spring People made their home in the valley 9000 years ago, at a time when the
climate was cooler, lakes and springs were abundant, and vegetation and wildlife
flourished (Weiser, 2015). The Mesquite Flat People began to occupy the valley 5000
years before present (bp), followed by the Saratoga Spring People (3000 bp), and the
Desert Shoshone (1000 bp) (Weiser, 2015). Change in climate, sparse vegetation and
wildlife, and the arrival of immigrants led the Shoshone to leave the valley and inhabit
higher elevations (Weiser, 2015). This rich history of human occupation has been
thoroughly pursued and studied by archaeologists.
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Biodiversity
Another attribute of DEVA capturing the attention of both scientists and tourists,
is the biodiversity. The animals inhabiting the park range from small mammals like
kangaroo rats, shrews, bats and mice to large mammals such as horse, mule deer, and
desert bighorn sheep; carnivores including the kit fox, bobcat, and mountain lion; 307
species of birds including both migratory and non-migratory types; reptiles such as
snakes, lizards, and tortoise; a few amphibians; and five native fish (NPS, 2014). The
most notable of fish is the endangered Devil’s Hole pupfish (NPS, 2014). Plant life is
well represented by the range of vegetation zones that span from the depths of Badwater
Basin to the heights of Telescope Peak (NPS, 2014). This results in a wide array of cacti,
succulents, desert trees, bushes, and wildflowers, dependent upon water availability and
elevation.
Geologic Oddities
Aside from the fauna and flora, visitors also flock to see such geologic oddities
such as the playa racetrack, where rocks the size of boulders mysteriously seem to creep
across a playa lake leaving a grove behind. Interestingly, field researchers recently
reported having observed the rocks actually move thereby solving the decades- long
mystery (King, 2015). They describe a mechanism involving a shallow water deposit,
freezing temperatures, followed by rising temperatures that break the ice into sheets to
transport the rocks, and wind for propulsion (Norris, Norris, Lorenz, Ray & Jackson,
2014). Other geologic features that attract both tourists and scientists are: a large area of
jagged spires made of eroded rock salt, called the Devil’s Golf Course; sand dunes
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towering 213 meters (700 feet) high, called the Eureka Dunes; an area of volcanic cinders
and dark colored lava flows called Father Crowley Vista; and the most notably Ubehebe
Crater, which was caused by a volcanic explosion about 300 years ago when magma
came into contact with spring water (NPS, 2014). Salt pans and flats are prominent, and
alluvial fans are quite abundant as they seep out of the many canyons on the sides of all
the mountain ranges within the park.
All of these major aspects of DEVA, the flora and fauna, the human history, the
geology, and the extreme climate, comprise the basic themes of informal education and
interpretive media at the Furnace Creek Visitor’s Center, park literature, and DEVA
website.
Geology of Death Valley
Death Valley presents a range of geology to analyze and discuss dating from the
Proterozoic Eon through the Holocene Epoch. The important geologic highlights of the
entire Death Valley National Park (DEVA) are summarized, followed by a more in-depth
discussion on the Copper Canyon Formation, in which the trace fossils that are the focus
of this research are located.
Rocks of the Archeon Eon (4.0-2.5 Ga) were thought to be present in the Death
Valley area (Clement, 1973). However, more recent research contradicts that position,
and no rocks present in this area are older than Proterozoic Eon (2,500-500 Ma)
(Clement, 1973). A complex of metamorphosed sedimentary and igneous rocks makes up
the underlying basement of nearly all of the ranges within Death Valley. It dates to 1,700
Ma in the early Proterozoic Eon, has an abundance of feldspars and quartz, and is
commonly referred to as a crystalline complex (Martin & Wright, 2002). The Black
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Mountains, where Copper Canyon Formation is located, provides an example. After the
metamorphism of basement rock, this area experienced a 500 million year interval of
mountain building, erosion, and granitic intrusions.
Following the interval, at 1,200 Ma, several hundred meters of deposits began to
accumulate in the three formations within the Pahrump Group (Martin, & Wright, 2002).
From oldest to youngest, these are Crystal Spring Formation, Beck Spring Dolomite, and
Kingston Peak. Kingston Peak marks the end of the Mesoproterozoic Era at 1,000 Ma.
Both Crystal Spring and Beck Spring show signs of a shallow marine environment
(Roberts, 1976, Gutstadt, 1968), while Kingston Peak Formation has evidence of glacial
activity (Corsetti, Awramik, & Pierce, 2003). These rock units, along with the continuing
Noonday Dolomite and Ibex Formation (of the Neoproterozoic Era) make the beginning
of the Death Valley Facies, and appear to have been deposited during a time when block
faulting was forming basins and uplands during an extensional phase (Nyborg &
Santucci, 1999).
By the middle of the Neoproterozoic (600 Ma), a second facies had initiated the
White-Inyo Facies. The two facies formed in parallel, with the Death Valley Facies
occupying the southeast portion of the future park, and the White-Inyo Facies residing in
the northwest corner of DEVA; each with nine formations. The Death Valley Facies
consists of a variety of fluvial and nearshore, shallow marine sediments (Nyborg &
Santucci, 1999), and the White-Inyo Facies is primarily indicative of an offshore
environment (Nyborg & Santucci, 1999). They are separated by a faulting zone located in
the Last Chance Range, in the northwest part of the park. The Death Valley Facies, along
with the latter formations of the White-Inyo Facies (lower Cambrian and middle
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Cambrian) contain altering strata of carbonate and siliclastic units, representing several
changes in sea level. These fluctuations are commonly referred to as the “Grand Cycles”
(Mount & Bergk, 2009) and are precisely uniformed and distinctly correlated with
specific trilobite zones. Both of these defining facies came to an end about 500 Ma (late
Cambrian) when the region became completely submerged as part of a passive
continental margin with a carbonate platform (Nyborg & Santucci, 1999). This deposit
spans the entire area, is called the Bonanza King Formation, and serves as the basal unit
of the newer Composite Death Valley National Park Facies, which consists of deposits
dating up to the Holocene (See Figure 2.3 for a comprised list of stratigraphic units). The
formations prior to Bonanza King contain combinations of marine fossils (both shallow
and deeper), ichnofossils, and microfossils within the Cambrian. Prior to the Cambrian, in
the Neoproterozoic, stromatolites become more prevalent and animal fossils less
abundant. The Mesoproterozoic Pahrump Group has primarily stromatolites accompanied
by microfossils (Nyborg & Santucci, 1999).
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Figure 2.3

Sequential stratigraphic units in Death Valley National Park

Nyborg & Santucci, 1999, NPS Technical Report, p.7.
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Throughout the remainder of the Paleozoic Era, this region was a moderately
stable continental shelf with algal and coral reefs. The ensuing formations deposited
during this time consist of mostly limestone, shale, siltstone, and a few instances of chert.
Clement observed that every subdivision of the Paleozoic is present in Death Valley
National Park, with an accumulated thickness of over 6000 meters (1973). Interestingly,
the Lee Flat Limestone of the Pennsylvanian period contains an impressive white/light
grey marble that can be seen on the western slopes of the Panamint Range (Hall, 1971,
Nyborg & Santucci, 1999), indicating metamorphism. The fossils deposited in these
Paleozoic formations are quite abundant, and are all deeper marine types with some
shallow marine types also present (Nyborg & Santucci, 1999).
As the Paleozoic Era comes to a close (~250 Ma), the passive continental margin
and it subsequent sediment deposits in the Death Valley area begin to cease, followed by
thrust faulting and crustal folds (Miller & Wright, 2002). The faulting and folds were
caused by the subduction of the oceanic plate under the continental plate. Clement
described the contrast between the easily readable horizontal sediment deposits of the
Grand Canyon, and the jumbled rocks in Death Valley, which are much more difficult to
discern because they have become twisted and broken (1973). Plutons and other magma
chambers arose from the sea-soaked oceanic crust and pushed up the overlying sediments
on the surface of the continental crust. Orogenesis occurred the entire length of North
America as the Cordilleran magmatic arc (Miller & Wright, 2002). As a result, DEVA
has no sedimentary deposits from the Jurassic Period (early Mesozoic Era) to the Eocene
Epoch (middle Cenozoic Era), resulting in a large unconformity. Either the sediments
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eroded away, or were not deposited. The only rocks within this time frame present are
igneous pluton and batholithic intrusions.
Not only is the park devoid of sedimentary deposits prior to the Eocene, the
southern portion of the park, including the Black Mountains, is also absent of any
sediment deposits older than 14 Ma (Miocene Epoch) (Miller & Wright, 2002). Yet, the
park still contains hundreds of meters of Cenozoic sediment deposits. After experiencing
crustal contracting in the Mesozoic Era, the entire region underwent crustal extension in
the Cenozoic Era which continues today.
Death Valley (basin) is bordered by two major strike slip fault zones with right
lateral offset. The two zones are parallel, have an offset separation so they are not
connected, and terminate right in the center of DEVA. They travel along a southeast to
northwest direction. The zone on the northern side is called the Furnace Creek Fault zone,
and the southern zone is called the South Death Valley Fault Zone. In unison, they
separate the Pacific plate on the southern side, from the North American plate on the
northern side. As the two plates slide past each other, the terminus of each zone blend
together by placing a significant amount of oblique stress between them. This extensional
stress has created the open basin that we now know as Death Valley. It has also been
suggested by Stewart (1983) that these forces have forced the Panamint Mountains to
separate from atop of the Black Mountains, which created the famous turtlebacks – three
smooth, elongated and plunging domes consisting of Precambrian metamorphic rocks.
Conversely, Wright and Troxel (1999) contradicted this and suggested that the two
mountain ranges have separated from besides each other via highly curved normal faults.
Either way, the basin appears to have been created between 6-4 Ma (Figure 2.4).
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Figure 2.4

Death Valley strike slip fault zone map

Map courtesy of Collier, 1990.
Once the basin was formed, it resembled a bathtub without a drain (Sharp &
Glazner, 1997). The cooler, wetter climate of the Pleistocene Epoch (2.58 Ma-11.7 ka)
and its series of Ice Ages provided ample, yet temporary, water runoff to collect in the
basin. Lake Manly is the name normally used to reference the bodies of water that
accumulated in Death Valley during the late Pleistocene. Each individual occurrence is
called a stand, and there hasn’t been any more since the end of the last Ice Age. Sharp
and Glazner (1997) reported that at its peak, Lake Manly was once 180 meters (591 feet)
deep and nearly 160 km (100 mi) long. If the water source were unlimited, Lake Manly
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could grow to nearly 600 meters (1969 feet) deep and span much of the Mojave Desert,
rivaling Glacial Lake Missoula in northwest Montana. In the post-Ice Age Holocene
Epoch, small amounts of water have accumulated in the valley, lasting even shorter
amounts of time. One water body, known as Recent Lake, formed 5000 bp and lasted
3000 years (Sharp & Glazner, 1997). As the water evaporates, salts minerals precipitated
out to create the popular salt pan across Death Valley basin.
During the times of precipitation and lake building, sediments were transported
down the open canyons to create alluvial fans. In DEVA, the fans are categorized into
four individual groups based on size, height, and volume (Hunt, 1975). All four types are
in contact with the Death Valley basin, and the largest is over nine kilometers long,
merges with the salt pan below sea level, and rises to over 300 meters above sea level.
Hunt (1975) noted that where the valley is still sinking, the contacting fan tends to be
short, partially covered by playa, and quite thick as the material is subsiding along with
the basin. The age of fan gravel displays unique characteristics as well. Most notably is
the drainage pattern, where the older rocks (Precambrian and Paleozoic) tended to drain
in parallel, and the younger rock drainage is braided (Hunt, 1975).
Copper Canyon Formation
The Copper Canyon Formation lies within the western banks on the Black
Mountain Range, which is located in the southeastern portion of the park and east of
Death Valley Basin (Figure 2.5). Once the Panamint Mountains separated from the Black
Mountains forming the Death Valley Basin, uplift and mountain building occurred
creating the Copper Canyon Formation (Santucci, Tweet, Bustos, Nyborg & Hunt, 2014).
The formation is a sequence fill basin consisting of 1800 meters of conglomerates, basalt
15

flows and lacustrine deposits, spanning 13 km² of outcrops in both Copper and Coffin
Canyons (Santucci et al, 2014). Nyborg (2011) explained that radiometric age dating of
the basalt flows determined that the bottom of the formation is 5.20 Ma and the top is
3.15 Ma, placing it squarely within the Pliocene Epoch.

Figure 2.5

Close-up of Copper Canyon

a) Death Valley National Park map. b) Close-up of Black Mountain Range and location
of Copper Canyon highlighted in yellow circle. Map courtesy of www.mappery.come.
Because of its significant scientific value and remote location, Death Valley
National Park (DEVA) officials closed Copper Canyon to the general public. As a
consequence, little research has been generated on the geology of Copper Canyon
Formation. Park ranger and geologist H. Donald Curry was the first to document the
Copper Canyon area in 1939. During the following years he only recorded and published
his basic observations, never conducting any in-depth analysis or mapping that he had
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performed in other parts of the park. He was the first to coin the term Copper Canyon
beds in 1941 (Curry, 1941), and would later refer to Copper Canyon Formation in 1954
(Curry, 1954). But it was Drewes (1963) who first formally used the title Copper Canyon
Formation when he generated a quadrangle map of the area. Drewes (1963) also
established distinct units for the conglomerates and siltstone/evaporate deposits, and
provided a basic description of the depositional history. He was the first to suggest that
the Cooper Canyon area was a tectonic basin with accumulations of playa sediments
interrupted with episodes of basalt flows. Over the next several decades, a limited
number of papers were generated concerning the Copper Canyon Formation, all of which
primarily address the rich deposits of mammal and bird tracks (Scrivner, 1984; Scrivner
& Bottjer, 1986; Nyborg & Santucci, 1999; Santucci, Hunt, Nyborg & Kenworthy, 2006;
Nyborg, 2011; Santucci et al, 2014). The geology of Copper Canyon Formation would
not be thoroughly studied again until Nyborg’s research (2011), where he measured the
rock units, age-dated the formation, and examined the depositional history.
The entire region was experiencing strike-slip and extensional faulting during the
Cenozoic Era creating several fault-bounded basins. As the Black Mountains uplifted
during these processes, a synclinal fold occurred, creating a basin within the Black
Mountains that contains the features known as Copper and Coffin Canyons (Santucci et
al, 2006). Scrivner and Bottjer (1986) postulated that over 3000 meters of lacustrine and
alluvial fan sediments had accumulated in the formations’ basin, and that it could be
divided into two distinct strata; “fine-grained dolomitic carbonates deposited in a playalake environment and calcitic bioclastic carbonates deposited in a freshwater lake
environment” (p. 285). However, since their research focused primarily on the mammal
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and bird tracks in Copper Canyon and their environmental conditions, they did not
identify and measure the different lithologies. Three distinct members are now identified
from within the formation as the Greenwater Conglomerate, Coffin Canyon, and
Barnyard (Nyborg, 2011). Also identified and quantified are three basalt flows’
accumulated deposits as being 1800 meters thick consisting of sequences of
conglomerate, basalt flows, and fluvial-lacustrine sediments, with nine lithologies and
five lithofacies. The Copper Canyon Formation contains five other depositional
environments which are “alluvial fan, sandflat, mudflat, ephermeral-saline lake (saline
mudflat and salt pan), and perennial fresh to saline lake” (Nyborg, 2011, p.1).
The depositional history of Copper Canyon is separated into three distinct
sequences which is in support of the new member designations. 1) Greenwater
Conglomerate Member; from conglomerates and sandstones deposits; ephemeral-saline
lake develops. 2) Coffin Canyon Member; hypersaline evaporative lake stage. 3)
Barnyard Member; perennial fresh to saline lake; mudflat deposits. The outer margin of
the ancient Copper Canyon Lake has been established, with the age of the lacustrine
deposits spanning from 4.73 to 3.2 Ma (Santucci et al, 2014). This ancient (nearly fresh)
shoreline is further evident by preserved features such as tufa mounds, ripples,
mudcracks, raindrop impressions and is the site of one of the most abundant fossilized
track sites in the world (Santucci et al, 2006; Nyborg, 2009).
The wide variety of mammal and bird tracks associated with the tufa mounds is
most prevalent in the Barnyard Member, although a few are located in Coffin Canyon.
Curry (1939) was the first to publish on the tracks. In both Scrivner’s initial paper (1984)
and the subsequent work of Scrivner and Bottjer (1986) track morphology and affinity
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were the primary focus. They also examined the depositional environment and analyzed
track preservation. Nyborg and Santucci expanded upon Scrivner’s earlier work (Nyborg,
1998; Nyborg & Santucci, 1999; Nyborg & Santucci, 2000, Nyborg, 2009, Santucci et al,
2006), as they surveyed and inventoried all the tracks. From these studies, hundreds of
individual tracks were documented from over 60 locations, consisting of 26 ichnospecies
of camel, horse, bird, cat, and mastodon (Santucci et al, 2014). Nyborg and Santucci
(1999) stated, “The site is so scientifically significant, if it was not protected as part of
Death Valley National Park, Copper Canyon would be worthy for consideration as an
independent national monument” (p. 3-4).
Ichnology Overview
Ichnology involves the study of traces made by organisms (preservable evidence).
In Greek, iknos means “trace or track, and logos means “word or study” (Ekdale,
Bromley & Pemberton, 1984). Frey (1975) referred to it simply as the study of animal
behavior, although plant traces fall within this realm as well (Ekdale et al, 1984;
Pemberton & MacEachern, 2013). Magwood (1992) further explained that traces are
“structures that are emplaced in a substrate as the result of the behavior of an organism”
(p. 15). Hence, ichnology explores the relationship between organism and substrate, and
focuses on how biological activity is recorded in the sediment.
Just as paleontology is a sub-discipline of geology, ichnology is a subdiscipline of
paleontology as it arose almost immediately after the emergence of paleontology.
Further, ichnology can be broken down into two subdivisions; palichnology (paleo),
which studies traces of ancient organisms that have been recorded in the rock record as
fossils; and neoichnology, which is the study of traces created by contemporary
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organisms (Simpson, 1975). Both ichnological disciplines can be concentrated even
further when focusing on vertebrate trace fossils, as opposed to the vast number of traces
created by marine and terrestrial invertebrate organisms. The most notable vertebrate
trace fossils include footprints or tracks, trackways (numerous tracks), coprolites
(fossilized feces), claw marks, bite marks, gastroliths (stones to aid in digestion), and
nests. This research focuses upon fossilized tracks of ancient animals, and I will refer to
palichnology simply as ichnology.
History of Footprint Ichnology
Vertebrate traces (tracks) are the oldest studied form of ichnology, outdating
coprolites by just a few years. The first verified discovery of fossilized tracks dates back
to 1802, by a small farm boy in Connecticut, although they weren’t actually studied until
over 30 years later (Sarjeant, 1975). Interestingly, the tracks were regarded as coming
from “Noah’s raven” since they were large and bird like (Sarjeant, 1975; Cadée &
Goldring, 2007). This underscores public knowledge and awareness of the time.
In another example of this pre-scientific awareness, quadruped tracks laid in
Permian-age red sandstone were discovered by Reverend Henry Duncan in Scotland
(1824), and subsequently documented in several publications throughout Europe in 1828
(Pemberton, Sarjeant & Torrens, 1996). Reverend James Grierson, M.D. described this
discovery in November, 1827, which was first reported in the Edinburgh Journal of
Science in January, 1828. Yet, credit is normally given to the London & Paris Observer
(February 10, 1828) for being the first to scientifically describe fossilized vertebrate
tracks in a publication (Pemberton et al, 1996). In the February article, the anonymous
reporter described the tracks and concludes that they may be “footsteps before the flood”
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(Pemberton et al, 1996). Interestingly, the last known copy of the February 10, 1828 issue
of the London & Paris Observer was thought to have been destroyed by the bombing of
World War II, until one was located in France twenty years ago (Pemberton et al, 1996).
During the years between discovery and publishing, the Reverend William Buckland
studied and analyzed the “footsteps before the flood” and attempted to identify the animal
responsible, but came to an incorrect conclusion.
Fascinated by fossilized tracks, Buckland pioneered the science of ichnology by
performing a series of experiments in 1830 when he had a turtle walk across a variety of
surfaces – clay, wet sand, and pie crust. This marked the first time a legitimate researcher
explored the relationship between the locomotion of an organism and a substrate (Schult,
1992, Cadée & Goldring, 2007). In 1834, F. K. L. Sickler discovered several tracks in
lower-Triassic sandstone in Germany. In the following year, (1835) J. F. Kaup published
his description of Sickler’s find and eventually assigned the name Chirotherium (“handbeast”) because of the five toes and close resemblance to humans and apes (Sarjeant,
1990). This marked the beginning of vertebrate footprint nomenclature, as Chirotherium
remains one of the most famous ichnogenera to date (Schult, 1992).
The next major milestone in footprint ichnology returns to the large bird tracks
(“Noah’s raven”) that were discovered earlier in Connecticut (1802). In 1836, Edward
Hitchcock studied, analyzed, and named them Ornithichnites (“bird-trace fossils”).This
marked the first time that birds became indirectly linked to dinosaurs (Pemberton,
Gingras & MacEachern, 2007). Additionally, he was the first to classify vertebrate
footprints when he divided Ornithichnites into two sub-categories; Pachydactyli and
Leptodactyli as based on the digits. In 1837, he coined the terms Sauroidichnites for
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reptile tracks, and Tetrapodichnites for mammal tracks, regardless of the fact that
tetrapods also include reptiles (Sarjeant, 1990). In the next several years, (1840s)
Hitchcock went on to publish many papers on vertebrate tracks, mostly from Connecticut
Valley (Schult, 1992, Pemberton et al, 2007).
New discoveries and publications continued, highlighted by the 1841 Nova Scotia
find of Carboniferous footprints by William Logan (Schult, 1992). In 1859, the French
geologist Jules Desnoyers discovered giant bird tracks in upper-Eocene gypsum near
Paris, but failed to illustrate or describe them in detail, and now their location is lost to
science (Buffetaut, 2004). Milestone discoveries of fossilized footprints continued into
the next century such as Gilmore’s (1926) detailed paper on Permian tracks found in the
Grand Canyon in 1915 (Schult, 1992), and Roland Bird’s 1938 documentation of the
Cretaceous sauropod tracks near Glen Rose, Texas (Bird, 1939). The popularity of
footprint ichnology was reaching its climax.
Unfortunately, once fossilized footprint research reached the 1930s, interest began
to wane, and it remained that way until a resurgence of vertebrate trace fossil occurred in
the 1970s, with the intent of further explaining dinosaur behavior (Ekdale et al, 1984;
Sarjeant, 1987). In fact, all of vertebrate paleontology research subsided throughout these
decades (Sarjeant, 1975). Computer modeling and other advanced technologies began to
be employed by scientists in the 1970s to advance their knowledge of ancient animal
behavior. In 1984, Ekdale et al reported that more scientific papers on ichnology had
been published since the 1970s than all the years prior to the 1970s.
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Classification and Taxonomy
Despite its minor limitations, (ichno) taxonomy provides the best comprehensive
classification structure with its formal system of Latinized genus and species names
(Ekdale et al, 1984). Ichnotaxonomy is often referred to as fossil systematics and is now
completely accepted by the International Committee of Zoological Nomenclature (ICZN)
(Rindsberg, 1990; Bertling, 2007). Hence, fossilized footprints have their own genus and
species names, just as plants and animals. Since determining the exact genus and species
of an animal responsible for creating a footprint (the trackmaker) is extremely difficult
and rare, the ICZN employs a systematic procedure of taxonomy for assigning genus and
species to different types of tracks. Ichnology is primarily based on the evidence of
animal behavior and an ichnotaxa classification system facilitates the ichnology science
very well. For instance, a typical bipedal, three-toed theropod dinosaur footprint is
considered a Grallator ichnogenus. There is no such Grallator animal, but rather this
refers to the basic type of track. Pecoripeda is a typical artiodactyl type track and
Bestiopeda is a type of carnivorous mammal track.
Trace Fossil Value
Since ichnological resources are both sedimentary structures and fossils,
ichnology is both an aspect of geology and paleontology, and a separate discipline of its
own accord. Trace fossils also contain information pertinent to scientific disciplines like
geochemistry, stratigraphy, sedimentology, and paleoecology (Prothero, 2004; Seilacher,
2007). Hence, this geologic sub-division requires the same detail and thoughtfulness as
any other discipline in order to develop proper judgments, evaluations and conclusions
(Frey, 1975). At no time should ichnology render any other scientific discipline obsolete,
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but rather compliment it. Lawrence (1968) wrote “body fossils constitute the primary
record of ancient life, and trace fossils are a secondary or redundant expression of that
life.” However, in many cases trace fossils often endure better than body fossils. Further,
trace fossils are far more indicative of paleoenvironments and paleoecology than body
fossils. Body fossils are a record of past living organisms, and trace fossils are a record of
their behavior. Both assets have their own particular value depending on what is being
studied.
One way that trace and body fossils are similar is that they may both lead to
information regarding the morphology of the organism. But the similarities between the
two are short lived. The trace fossil records evidence of behavior (ethological
information) such as feeding; habitat and paleoenvironment; paleoecology; and facies
analysis (Frey, 1975; Ekdale et al., 1984; Seilacher, 2007). Body fossils are incapable of
revealing any of these additional data. When both trace and body fossils are recovered in
the same sediments, the overall understanding of paleontological organisms is enhanced.
Body fossils are also susceptible to post-mortem displacement (the transport aspect of
biostratinomy), such as when a scavenger carries off part of the carcass. Except for
pellets and coprolites, trace fossils are generally found in situ (Savrda, 2007). Once a
trace becomes buried and begins the diagenetic process, it may be enhanced by the
leaching, solution, and mineralization, whereas a body part may suffer irreparable
damage (Frey, 1975). Seilacher (2007) explained that trace fossils preserve better in
clastic sediments rather than argillaceous and carbonate deposits, while the opposite is
true for body fossils. Additional differences between the two taxa can be further
explained by the discussion of guide and facies fossils.
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Frey (1975) uses the distinctions between guide and facies fossils to further
explain the differences between trace and body fossils. He noted that trace fossils are
normally indicative of specific environmental conditions as it relates to behavior, whereas
body fossils are geographically widespread. Ekdale et al (1984) pointed out that this
makes trace fossils good indicators of sediment environments but not for biostratigraphy,
and that the behavioral patterns of trace fossils typically span longer age ranges than the
morphology of body fossils. Hence, body fossils are distinguished from trace fossil in
roughly the same manner that guide fossils differentiate from facies fossils.
Another significant difference between trace and body fossils is that trace fossils
are quite often found where body fossils are not (unfossiliferous rock) (Ekdale et al, 1984;
Seilacher, 2007). This unique attribute is especially prevalent with vertebrate tracks.
Vertebrate tracks are quite useful for providing clues to locomotion, for reconstructing
paleoenvironments and paleocommunities, and especially for indicating the occurrence of
vertebrates even when body fossils are absent (Schult, 1992). Hence, when the tracks are
combined with the body fossils it enhances scientific knowledge of terrestrial vertebrate
evolution by revealing information about past habitats (Schult, 1992). When the tracks are
found alone without body fossils, which are quite often the case, they serve to fill in the
gaps regarding past environments and ecology (Lockley, 1991; Buatois, 2011).
The value of vertebrate tracks continues to spur discussion among paleontologists,
especially when compared to invertebrate trace fossils. Ekdale et al (1984) believed that
since inorganic sedimentary structures are quite often hard to differentiate from biogenic
sedimentary structures, interpretation of invertebrate trace fossils becomes problematic,
as compared to the straight forward vertebrate footprint. Likewise, Lockley (2007)
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identified several differences between the two types of traces. He explained that
vertebrate (tetrapod) ichnotaxonomy is primarily based on morphology, whereas
invertebrate ichnotaxonomy normally focuses on behavior. Further, tetrapods are more
complex organisms than invertebrates, and require more in-depth analysis. Lockley
(2007) continued by noting the clear and distinct distributions of tetrapod tracks which
aid in the study of their evolution and past ecologies, whereas invertebrate ichnotaxa
patterns are not as clear in the study of ichnofacies. Demathieu and Demathieu (2009)
described how many invertebrate species have multiple morphologies and experience
significant changes during their lifetime (larva, adult), and the vertebrates do not, making
the vertebrates easier to interpret.
Vertebrate Track Analysis
Footprints and trackways can indicate the posture of an animal, such as a
sprawling Paleozoic reptile or a fully erect Mesozoic dinosaur. But in the case of
Cenozoic mammals, tracks are normally used to indicate locomotion style (Schult, 1992;
Hasiotis, Platt, Hembree & Everhart, 2007). Since animals are normally walking, it
stands to reason that most tracks are laid down while they are walking, and running is the
exception to the norm. Hence, running tracks are more rare for each ichnotaxon, and
when recovered can be compared to the walking tracks for speed analysis (Schult, 1992;
Hasiotis et al, 2007). Tracks of a variety of animals consolidated into one general locality
can indicate a paleocommunity. In rare cases, herding behavior may be inferred, as when
all the tracks all leading in the same direction (Hasiotis, 2007). Tracks that are oriented
180º from one another may indicate an impassable shoreline or some other restriction
(Schult, 1992). If a trackway of multiple prints of the same animal is present, with
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discernable front (manus) and rear (pes) footprints, then the creature’s body length may
be inferred. Body length (i. e. gleno-acetabular distance) can be estimated by measuring
the distance from midpoint of the manus pace to the midpoint of the corresponding pes
pace (Leonardi, 1987; Schult, 1992; Hasiotis, 2007) (Figure 2.6). Alexander (1976)
determined how to calculate a tetrapod’s speed as he established a relationship between
stride, body length, and speed.

Figure 2.6

Estimating body length

Estimating gleno-acetabular distance (body length) of a typical tetrapod using a trackway
Diagram courtesy of Leonardi, 1987.
Sometimes tracks become the only evidence of vertebrate activity. In rare cases,
both the body fossils and tracks are discovered together, which can lead to the incorrect
conclusion that both are from the same creature. A thorough study of the morphology of
both specimen types is required to determine if they are from the same animal, and the
more that these two fossils look like each other, the easier the task. Pitfalls to this type of
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research are that more than one creature can make the same track, and a single animal can
make different tracks, depending on its behavior (Frey, 1975). It is easier to correlate an
animal to the footprint in the case of Cenozoic tracks, as compared to animals of the
Mesozoic and Paleozoic (Hasiotis et al, 2007). A basic rule states that the older the track,
the harder it is to identify. Cenozoic mammals’ tracks are very much like contemporary
animals, which lend themselves nicely for comparison, especially when the trackmaker
may be from a genus or family that is extant (Schult, 1992). Even if the trackmaker does
not have a living genus or family member, there are ample body fossil specimens from
the Cenozoic Era for use in comparison and experiments. The older the era, the fewer
specimens, and the harder it is to perform this type of research.
Regardless of age, fossilized footprints can appear in clusters or groups. The
abundance and availability of animal footprints in an ichnocoenose (an assemblage of
traces which can include any combination of ichnofauna or ichnoflora) can, in many
Cenozoic deposits, reflect an assemblage of animals comparable to what is expected to
find in a contemporary setting. One such case is that of Copper Canyon, in Death Valley
National Park (DEVA), where in 1986, Scrivner and Bottjer surveyed the available
animal prints, tabulated the numbers, and published the results as follows: 32 aves tracks,
7 carnivore tracks, 6 proboscidean tracks, 35 perissodactyl tracks, and at least 150
artiodactyl tracks. These data reveal a 3.5-5.3 Ma paleocommunity with a population of
animals that is comparable to an extant environment. Buatois (2011) noted that ancient
resource availability and paleoclimate are determining factors for the distribution of
vertebrate trace fossils. Habitat specificity of the principle tetrapod groups throughout the
Phanerozoic Eon has decreased during land vertebrate evolution (Schult, 1992). Tetrapod
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mobility gradually increased through the evolution of reptiles and amphibians of the
Paleozoic, the dinosaurs of the Mesozoic, and lastly, the mammals of the Cenozoic.
Combined with greater environmental changes, the mammals of the Cenozoic enjoyed
favorable conditions necessary to induce more rapid faunal changes. Hence, faunal
assemblages of both body and trace fossils contribute equally to the reconstruction of
mammal paleocommunities in any region (Schult, 1992).
Sediment Discussion
Vertebrate ichnology (specifically tracks) has primarily focused on the track and
the affinity of the track-maker, while ignoring preservation and sediment formation
characteristics (Manning, 2004). Frey (1975) believed that trace fossils cannot be studied
and analyzed properly without regarding the other physical features in the substrate. The
first and foremost attribute is to consider whether the track resides within a surface layer
or is the product of a deeper transmitted impression in the underlying sub-surfaces
(Manning, 2004). As the animal’s foot comes down to the substrate, it may very well
create depressions in an underlying sediment layer (Seilacher, 2007). If these underlying
impressions (undertracks) become lithified and later exposed, they could easily convey
skewed information pertaining to the morphology or behavior of the track-maker. Such is
the case with many track sites, where the original surface tracks are not present, and the
undertracks are. This makes it extremely difficult to accurately calculate such things like
hip height, which is based primarily on the length of an animal’s foot (Manning, 2004).
Transmitted undertracks tend to be different sizes than the original surface prints, and
therefore warrant caution when such precise calculations are necessary.
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A sign that a distinct, well-shaped surface track existed at one time comes from
the cast of a footprint (positive print) (Martin, 2006). Casts are likely to occur at the
interface between two separate sediment layers as opposed to forming within a single
bedding layer. Interestingly, the cast from the overlying sediment layer can quite often be
more discernable than the original negative print (Frey, 1975). In buried sediments, when
non-cohesive sediment such as sand overlays cohesive sediment such as clay, the
potential for a distinct track forming in the non-cohesive sediment increases at the
boundary between the two (Manning, 2004). Additionally, when a poorly developed
surface track is present, it may indicate that a well-developed sub-surface track has been
transmitted at a lower depth and the length of each impression at different depths from a
single footstep will vary depending on the properties of the sediments (Manning, 2004).
Another clue to pay close attention to is desiccation cracks, if they are present. Just
because a track has desiccation cracks does not necessarily mean that it was once a
surface track that was exposed to the air and became dried out. If a moisture-saturated
non-cohesive sediment overlays cohesive sediment and is stepped upon by an animal, a
track is likely to be transmitted down and impressed in the cohesive sediment. Once the
transmitted track in the lower cohesive substrate dries out, cracks may form, and they will
be filled with the overlain moist sediment. Hence, a footprint with transmitted
morphology is complimented with misleading cracks normally conducive of a surface
track (Manning, 2004). Other signs that a track may be an undertrack were offered by
Martin (2006), who explained that cross-cutting invertebrate burrows is evidence that the
track must have already been buried in unlithified sediment at the time of formation.
Further, “an indistinct or otherwise incomplete outline of a track” is another clue that it
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may be an undertrack (Martin, 2006, p.425). Seilacher (2007) also noted that an animal
climbing uphill has a greater potential to leave undertracks than one traversing downhill,
as their footsteps are required to penetrate deeper into the soil.
Distinguishing transmitted tracks from surface tracks aids tremendously in the
proper understanding of vertebrate ichnofauna assemblages and past environments.
Extensive examination and analysis of vertebrate track assemblages by researchers over
the years has produced a consensus of the best sediment conditions for producing surface
tracks. Seilacher (2007) explained that footprint preservation requires “a substrate of the
right plasticity, a sediment acting as a casting agent, and the absence of erosion prior to
casting” (p.8). It should come as no surprise that firm ground provides the best surface
track preservation potential (Tucker & Burchette, 1977), and soft ground provides the
worse preservation potential (Whyte & Romano, 1981). Hence, a major determining
factor in the formation of a track is the moisture/density relationship (Manning, 2004;
Martin, 2006) in the sediment at the time of foot impression.
Moisture content in the sediment at time of track formation has long been a topic
of interest and concern, as it directly affects tracks morphology (Tucker & Burchette,
1977; Scrivner & Bottjer, 1986; Allen, 1997). After careful analysis, Scrivner and Bottjer
(1986) attributed differences in artiodactyl track morphology to the water content in the
sediment at the time of footprint impression. In 2004, Manning compared actual dinosaur
tracks with artificially produced tracks, and concluded that morphological variations in
the authentic tracks were likely caused by the physics of flowing matter and the
fossilization process of the substrate, and not the actual track-maker. This is significant
because track morphology is normally established by the animal’s behavior such as its
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step cycle and gait, movement of its limb, and its physical size and weight. Yet variations
in sediment composition alter such signatures. The substrate can also affect how an
animal moves across it, either aiding or inhibiting its motion (Manning, 2004). The
physical and mechanical properties of the sediment will also influence how the track is
preserved, which results in further variations.
Track preservation is based on the physical and mechanical properties of the
substrate (soil) (Martin, 2006). The substrate must be cohesive (Seilacher, 2007). A track
is formed when the soil’s yield strength is exceeded by the placement and locomotion of
the track-maker’s limb. The properties of the soil substrate will directly influence the
shape and features of the final footprint. For example, cohesive sediments tend to bulge
into a smooth, unbroken rim, whereas more friable sands tend to bulge into a radially
cracked rim (Thulborn & Wade, 1989; Allen 1997; Manning, 2004). These properties of
interest are its permeability, its porosity, and the amount of water and air occupying the
voids between the soil particles (Manning, 2004). Increasing the water content not only
displaces the air from within, but also increases the density. Shear strength increases with
density, until the water content exceeds the soil’s saturation point (field capacity), which
at that point, the soil becomes too soft.
Seilacher (2007) suggested that differences in modes of preservation, particularly
the substrate consistence, allows researchers to view tracks as “experiments in paleosol
mechanics and use them as environmental indicators” (p. 12). Finally, Manning (2004)
provided an opinion that sums up the pursuit of any true vertebrate track researcher. He
advocated that vertebrate ichnotaxa (primarily tracks) ought to be based on behavior and
the morphological differences created from an animal’s behavior, and not be used to
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identify the track-maker. This is not a unique point of view. However, Manning (2004)
also stressed that nor should the formation and preservation of a track be allowed to cloud
the vertebrate ichnotaxa system by altering any clues and evidence that can otherwise be
gleaned from the track; and this of course, can only be achieved by recognizing such
substrate characteristics and avoiding any misconceptions.
Learning Science
A brief discussion of the basal seminal works on constructivism theory based on
the research of David Ausubel is now provided, followed by some of the more important
characteristics of how science is learned. Further, informal science education and the
accompanying learning environments are discussed as these aspects are a focal point in
this research.
Constructivist Learning Theory
In 1963, cognitive psychologist David Ausubel published his well-known
Assimilation Learning Theory explaining cognitive learning as a process that involves
accepting and incorporating (assimilating) new information into a framework of
previously established information already held in one’s mind. This is an active process
that requires precise placement of the new information to embed it within the pre-existing
knowledge. Ausubel coined the term “meaningful learning” to describe this ongoing
organization of new information within one’s knowledge structure. If performed
successfully, this process translates into increased understanding and retention of the new
information (Clary & Wandersee, 2011).
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As Ausubel (1968) continued research in this field, he corroborated with science
educator Joseph Novak (Ausubel, Novak & Hanesian, 1978). Ultimately Novak (1977)
developed his theory of education which is designed to direct instruction and research.
Clary and Wandersee (2011) referred to this as the “Learning Theory of Human
Constructivism for Educational Research” (p. 116) and cite many of the basic principles,
concluding that the learner experiences meaningful learning once cognitive restructuring
and conceptual changes occur. Further, the learner will take control of their learning to
form meaningful learning, as opposed to placing the responsibility on the facilitator or
simply memorizing facts (Clary & Wandersee, 2011).
Aspects of Learning Science
Research in the field of conceptual learning has flourished over the past several
decades with the goal of further understanding and improving science education. In order
to encompass the complex nature of science education, the National Research Council
(Duschl, Schweingruber & Shouse, 2007) developed and published a four-strand model
designed to describe quality science learning, normally in a formal classroom setting.
Fenichel and Schweingruber (2010) expanded it by adding a strand to the beginning and
at the end of the list, which focuses on informal settings. These six strands provide an
outline for examining the elements of learning and experiencing science, and can be
applied to all settings. The strands are interconnected, influencing and strengthening one
another and serve to describe what people do when they learn science. Hence, it serves as
a guide for contemplating and designing learning experiences. The strands are listed as
follows:
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Sparking Interest and Excitement – Having the curiosity, willingness, and
motivation to navigate through complicated scientific ideas to learn about
phenomena in the natural and physical world.
Understanding Scientific Content and Knowledge – Knowing, using and
interpreting scientific explanations of the natural and physical world.
Engaging in Scientific Reasoning – Evaluating evidence and constructing
arguments based on that evidence; recognizing insufficient evidence to
draw a conclusion and determining what additional data are needed.
Reflecting on Science – Continually evaluating the dynamic process of science,
and reassessing old ideas.
Using the Tools and Language of Science – Not only using the tools and
language of science but also interacting with others in a social process to
better understand the world.
Identifying with the Scientific Enterprise – Self-reflection on new knowledge,
the learner’s relationship to science and possibly contributing to science.
Career paths are possibly influenced.
These strands describe the result of science learning, and embody the attitudes
and habits of proficient science learners. Hence, they serve as a list of goals to strive for
when designing scientific learning experiences (Fenichel & Schweingruber, 2010).
Informal Science Education
To design quality scientific learning experiences we must acknowledge that
science education is performed in different ways (Clary & Wandersee, 2011). Classroom
education and structured curriculum are widely accepted as formal learning, whereas self35

initiated learning outside the classroom with such media as museums, exhibits, parks,
videos, websites, books and articles are considered informal learning (Dierking, Falk,
Rennie, Anderson & Ellenbogen, 2003) Further, Falk and Dierking (2010) have termed
informal learning as “free-choice” learning (p.486). More structured descriptions of these
different learning styles is provided by Ainsworth and Eaton (2010) as they defined the
differences between the primary methods of formal, non-formal, and informal learning:
Formal Learning – Arranged by an institution, organized, structured, and
accredited (normally classroom).
Non-formal Learning – May or may not be arranged by an institution; organized
and structured (possibly loosely); no accreditation.
Informal Learning – Not organized or structured by rigid curriculum;
experiential and often spontaneous.
Informal learning is actually performed at the beginning of life (infancy) and
continues throughout one’s life as it constitutes the everyday learning experience. A more
advanced informal learning is performed in afterschool settings for children. Programs
that were originally intended to safeguard the children while their parents or guardians
were otherwise occupied have morphed into Informal Science Education (ISE) activities
aimed at promoting interest in science (Krishnamurthi & Rennie, n.d.). Currently, most
school-aged children participate in ISE more than the formal structured settings (Falk &
Dierking, 2002; Clary & Wandersee, 2011), and it has been estimated that the average
American spends less than 5% their life in classrooms (Falk & Dierking, 2010). School
settings often focus on facts and simplistic scientific ideas thereby omitting meaningful
learning (Duschl et al, 2007). Once separated from the classroom, most of the adult
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population will pursue ISE to maintain and improve science education and awareness
(Clary & Wandersee, 2011). This type of science learning is voluntary, guided by selfinterests and needs, self-motivated, and normally continues throughout one’s life
(Dierking et al, 2003, p.109). This aspect of ISE normally includes museums, scientific
television programs, books, videos, websites, talk radio, visitor centers, and exhibits.
Informal Learning Environments
With the wide variety of ISE opportunities currently available, the National
Research Council (Bell, Lewenstein, Shouse, & Feder, 2009) has cited three different
environments in which ISE can occur.
Everyday informal environments – television programs, books and other media,
pursuing a hobby, volunteering, researching online.
Programs – science clubs, museum activities, after school activities, 4-H
Designed environments – museums, science centers, libraries, zoos, aquariums,
planetariums.
These three environments share some common attributes with regards to how they
motivate learning amongst the participants. Fenichel and Schweingruber (2010) noted
these as engaging the participants physically, emotionally, and cognitively; motivating
the participants to interact with the phenomenon of the natural world; providing dynamic
and multifaceted depictions of science; building on the participant’s previous level of
knowledge and self-interests; providing the participant free choice and control over how
they interact with it and learn from it.
In the designed environments, media (displays), interpretation by staff (tour
guides/docents), artifacts, and signage, are normally used to direct the learning
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experience of the visitor (Fenichel & Schweingruber, 2010). The visitor will determine
how and when to interact with these elements, thereby directing his or her own pace,
while selecting those elements that satisfy his or her interests. The informal learning
experience may take the form of a group or individual, with or without expert input, and
may involve portions of the elements or all that is offered. The learning experience is
entirely self-directed. If successful, the informal science learning experience will lead to
increased understanding and knowledge of the science, motivate the participant toward
further inquiry, and provide a rewarding feeling of self-satisfaction and enjoyment. This
research focuses on ISE in the designed environment (park visitor center; website),
specifically as it pertains to geology, paleontology, and ichnology.
Geotourism
Definitions
In England, Thomas A. Hose (1995) first defined geotourism as “the provision of
interpretive and service facilities to enable tourists to acquire knowledge and
understanding of the geology and geomorphology of a site (including its contribution to
the development of the Earth sciences) beyond the level of mere aesthetic appreciation.”
(p. 16). In the following years, this definition has morphed into many variations with the
most notable contributions coming from Newsome and Dowling (2006, 2010), Sadry
(2009), and again by Hose (2012), although there have been many others. This basic
geological and geomorphologically-focused “sustainable tourism” theme is accepted
throughout most of the world. However, there is a second definition that is most
commonly accepted in the U. S. that emphasizes not only the preservation of geological
and geomorphological features, but also the geographical sense of place.
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In 1997, National Geographic Senior Editor and head of the tourism institute at
the National Geographic Society, Jonathan Tourtellot, described geotourism in the U. S.
as “tourism that sustains or enhances the geographical character of a place - its
environment, culture, aesthetics, heritage, and the well-being of its residents” (Stokes,
Cook & Drew, 2003, p.1; Dion, 2008, para. 1; Scheer & Moss, 2012, para. 1). The term is
short for “geological tourism” and refers to those locations that showcase geological
landforms and the culture and communities around them (Johnston, 2012). Whereas the
terms “ecotourism” and “sustainable tourism” primarily focus on ecological impacts,
Tourtellot envisioned geotourism as significantly different. Not only does his definition
of geotourism involve the “do no harm” ethic of these other titles, it also seeks to
promote sustainable growth and development of the area based on its unique character
(Stueve, Cook & Drew, 2002; Scheer & Moss, 2012). Hence, it takes sustainable tourism
one step further.
Building on Sustainable Tourism
Much like the “first, do no harm” ethical code of the medical profession,
sustainable tourism is the basis for “destination stewardship” which refers to the
preserving and protecting of a tourist destination (Western Balkans Geotourism Map
Guide [WBGMG], 2011). Sustainable tourism strives to protect natural habitats, scenic
appeal, heritage sites, and local culture by avoiding over-visitation with limitations and
management techniques (Dion, 2008). It is defined on the United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) website (Gilbert, 2010) as “tourism that
respects both local people and the traveler, cultural heritage and the environment”.
Environmentally friendly products and services are employed, while conserving
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resources. Visitors are introduced to local customs and cultures, while respecting
indigenous traditions. Sustainable destinations focus on quality visitor experiences, and
not a high number, quick-turn mentality as commonly seen at other tourist destinations.
Geotourism employs these same sustainable tourism principles and builds on
them by emphasizing geographical distinctiveness, and benefitting both the visitor and
the local residents. The intent is to avoid any standardized culture and amenities
(franchises), and preserve the distinct individual character of the location. Geotourism
provides an enriching experience to visitors by introducing them to the natural beauty,
biodiversity, and local culture. Hence, local communities play a major part in the success
of the locations. All the elements of “geographical character” merge to provide the best
possible experiences for a wide array of visitors (WBGMG, 2011). If performed properly,
the traveler will leave with an authentic experience that he or she can cherish and share
with others once he or she goes home. Interestingly, geotourism also serves to inform the
host residents on geologic features, historic structures and archaeological sites, and local
culture (National Geographic Center for Sustainable Destinations [NGCSD], 2010).
Performing Geotourism
Host residents must adopt sound destination stewardship practices if they are to
sustain their assets and benefits continually. It entails policies that get maximum benefit
with the minimum amount of disruption, which is the Geotourism Strategy as published
by National Geographic (NGCSD, 2010). Unfortunately, this may require limiting
tourism to avoid over-visitation, otherwise known as the “loved-to-death” syndrome
(NGCSD, 2010; WBGMG, 2011). Locals are selected and participate in administering
visitation benefits with the goal of providing rewarding experiences to the visitors. Much
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of the benefit comes in the form of insight and education about what the visitor observes
(Dion, 2008).
In order to qualify as a geotourism destination, the site must comply with the 13
principles of the Geotourism Charter, also published by National Geographic (Scheer &
Moss, 2012). One of those principles requires adhering to both the United Nations World
Tourism Organization’s (UNWTO) Global Code of Ethics for Tourism, and the
International Council on Monuments and Sites’ (ICOMOS) Cultural Tourism Charter.
The basic theme of this administration is to maintain an appreciation for the unique and
distinctive character of a specified location, and an eagerness to display it to visitors
(Scheer & Moss, 2012). This translates into emotionally fulfilled trips, with an increase in
likelihood that the visitor will go home and share the experience with others and possibly
attract continuing business.
Over half (53%) of American travelers claimed that there experience is more
enjoyable when they learn about a destinations history, geology and culture (Stueve et al,
2002; Clary & Wandersee, 2011). Further, nearly two-thirds (61%) of travelers reported
that their experience is more pleasurable when the destination is preserving and
protecting those assets, and a large majority (71%) have a strong desire to not damage
any features at the site they visit. Finally, 58% of travelers support the preservation and
protection of National Park and public lands. When combining these statistics with the
fact that (as of 2002) over 55 million Americans have interest in geotourism with another
100 million potentially moving in that direction, the claim (Stueve et al, 2002; Clary &
Wandersee, 2011) that geotourism in the U. S. has grown significantly in recent decades
is easily substantiated. With an expanding interest in geotourism destinations, visitors
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have also increased their expectations of receiving meaningful, authentic, and highquality experiences in the form of enjoyable and engaging presented information about
the site. The practice of conveying such information is referred to within the geotourism
industry as “interpretation” (NGCSD, 2010).
Interpretation
Since this research includes the Furnace Creek Visitor’s Center at Death Valley
National Park and the park’s website, National Park Service (NPS) guidelines and
curriculum serve as the primary framework for the foundational competencies of
interpretation. These guidelines conform to the National Association of Interpretation
(NAI) standards and practices which are also reviewed. The definition of interpretation,
its founding principles, and descriptions of competency standards are provided and
briefly discussed.
Interpretation Definitions
Many definitions of interpretation have been generated over the years, by both
pioneering naturalists, and contemporary workers. Most definitions go into great detail
about emotional connectedness and understanding. A brief and concise definition is that
interpretation is an attempt to create understandings. Alderson and Low (1976) explained
that “interpretation is both a program and an activity” (p.3). The NPS prefers to use their
own definition; “a catalyst in creating opportunities for the audience to form their own
intellectual and emotional connections with the meanings and significance inherent in the
resource" (NPS, n.d., para. 3). Regardless of who and when authored the definition, the
basic message still remains, which is to help visitors make the emotional connection and
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have a meaningful experience with the goal of attaining a better understanding (NAI
Methods, 2009).
Seminal Works
Nature interpretation has a rich history of contributions from pioneers in the field.
Most notable is John Muir, who founded the conservation organization “Sierra Club” and
is accredited for saving Yosemite Valley, among other valuable sites. He laid the
foundation for the field of nature conservation, interpretation, and activism. Following in
his footsteps were renowned authors such as Enos Mills (1920) and Freeman Tilden
(1952), who described their own views of the basic principles of interpretation. For
example, Ham (1992) believed that interpretation should be pleasurable, relevant,
organized, and have a theme. Tilden (1957) cited many principles, such as
“interpretation, as such, is not information…but it contains information” (p.9), and “the
chief aim of interpretation is not instruction, but provocation” (p.9). There are many other
principles provided by many other naturalists.
Components of Interpretation
When designing or performing interpretation, there are some facets that must be
acknowledged, most notably the tangibles and intangibles. Tangibles are the physical
items that usually make up the site resource. Intangible meanings are abstract and include
ideas, beliefs, relationships, and values. The goal of interpretation is to connect the
tangible items (site resources) to their intangible meanings, thereby making the resource
more meaningful to the visitor, which translates to a more pleasurable and satisfying
experience (NAI Planning, 2009). If done properly this connection will provide
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information and inspiration “in the right amounts and at the right times” (NPS
Interpretive Development Program [IDP], 2007, p.2) in order to reach that fulfilling
experience.
There are two basic techniques for delivering interpretation to attain the fulfilling
experience: personal services and media. Personal services include guided talks by
docents or tour guides, informal briefings, or demonstrations. Media is non-personal and
entails such things as exhibits, brochures, newspapers, pamphlets, in-place video and
audio recordings, or on-demand video / audio streaming. Only about one-fourth of
visitors to national park sites receive personal services, whereas approximately two-thirds
will employ media to acquire applicable interpretation (IDP, 2007).
Regardless of the technique employed, the NPS advocates three primary skill
elements necessary for successful interpretation (IDP, 2007). They are knowledge of
resource (KR); knowledge of audience (KA); and (employing) appropriate techniques
(AT). These three elements come together to deliver an interpretive opportunity (IO), and
serve as the foundational competencies to every interpretive service. Further, the NPS
expresses these elements in three separate techniques for easy recall and application
simplicity, while still carrying the same message (IDP, 2007); 1) An interpretive
equation, where (KR + KA) AT = IO; 2) a triangle diagram depicting the same
relationships (Figure 2.7); 3) the acronym ART uses the first letters of the three primary
elements to convey the concept that interpretation is very much like artwork, and can be
taught as such. All three techniques are promoted within the NPS in order to facilitate and
ensure quality interpretation.
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Figure 2.7

NPS interpretation model

The NPS triangle diagram for expressing the relationship between the three primary skill
elements (IDP, 2007).
Assembly Process Model
Once the elements are all carefully examined and analyzed, many pieces of
pertinent information will arise; which the NPS refers to as essential pieces (IDP, 2007).
These pieces are then aligned and molded into a process model intended to assemble the
pieces and develop a successful interpretation service. This NPS assembly model is
briefly described as follows.
1.

Select a tangible feature that you want the visitors to give interest.

2.

Identify the intangible (abstract) meanings as they pertain to the tangible
feature.

3.

Identify universal concepts.

4.

Identify the audience
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5.

Write a theme statement, including a universal concept

6.

Choose and develop appropriate techniques that convert the tangible–
intangible links into meaningful opportunities.

7.

Organize meaningful opportunities.

The NPS employs this process model as part of their Interpretive Development
Program. It has become the standard with their industry for which to plan and develop
interpretive services.
Earth Science Literacy Initiative’s Big Ideas
Since this thesis focuses on ichnology resources at a national park, and the
potential for informal education regarding those resources, wide-ranging earth science
concepts become useful intangibles for interpretive design. In 2009, the Earth Science
Literature Initiative (ESLI) in conjunction with the National Science Foundation,
published the nine “Big Ideas” that the public should know about earth science. Known
as the Earth Science Literacy Principles, these concepts underlie state-of-the-art research
from all the earth science disciplines (ESLI, 2009). Wandersee and Clary (2009) called
these principles “one of the most influential drivers of 21st century earth science
education” (para. 2). In later chapters some of these principles will be utilized for
discussion and planning purposes, and will serve as the primary intangibles in any
interpretive service design as it pertains to Death Valley National Park. Following is a
brief overview of some applicable Earth Science Literacy Principles that pertain to this
study.
Big Idea #2: Earth is 4.6 billion years old – The earth’s rocks and materials serve
to provide science with a record of its history and earth scientists use this
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evidence to reconstruct events in the earth’s past. Over the long history of
earth, both sudden and gradual processes have produced great changes on
the earth’s surface, such as continental movement, mountain building,
erosion, and changes in sea level. Any of these gradual processes can
create vast climate changes.
Big Idea #3: Earth is a complex system of interacting rock, water, air, and life –
Known as the geosphere, hydrosphere, atmosphere, and biosphere
respectively, these major systems continually react to changing influences.
Ecosystems are regions where organisms interact with each other, and
these life-supporting units provide the goods and services to sustain the
biosphere. Changes in any of the major earth systems, whether gradual or
abrupt can bring significant consequences to living organisms. Earth’s
climate change is one example of how complex interactions among the
major systems can result in significant changes. A ripple effect from one
major system to the next may eventually reach the biosphere and
significantly alter many ecosystems.
Big Idea #4: Earth is continuously changing- Earth internal heat flows though and
out to the surface, creating motion in the crust. This causes the continents
and ocean crust to move by plate tectonics, creating an ever-changing
landscape. The process is slow and continuous, and not only changes the
size, shape, and location of the continents, but also alters the locations of
mountains and basins, especially near plate boundaries. These continuous
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surface changes alter the distribution of resources used by the living
organisms of ecosystems.
Big Idea #6: Life evolves on a dynamic earth and continuously modifies earth –
Life adapts to changes by evolving in new and diverse ecosystems. The
origination and extinction of organisms is a natural and ongoing process.
Changes in the earth’s major systems will determine which individual
populations and species survive. New species of both living and extinct
organisms are continually discovered and identified. Fossils (both body
and trace types) record and document the history of evolution of life.
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This research investigates the tracks and signage for ichnofossils at Death Valley
National Park (DEVA), and documents and evaluates other fossilized track interpretation
(signage) that is currently employed at many public informal science education sites west
of the Mississippi River. Based on this analysis, a recommendation on how DEVA can
best maximize park ichnological resources (trace fossils) to improve public geoliteracy
can be generated. As guided by the principles of the Earth Science Literacy Initiative
(ELI, 2009), this suggestion includes an understanding of such earth science topics as
past climate fluctuations and subsequent evolution of affected organisms. The targeted
research question is:
How can the Death Valley National Park better utilize park ichnological
resources (trace fossils) to improve public geoliteracy, including public understanding of
past climate fluctuations and subsequent extinction of affected organisms?
Research Design
This research design utilizes sequential mixed-methods that generate both
qualitative and quantitative data. First introduced into psychology by Campbell and Fiske
(1959), the mixed-method research concept by Jick (1979) would eventually combine
qualitative and quantitative data sources. It is a method in which “the researcher tends to
base knowledge claims on pragmatic grounds (problem centered)” (Creswell, 2003,
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p.18). It entails gathering text information (qualitative data) and numeric information
(quantitative data) either sequentially (in either order), or simultaneously to best
understand the problem. The design of this project consists of the following basic steps:
1.

A survey of DEVA ichnological resources was conducted in December,
2014 to better understand their informal science education potential. The
ample number of published specimens at DEVA combined with a lack of
public informal education provides the basic premise for this project.

2.

Additional informal science education sites, west of the Mississippi River,
have been identified such as National Parks and Monuments within the
National Park Service (NPS), Bureau of Land Management (BLM) sites,
US Forest Service (USFS) sites, and both private and publically
administered museums. A survey of these selected sites collected samples
of fossilized track interpretation, which will be analyzed via rubric to
determine the quality of the signage. These samples reflect how other
informal science education centers have utilized ichnological resources to
improve geoliteracy within the general public.

3.

Collected samples, including the DEVA sample, are qualitatively analyzed
to determine both the effectiveness and potential for producing informal
science education for the general public on the “Big Ideas” as described by
the Earth Science Literature Initiative (ESLI) principles (ESLI, 2009).
These steps are performed to identify optimal examples of resource
interpretation.
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4.

Results from the signage content (i.e. addressing ESLI Big ideas) and
signage quality analyses will facilitate comparison of the informal sites to
determine their effectiveness and suggest an optimized model for
enhanced public geoliteracy.

5.

A recommendation for how DEVA can best maximize public geoliteracy
with its ichnofossil resources will be generated based on the evaluation
and analysis of the other sites and the identification of optimal signage.
This recommendation is described in a later chapter.

DEVA Investigation: Ichnofossils and Existing Interpretation
The Copper Canyon Formation in DEVA contains the majority of fossilized
tracks within the park and is the focus of this paper. The track sites are closed to the
general public due to their scientific significance and past instances of theft and
vandalism. Necessary permits from park officials were acquired and I accompanied local
expert Dr. Torrey Nyborg of Loma Linda University into Copper Canyon. Once there, I
photographed any fossilized tracks that I encountered, while employing a scale reference
(when possible) for photographs. I also recorded any evidence of an ancient lake
shoreline, and observed first-hand the canyon’s sediment deposits.
After touring Copper Canyon, particularly the Barnyard Member (Figures A.47 A.48 in Appendix A), I explored the Furnace Creek Visitor’s Center (FCVC), which is
the primary visitor’s center within DEVA. I fully recorded and documented the exhibit
display floor while photographing the ichnofossil interpretation. Additionally, I examined
the DEVA website and the distributed literature to search for ichnofossil interpretation.
Once completed with the FCVC, I visited the Cow Creek Repository nearby within the
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park, and recorded and documented the ichnofossil resources in storage. This includes
actual trace fossils that have been removed and any replicas that may have been
generated from those in situ.
Additional Informal Sites Investigation: Ichnofossil Interpretation
All NPS managed sites west of the Mississippi River that have the potential for
having fossilized tracks on site, and /or having track signage in a visitor’s center or other
highly visible location, were solicited for this study (MSU’s Institutional Review Board
for the Protection of Human Subjects in Research (IRB) determined that approval was
not necessary in this case.) To maximize responses I called each location first, spoke to
an individual, and explained this study. Then, I followed-up by sending them a research
assistance letter via email. The letter asked if any track signage exists at the site, and if
so, the employees were asked to forward - 1) a color digital photograph of the
interpretation signage, including the accompanying narrative; 2) a color digital
photograph of the ichnofossil specimen (fossilized track) with a scale for reference. Some
locations that have ample specimens of fossilized tracks responded by providing their
information brochures designed to informally educate the public on their track resources.
These additional forms of media are included in the analysis.
Certain NPS sites not solicited include such locations as human historical sites
(battlefields, trading posts, forts). A total of 58 request letters were sent to the contiguous
state sites, plus selected Alaska sites. See Table 3.1 for a complete list of NPS sites that
were surveyed. There were no sites selected in the states of Kansas, Oklahoma,
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, Arkansas and Louisiana. Sites include US national parks
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(NP), US national parks and preserves (NP&P), US national monuments (NM), US
national monument and preserves (NM&P), and US national recreational areas (NRA).
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Table 3.1

NPS sites selected for ichnofossil survey
Alaska
Denali NP&P
Glacier Bay NP&P
Matmai NP&P
Kobuk Valley NP

New Mexico
Bandelier NM
El Morro NM
Petroglyph NM
White Sands NM

Arizona
Chiracahua NM
Grand Canyon NP
Organ Pipe Cactus NM
Petrified Forest NP

North Dakota
Theodore Roosevelt NP
Oregon
John Day Fossil Beds NM
Oregon Caves NM&P

California
Channel Islands NP
Golden Gate NRA
Mojave NP
Pinnacles NP
Redwood NP
Santa Monica Mts. NRA
Sequoia & Kings Canyon NP
Yosemite NP

South Dakota
Badlands NP
Jewel Cave NM
Wind Cave NP
Texas
Alibates Flint Quarries NM
Big Bend NP
Guadalupe Mountains NP

Colorado
Black Canyon of the Gunnison NP
Colorado NM
Florissant Fossil Beds NM
Great Sand Dunes NP&P
Mesa Verde NP
Rocky Mountain NP
Yucca House NM
Idaho
Hagerman Fossil Beds NM
City of Rocks NRA

Utah
Arches NP
Bryce Canyon NP
Canyonlands NP
Capitol Reef NP
Dinosaur NM
Glen Canyon NRA
Natural Bridges NM
Rainbow Bridge NM
Zion NP
Washington
North Cascades NP
Olympic NP

Montana
Glacier NP

Wyoming
Bighorn Canyon NRA
Devils Tower NM
Fossil Butte NM
Grand Teton NP
Yellowstone NP

Nebraska
Agate Fossil Beds NM
Scotts Bluff NM
Nevada
Great Basin NP
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Four BLM field offices were also selected and surveyed following the same
procedures. Most of the selected locations are in Utah due to its high concentration of
fossilized tracks. BLM field offices manage several individual field locations, many with
fossilized tracks on site. For example, the Moab BLM Field Office in Utah is responsible
for maintaining five separate track site locations. See Table 3.2 for a list of BLM field
offices that were solicited and their respective field sites.
Table 3.2

BLM sites selected for ichnofossil survey

Moab Field Office (Utah)

St. George Field Office (Utah)

Potential sites:
Copper Ridge Dinosaur Trackways
Dinosaur Stomping Ground
Mill Canyon Dinosaur Trail
Poison Spider Dinosaur Trackways
Willow Springs Dinosaur Trackways

Potential sites
Warner Valley Dinosaur Tracks
Red Cliff Dinosaur Track Site

Kanab Field Office (Utah)

Las Cruces District Office (New Mexico)

Potential sites
Moccasin Mountain Trackway

Potential sites
Prehistoric Trackways Nat. Monument

The last federally administered site surveyed is a US Forest Service site in
Colorado, since it has fossilized tracks and accompanying signage on site. Comanche
National Grasslands is the only tracks site in this study that is not administered by the
NPS, BLM, or a museum.
Thirty-two selected museums of natural history, nature and science, and / or
paleontology were also surveyed for input. All these facilities are west of the Mississippi
River and may be either privately owned, publically managed, or university administered.
These facilities are selected based on the propensity for having fossilized animal track
displays and signage. See Table 3.3 for a complete list of sites separated by state.
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Table 3.3

Selected museums for ichnofossil survey

Arizona

Arizona Museum of Natural History
Museum of Northern Arizona
Powell Museum

California
Alf Museum of Paleontology
Natural History Museum of Los

Angeles County
San Diego Natural History Museum
Univ of Cal. Museum of Paleontology

Colorado

Denver Museum of Nature and

Science

Dinosaur Ridge
Univ of Colorado Museum of Natural
History

Iowa

Univ of Iowa Museum of Natural
History

Kansas
Univ of Kansas Natural History
Museum
Louisiana

Louisiana Museum of Natural History

Minnesota

Bell Museum of Natural History

Montana

Montana Natural History Center
Museum of the Rockies

Nebraska
Univ of Nebraska State Museum

Nevada

Las Vegas Natural History
Museum

New Mexico

Museum of Nature and Science
New Mexico Museum of Natural
History and Science

Oklahoma

Sam Noble Museum

South Dakota

South Dakota School of Mines and

Technology

Texas

Houston Museum of Natural
Science
Texas Memorial Museum
Witte Museum

Utah

BYU Museum of Paleontology
Museum of Ancient Life
Natural History Museum of Utah
St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site

at Johnson Farm

Washington

Burke Museum of Natural History
and Culture

Wyoming
Natural History Museum of
Western Wyoming College
Wyoming State Museum

Other state and federally administered sites (BLM, and the Fish and Wildlife
Service) close to the vicinity of Death Valley were investigated with the intent of
photographing and documenting any track signage. These sites contain fossils of
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comparative age and paleoclimate as those in Death Valley. Additionally, one NPS site,
four BLM sites, and three museums in Utah were visited to either authenticate what was
submitted or to gather data first hand. All of these sites were visited in July, 2015. See
Table 3.4 for a complete list.
Table 3.4

Visited informal sites

NPS site (Utah)

BLM sites (Utah)

Capitol Reef National Park

Museum sites (Utah)

Museum of Ancient Life
Natural History Museum of Utah
St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site

at Johnson Farm

Warner Valley Dinosaur Tracks
Red Cliff Dinosaur Track Site
Moccasin Mountain Trackway
Parowan Gap Dinosaur Track

Site

BLM site (Nevada)

Red Rock Canyon National

Fish and Wildlife site (Nevada)

Recreational Area

Desert National Wildlife Refuge

After collecting data from all the additional sites and determining the track types
(positive imprints, negative casts) and the identified taxa, the signage was further
analyzed in accordance with NPS guidelines as described in Chapter 2. These guidelines
conform to the National Association of Interpretation (NAI) standards and practices, and
can therefore also be used to evaluate the other non-NPS sites (e.g., BLM, museums).
Communication from the signage, or other media, was examined to determine if the
tangible resource (tracks) have been effectively interpreted for the visitor, and
communicate any of ESLI’s Big Ideas. Additionally, each sign was analyzed with the use
of a quality measurement rubric to determine how well it meets the exemplary signage
system criteria for interpretation and writing, as described by Wandersee and Clary
(2007). See Table 3.5 for the quality measurement rubric. Data were also coded for the
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use of generating simple inferential statistics to facilitate a comparison between signage
samples.
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Table 3.5

Signage Quality Measurement Rubric

Site Location:
Category
Conceptual
Meaning

Signage:
Poor
(0 – Points)

Not capable of
creating a meaningful
connection for the
viewer; fails to
convey any
knowledge.

Number of Topics No major theme.

Marginal
(1 – Point)

Acceptable
(2 – Points)

Barely capable of
Design meets desired
achieving a
objective of creating a
meaningful
meaningful connection
connection for the
for the viewer; conveys
viewer; conveys basic sound knowledge.
knowledge; does not
promote critical
thinking.
Two or more vague One topic, insufficiently
topics.
focused.

Exceptional
(3 – Points)

Design exceeds desired
objectives of creating a
meaningful connection
for the viewer; conveys
comprehensive
knowledge; promotes
critical thinking.
One focused topic
addressed.

Science Knowledge

Ample specialized
Specialized science Specialized science
science knowledge in knowledge of two
knowledge of one
the viewer assumed. concepts in the viewer concept in the viewer
assumed.
assumed.

Conversational

Not conversational;
very pedantic.

Readable; theme hard Reading is pleasurable; Language is very
to follow; not
objective is met.
conversational and nonconversational.
pedantic; objective
exceeded.

Interesting / Logical

Not interesting,
coherent, or logical.

Slightly interesting, Adequately interesting, Very interesting,
coherent, and logical. coherent, and logical;
coherent, and logical;
objective is met.
communication is clear
and effective.

Specimen Names

Does not use common Limited use of
Satisfactory use of
or scientific names. common or scientific scientific and/or
names.
common names.

Reading Level

Grade 13 level or
higher; or grade 5
level or lower. Very
difficult or very
simple a treatment of
topic.
151 words or greater;
or 14 words or less.
Highly incomplete or
too detailed treatment
of topic.

11-12 grade level; or 9-10 grade level; too
7-8 grade level.
grade 6 level. Either advanced a treatment of
too difficult or too
the topic.
simple a treatment of
topic.

Less than 50 % of
sentences are active
voice.
No visual aids
employed

50-69 % of sentences 70-79 % of sentences
are active voice.
are active voice.

Word Count

Active Voice

Visual Aids

graphics

photos

diagrams
Quality Rating
Required Score

Poor
0-15

No specialized science
knowledge in the viewer
assumed.

Comprehensive use of
both scientific and
common names.

111-150 words; or 15- 81-110 words; or 30-59 60-80 words.
29 words.
words. Somewhat
incomplete or too
Moderately
incomplete or too
detailed treatment of
detailed treatment of topic.
topic.

Minimum use of
visual aids; more
ornamental than
educational.

Marginal
16-20
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80+ % of sentences are
active voice.

Moderate use of visual Effective use of visual
aids; relates to fossil
aids; invites visual
specimen.
comparison and contrast
between fossil specimen
and visual aid.

Acceptable
21-27

Exceptional
28-30

Investigation into Ichnofossil Interpretation and ESLI’s Big Ideas
Any Big Ideas, as described by the ESLI Principles that are addressed at each site
were identified and coded. The Big Idea information may be presented in the form of
signage, brochures / flyers, or quick reference codes. Recorded data were used to
compare different informal sites to reveal the sites with the most effective signage.
Combined with the signage analysis, the Big Idea analysis can reveal optimal signage
samples that can lend themselves to serve as a standard for which to generate future
signs.
Comparative Analysis: DEVA and Optimal Signage
After determining the best signage samples from the solicited inputs, the DEVA
signage was compared and deficiencies identified. Recommendations then resulted for
Death Valley National Park that achieves the goal of maximizing the ichnofossil
resources for the purposes of informally educating the public on geoliteracy and earth
science, while remaining sensitive to the need for protecting the site.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Analyses and results from the five research steps outlined in the Methods Chapter
will be presented in this chapter. Discussion of these analyses and a concluding
recommendation will be discussed in Chapter 5.
Death Valley National Park Ichnofossil Resource and Media Survey
The Copper Canyon Formation in Death Valley National Park (DEVA) was
visited on December 7, 2014. Dr. Torrey Nyborg, of Loma Linda University served as
tour guide and shared the location of many fossilized animal tracks. Our permits from
park officials allowed us entry to an otherwise closed area. We hiked from the main road,
upslope through an alluvial fan, for 4.8 km (three miles) into the canyon. We spent the
day locating and photographing tracks, and hiked out at sunset (Figure 4.1a). Most of the
fossilized tracks are located in the Barnyard Member (Figure 4.1b). The purpose of the
trip was to observe, first-hand, the ichnofossil resources (Figure 4.1c, d) at this location
since it contains the most highly concentrated assortment of fossilized tracks within the
park ((Nyborg & Santucci, 1999, p.3). Other points of interest that serve as indicators of
an ancient lakeshore environment, such as fossilized tufa mounds, mud cracks, ripple
marks and raindrops were observed and photographed (Figure 4.1e, f).
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Figure 4.1

Copper Canyon and its fossils

a) Overview of Copper canyon. b) The Barnyard Member. c) Camel and cat tracks. d)
Bird track. e) Fossilized tufa mound. f) Fossilized raindrops. All photos by C. Burbach
On December 10, 2014 the Cow Creek Repository was visited for the purpose of
observing the ichnofossil resources that have been collected and curated, over the past
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several decades, by park personnel and trusted agents from various locations within
DEVA (Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2

Cow Creek Repository Fossils

Fossils curated at the Cow Creek Repository at Death Valley National Park. a) Bird track.
b) Camel track. Photos by C. Burbach
See Appendix A for additional photographs of the ichnofossil resources at both
Copper Canyon and the Cow Creek Repository. The tracks observed in these visits
consist of avian, carnivorous mammal, subungulate (proboscidean), perissodactyl (horse),
and artiodactyl (camel) types from Pliocene lakeshore sediments (Nyborg, 2009, p. 113);
specifically perennial fresh to saline lake; mudflat deposits (Nyborg, 2011, p.1). Scrivner
and Bottjer (1986) identified the ichnogenera for tracks recovered in the park that are
within these family groups. They are as follows: avian – Avipeda; carnivorous mammals
– Bestiopeda; subungulate – Proboscipeda; perissodactyl – Hippipeda; artiodactyl –
Pecoripeda.
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Also on December 10, 2014, the Furnace Creek Visitor’s Center (FCVC) at
DEVA was visited and surveyed for any ichnofossil signage. Photographs of the display
floor were collected, with special emphasis on any ichnofossil signage. Figure 4.3 shows
the only ichnofossil display at the site; a summary of the signage follows.

Figure 4.3

Visitors center ichnofossil display

Ichnofossil floor display at Furnace Creek Visitor’s Center at Death Valley National
Park. a) Display overview. b) Close-up of track replicas. Photos by C. Burbach.
The only ichnofossil interpretation signage at the FCVC is a stand-alone floor
sign approximately 2.5 meters high and 0.5 meter in width; with three artistic renditions
of typical mammals of the Pliocene (camels, horses, and a saber-toothed cat) in the top
half; and four track imprint replicas displayed in the bottom half. Next to each of the four
prints is a written label respectively “Camel Track / Cat Track / Horse Track / Bird
Track.” There is no other written narrative; hence there is not enough interpretation to
measure for quality, or assess for Big Idea content, and therefore does not lend itself to a
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measureable comparison to signage at other informal sites. This lack of interpretation
may be a reflection of the park’s desire to safeguard the exact location of the track site.
Further discussion of that topic is in Chapter 5. Since the fossilized track interpretation at
the FCVC is devoid of much useful information, this study uses a comparative analysis
with other informal sites to generate a recommendation for optimal ichnofossil
interpretation signage for the FCVC.
Fossilized tracks are addressed in only one other form of media at the FCVC.
Amongst the literature handed out to visitors at the FCVC is a small newspaper entitled
Visitor’s Guide. It describes the various landmarks and provides visitor’s with proper
instructions for conducting themselves while at the park. It also posts a notice for those
interested in taking an all-day paleontology tour, to be guided by a park volunteer. Three
tours every season (November - February) are offered. Each tour will consist of no more
than 15 people, and the park conducts a lottery for those visitors interested in
participating. The tour is intended to show visitor’s the abundant assortment of fossilized
tracks in situ at Copper Canyon, although the location and name are not advertised in the
guide. This procedure is yet another step toward limiting public access to the track site to
prevent theft and vandalism.
Based on the above described findings, the potential for increasing the informal
education of DEVA ichnological resources is very good. This is due to the ample supply
of ichnological resources at Copper Canyon in DEVA, consisting of hundreds of tracks
made up of both negative imprints and positive casts, from over 60 precise lake shoreline
mudflat deposit locations, from 26 ichnospecies of camel, horse, bird, cat, and mastodon
(Santucci et al, 2014). Combined with the sparse amount of informal education
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incorporated into the only piece of signage at the FCVC, and the restricted access to the
location with the most tracks (Copper Canyon), this survey reveals a significant gap
between the ichnofossil resources available within DEVA and the media effectiveness
currently employed. This study aims to generate a recommendation for increasing the
informal education of these outstanding ichnofossil resources for the purpose of
enhancing public geoliteracy while remaining sensitive to the need for protecting them.
Additional Informal Sites and Fossilized Track Interpretation Survey
A total of 101 additional informal education sites were solicited in June / July
2015 for input for this study. These sites are all located west of the Mississippi River and
fall under four categories: National Park Service (NPS), Bureau of Land Management
(BLM), US Forest Service (USFS), and museums (either publically or privately funded).
Seventy sites (an exceptional rate of 69.3% of total) replied to the survey with either a
negative or positive response. Negative responses resulted from not having any tracks on
display, or as in one case, not willing to participate. Twenty-two sites (21.8% of total)
responded favorably by submitting data (photographs) of fossilized tracks either on
display, or in situ in the field, and the accompanying signage. A breakdown of these
totals separated by administration type, strictly for presentation purposes, is as follows in
Table 4.1:
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Table 4.1

Informal site survey responses
Site
Category
NPS

Number of sites
/offices solicited
58

BLM

9

USFS

2

Museums

32

Total

101

Number of
responses
48
(82.7% of total)
4
(44.4% of total)
2
(100% of total)
16
(50% of total)
70
(69.3% of total)

Number of sites
submitting data
10
(17.2 % of total)
4
(44.4% of total)
1
(50% of total)
7
(21.8% of total)
22
(21.8% of total)

Additionally, eight sites were visited between July 9-12, 2015, and fossilized
tracks on display with accompanying interpretation were investigated first hand and
photographed. These eight locations break down as one NPS site (which had already
submitted data); three museums; and five BLM sites (see Table 3.4 for a complete list of
visited sites). With the data collected during these visits, this study now has data on 30
sites (10 NPS sites, 9 BLM sites, one USFS site, and 10 museums).
Data for these sites are located in Appendices B through E, divided by their
management group for ease of discussion only; NPS, BLM, USFS, and museums. The
data for each site include a setting for the location, photographs of tracks on display;
track types (positive cast, negative imprints, and undertracks); identified taxa if known;
and a description of the media (signage) employed. Submitted photographs of signage are
posted with its accompanying transcription. These data are used to determine both the
quality of the sign and which “Big Ideas” of the Earth Science Literature Initiative (ESLI)
have been addressed.
Signage eligible for evaluation includes display signs and placards; wall posters;
labels with interpretive narrative; trail-head signs; brochures available to visitors; and/or
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quick reference codes that are posted on any of these items. Large signs and brochures
that contain multiple topics are separated into individual signs if the topics are physically
separated in the media and employ different headings. Those items not eligible as
signage include such things as websites and links, and brochures that must be
downloaded with an electronic device, as these are considered external to the informal
site, and not necessarily accessible to everyone during a site visit. Museum signage that
does not specifically pertain to, or address, the displayed fossilized tracks do not qualify
in this study, unless all specimens on the display floor are tracks. This is one significant
difference between museums and the other management groups, and will be discussed
further. The following is a brief summary of the survey process and data surrounding
each site.
Soliciting the NPS sites during the summertime proved beneficial since it is their
busy visitor season. The federal employees and park rangers responded very well to my
requests as if to have a directed mandate for responding to all public requests for
information. Conversely, many museum employees were reluctant to participate as if to
safeguard their displays, for which they charge patrons to visit. A significant difference in
willingness to cooperate existed between the two. In one instance, a museum agreed to
share photos of their newly employed floor displays, but required a signed agreement
restricting use of the photographs to this thesis only, and requiring a copy of the
published portion that includes their displays. Yet another museum site simply refused to
participate.
Of the 30 sites included in this study, five of them do not have qualified signage
as specified in the requirements listed above. Two NPS sites, Capitol Reef National Park
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and Zion National Park, have tracks on site, provide interpretation through electronic
means, but employ no qualified signage. John Day Fossil Beds National Monument
displays a single track specimen, but without a written narrative and therefore there has
nothing to evaluate. Two museums in Utah, the Museum of Ancient Life at Thanksgiving
Point and the Natural History Museum of Utah, display a few track specimens, but
without any direct correlated interpretation. The Museum of Ancient Life employs some
extremely informative wall signs near the entry, which correlates to all the fossils on
display, both body and trace. The remaining 25 sites have qualified signage for which to
evaluate and assess.
Two museum sites, the Raymond M. Alf Museum of Paleontology in California
and the St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site at Johnson Farm in Utah have ample tracks
on display. The St. George site is completely dedicated to hundreds of dinosaur tracks,
most in situ, including some extremely rare specimens of swimming marks and a sitting
impression. The entire bottom floor of the two-story Alf Museum is entitled the “Hall of
Footprints” and displays one of the best variety of fossilized tracks in the world. The St.
George site employs 23 qualified signs for which to include in this study, whereas the Alf
Museum only has two qualified wall signs submitted. See Figures 4.4 and 4.5 for signage
examples from the St. George site.
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Figure 4.4

Dinosaur sitting impression placard

Located at the St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site. Photo by C. Burbach

Figure 4.5

Dinosaur skin impression placard

Located at the St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site. Photo by C. Burbach
Many of the other sites display a single specimen with just one track print or cast,
such as Arches National Park, Fossil Butte National Monument, Petrified Forest National
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Park, and the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County; or a single specimen with
five to ten tracks (a slab) such as the Powell Museum, John Day Fossil Beds National
Monument, Glen Canyon National Recreational Area, the Las Vegas Natural History
Museum, and the Arizona Museum of Natural History. Other sites such as Denali
National Park and Preserve and the Museum of Geology at The South Dakota School of
Mines and Technology display 4-5 specimens with accompanying interpretation. See
Figure 4.6 for examples.

Figure 4.6

Single specimen examples

a) Dinosaur track at Denali National Park and Preserve; tape measure for scale;
approximately 20cm in length (NPS file photo) b) Dinosaur track slab at Glen Canyon
National Recreation Area; slab is approximately one-square meter (NPS file photo).
Nine of the ten BLM sites have tracks in situ with various trail signs employed for
providing visitors with interpretation. The exception is Red Rock Canyon National
Recreation Area which safeguards its tracksite and provides photos and interpretation in
the visitor center. Many of the BLM sites consist of over a hundred tracks in situ, such as
Warner Valley Dinosaur Tracks, Moccasin Mountain Trackways, and Copper Ridge
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Dinosaur Trackways. The Comanche National Grasslands (administered by the USFS)
also has hundreds of tracks in the field with accompanying signage. The Las Cruces
Museum of Nature and Science has two large track displays equipped with four qualified
signs each, on their display floor; representing a nearby mountainous site containing
hundreds of tracks. See Figure 4.7 for examples of tracksite signage.

Figure 4.7

Trail sign examples

a) Tracksite sign at Warner Valley Dinosaur Tracks; photo by C. Burbach. b) Trailhead
sign at Mill Canyon Dinosaur Trail; photo by Hunt-Foster / BLM.
Negative track imprints and positive casts are equally represented amongst all
these sites. In one interesting case, at the Parowan Gap Dinosaur Track Site in Utah,
boulders have eroded out of a cliff; the dinosaur imprints are in mudstone and the casts
are made of sandstone, thereby indicating an ancient shallow water environment overlain
by a receded water level. Most of the dinosaur tracks at St. George were discovered by
separating large slabs from an ancient aquatic shoreline, and exposing both the negative
and positive footprint traces. Undertracks are normally difficult to identify but are
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suspected at Red Cliff Dinosaur Track Site, Zion National Park, White Sands National
Monument, and Comanche National Grasslands, with at least one confirmed specimen at
the Alf Museum. See Figure 4.8 for examples of track types.

Figure 4.8

Different track types

a) Dinosaur track cast at Parawon Gap; photo by C. Burbach. b) Dinosaur track imprint at
the Alf Museum; photo by D. Lofgren.
Dinosaur tracks are, understandably, the most prevalent creatures represented by
tracks at the 16 Utah sites in this study. Interestingly, many other non-Utah sites choose
to display dinosaur tracks as well, such as the Las Vegas Natural History Museum, the
Powell Museum (in Arizona), and the Alf Museum (in California), who all display
dinosaur tracks which were collected at sites such as Utah. Comanche National
Grasslands (Colorado), the Museum of Geology at The South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology, Red Rock Canyon National Recreation Area (Nevada), and Denali
National Park and Preserve (Alaska) all display dinosaur tracks collected in their vicinity.
Ergo, most of the track specimens involved in this study are from dinosaurs. Two
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noteworthy exceptions (both in New Mexico) are the Las Cruces Museum of Nature and
Science which displays ample specimens of tetrapods and amphibians, and White Sands
National Monument which contains the largest concentration of Pleistocene mammal
trackways and prints in North America. See Figure 4.9 for examples.

Figure 4.9

Tracks from animals other than dinosaurs

a) Dimetropus tracks at the Las Cruces Museum; LCMS file photo. b) Mammoth track
cast at White Sands NM; photo by T. Cuvelier / NPS.
Nearly all the tracks displayed at the 30 sites were created in shoreline, fluvial,
riparian, or shallow water environments, as the creatures footprint was captured and
preserved in wet sediments. Exceptions include Arches National Park, Dinosaur National
Monument, Arizona Museum of Natural History, and Red Rock Canyon National
Recreation Area where the tracks were preserved in a dry, sandy sediment. An interesting
combination of both wet sands and a dry environment occurred at the Moccasin
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Mountain Trackways site where the tracks were preserved in an oasis within an ancient
sand desert. See Figure 4.10 for examples.

Figure 4.10

Tracks created in dry sediments

a) Mammal tracks replica at Dinosaur NM; photo by T. Small / NPS. b) Dinosaur track
imprint at Moccasin Mountain Trackways; BLM file photo.
The Moccasin Mountain Trackways site is also one of the few sites in this study
that provides a brochure to its visitors. The only other two sites included here are White
Sands National Monument (New Mexico) and Comanche National Grasslands
(Colorado). A typical brochure provides an ample amount of information separated by
each folded panel. In accordance with the previously described criteria for qualified
signage, the brochures from these three sites contain nine, four and five qualified signs
respectively. All other signage in this study are either floor displays, specimen placards,
wall signs/posters, or display cabinet placards.
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In order to identify a location with specific track attributes such as the basic
animal type, the track type (imprint, cast), and quantity (single track, multiple trackway)
see Appendix F for a track inventory database. The table in Appendix F serves as quick
reference index and identifies these attributes at each of the 30 sites in this study.
Analysis of Informal Site Signage with the Signage Quality Measurement Rubric
Only signage that addresses fossilized tracks were evaluated. Portions of signs
that do not address fossilized tracks were not evaluated; this is especially true with
brochures. When evaluating the written narrative of a sign, the title of the sign, subsection, or sub-heading were not included in the Reading level, Word Count and Active
Voice categories, as this information skews the measurement.
All signage was transcribed; see Appendices B – E. Reading Level, Word Count,
and Active Voice are measured with Microsoft Word 2013, readability statistics option,
to determine the Flesch-Kincaid grade level score. The Flesch-Kincaid test is used
throughout the education field to determine what is formally known as the US grade
level. Additionally, this evaluation technique is used as the primary standard for
government, military and private industry to determine reading levels. The formula
incorporates the total number of words, sentences, and syllables to calculate the reading
level of a written text.
Reading Level: School grade levels were determined and scored. Each measured
grade level was evaluated as a whole number and rounded off (i.e. a
measured grade level of 10.87 was recorded and evaluated as grade level
10).
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Number of Topics: Many outdoor signs are large and have more than one theme,
each in its own corner or dedicated space within the physical layout of the
signage. Hence this category evaluated the separate sub-sections within a
large sign as a separate piece of signage. However, each sub-section must
be separated by space or a sub-heading within that sign. Additionally,
pamphlets and brochures underwent similar separate evaluations for each
sub-section or panel, as applicable.
Specimen Names: It is not required to provide both common and scientific names
in every case. Either the scientific name or common name (or both) should
be used logically within the written narrative. In some cases, names are
not applicable to the written narrative within the sign. In these cases a
maximum score of 3 was issued.
See Table 3.5 for the Quality Measurement Rubric. Once each sign was
evaluated, the results were collated in a quality measurement table, which consolidates
the results of the rubric for ease of interpretation. Actual reading level, word count, and
active voice measurements are indicated in red font, preceding the rubric score.
Range of Quality in the Signage Analysis
All the applicable signage collected in this study has been assessed for quality
using the Signage Quality Measurement rubric. Signage rubric results for each individual
sign are located in Appendices B – E (as determined by management unit), following the
signage transcriptions. See Appendix G for a spreadsheet database of all 109 sign
assessments. A summary of the totals are as follows: 16 signs (14.7% of total) measured
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as exceptional; 84 signs (77% of total) measured as acceptable; 9 signs (8.2% of total)
measured as marginal; and zero measured as poor.
Only one sign measured with a perfect score (30/30), and is from the Dimetrodon
installation display at the Las Cruces Museum of Nature and Science. The display panel
was submitted in two photos (halves) as shown here (Figure 4.11).

Figure 4.11

Updated view of Dimetrodon

Traditional and updated views of the stance and posture of Dimetrodon; LCMS photo.
Transcription for both halves of Dimetrodon front panel (Figure 4.11):
Showing the result
This drawing shows how scientists used to believe Dimetrodon moved, with
legs sprawled and belly close to the ground, like a modern crocodile. The skeleton’s
assembly suggests this stance.
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This drawing shows how some scientists now believe Dimetrodon moved,
standing up on legs placed under its body, more like a modern mammal. Some of the
evidence for this new understanding came from the Robledos trackways.
The Dimetrodon display panel above is prime example of an exceptional piece of
signage, conforming to the ideal reading level and word count, while conveying interest
with conversational written text to instill conceptual meaning in the viewer. Another
exceptional example comes from the trail head sign at Warner Valley Dinosaur Tracks
site in Utah. The center left margin of this large sign provides an excellent explanation
for the different types of tracks; negative imprints, positive casts, and undertracks (Figure
4.12). This qualified sign measured 29 out of 30 on the quality measurement rubric.

Figure 4.12

Trailhead sign at Warner Valley

This is the left margin of the trailhead sign at Warner Valley Dinosaur Tracks location in
Utah; photo by C. Burbach.
Conversely, one of the lowest measured signs was a display case placard at the
Museum of Geology at The South Dakota School of Mines and Technology, which
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measured marginal at 19 points of a possible 30. The display placard is next to a dinosaur
track cast. A close-up of the placard is shown below (Figure 4.13). The placard attempts
to educate the viewer on how and why tracks are named with the scientific taxa assigned
to them. Several examples of ichnotaxa are then listed. This sample does not conform to
the ideal reading level and word count, is not conversational, assumes scientific
knowledge in the viewer, and employs no visual aid. Fortunately, the other three signs at
this site measured as acceptable.

Figure 4.13

Anchisauripus track placard

Located at the South Dakota School of Mines and Technology; photo by S. Hustoft
The other sign measuring at the lowest recorded rating of 19 out of 30 is actually
a small caption in the right center of the North Bank interpretive panel at Comanche
National Grasslands in Colorado. Its primary detriment is that it is a single long sentence
that is not conversational, nor extremely coherent (Figure 4.14). Other signs at the site
measured as two exceptional, and nine acceptable.
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Figure 4.14

Interpretive panel at Comanche National Grasslands

Right center caption on North Bank interpretive panel; USFS file photo
A typical sign of acceptable quality can be found at Mill Canyon Dinosaur Trail
in Utah, where four, very similar trail signs are employed along a boardwalk at the
trackways site. Figure 4.15 shows trail sign #2, which measured low in reading level,
word count, and active voice resulting in an acceptable score of 26 out of a possible 30.

Figure 4.15

Trail sign at Mill Canyon Dinosaur Trail

Trail sign#2 at Mill Canyon; photo by Hunt-Foster / BLM.
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Transcription for trail sign #2 (Figure 4.15):
Large Theropod Tracks
The large, well preserved tracks in front of you are the beginning of a 17-step
trackway of a very large, carnivorous dinosaur. Tracks of a similar dinosaur have also
been found in central Texas. The tracks here are about 16-20 inches long and are from
a dinosaur that was at least 8 feet tall at the hip. The intriguing thing about these tracks
is that they indicate the presence of a very large dinosaur for which we currently have
no skeletal evidence. A very large meat-eater remains to be found out there.
Name of Track: Irenesauripus
Early Cretaceous (~112 million years ago)
Cedar Mountain Formation
Yet another typical acceptable sign is located at the Raymond M. Alf Museum of
Paleontology in California. This wall sign measured at 25 out of 30 primarily due to the
reading level and active voice ratings (Figure 4.16).

Figure 4.16

Fossil significance wall sign

Located at the Alf Museum; photo by D. Lofgren.
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Brochures Analysis
As mentioned in the previous section above, there are three sites that submitted
brochures which are provided to visitors at their sites. These sites are the Moccasin
Mountain Trackways (Utah) with nine qualified signs in the brochure, White Sands
National Monument (New Mexico) with four signs in the brochure, and Comanche
National Grasslands (Colorado) with five signs in the brochure. See Table 4.2 below for a
breakdown of quality measurements.
Table 4.2

Site brochure signage quality measurements
Brochure Site
Moccasin Mountain
Trackways (Utah)
White Sands National
Monument (New Mexico)
Comanche National
Grasslands (Colorado)
Totals

Exceptional Acceptable
Signs
Signs

Marginal
Signs

0

8

1

1

3

0

0

5

0

1

16

1

Of the eight acceptable signs in the Moccasin Mountain brochure, seven primarily
had lower ratings for reading level, word count, and active voice. The one marginal sign
was also missing a visual aid. Of the three acceptable signs in the White Sands brochure,
two suffered lower scores for missing a visual aid, where as the one exceptional sign had
a quality visual aid employed. Lastly, of the five signs in the Comanche Grasslands
brochure, three measured poorly at reading level, and one rated low for interest and
conceptual meaning. This analysis reveals a lack consistency of the various signs within
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each brochure. With 17 of the 18 measured signs not measuring as exceptional, it also
shows that these brochures are not optimal examples of high quality signage.
However, the format of a folded brochure lends itself nicely to separating various
topics, thereby segregating several individual qualified signs. Much information can be
shared while addressing several individual topics in a relative small space. White Sands
National Monument and Moccasin Mountain Trackways both employ the folded
brochure technique (Figures 4.17 and 4.18).

Figure 4.17

White Sands National Monument brochure

Page 1 of the White Sands brochure; NPS scan
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Figure 4.18

Moccasin Mountain Tracksite brochure

A trifold brochure issued out to visitors at Moccasin Mountain; scan.
Consolidated Signage Analysis
Other examples of consolidating several signs within one singular form of media
were found at three BLM sites in Utah; Warner Valley Dinosaur Tracks, Red Cliffs
Dinosaur Track Site, and Parowan Gap Dinosaur Track Site. Warner Valley has a large
tracksite sign with interpretation on both the front and reverse sides, each with multiple
qualified signs; Red Cliffs has two track site sign boards mounted next to each other,
each with three qualified signs; and Parowan Gap has a trailhead sign with three qualified
signs within. See Table 4.3 for a complete breakdown of quality measurements.
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Table 4.3

Multiple signage media quality measurements
Signage Site

Exceptional Acceptable Marginal
Signs
Signs
Signs

Warner Valley Dinosaur
Tracks
 Front Sign
 Reverse Sign
Red Cliffs Dinosaur Track
Site
 First sign on left
 Second sign on right
Parowan Gap Dinosaur Track
Site
 Trailhead sign
Totals

2
0

2
2

0
0

1
1

2
2

0
0

0

3

0

4

11

0

Four of the fifteen (26.6%) of the qualified signs within the media described in
Table 4.3 measured as exceptional, which is a high rate of success. An example of one of
these tracks site signs with an exceptional qualified sign in the top left corner, and its
transcription are below (Figure 4.19). It measured 28 out of 30 for an exceptional rating;
scoring just below perfect in reading level and word count.
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Figure 4.19

Tracksite sign at Red Cliffs Dinosaur Track Site

Second track site sign at Red Cliffs; photo by C. Burbach.
Transcription for second tracksite sign, top left corner (Figure 4.19):
When Dinosaurs Roamed
When dinosaurs left their footprints here 190 million years ago, the landscape
of the southwest was in transition. Aridity was increasing; the large meandering rivers
and shallow lakes that characterized an earlier geologic time were giving way to windblown seas of sand.
The trail head sign at Parowan Gap Dinosaur Track Site contains three acceptable
signs; in the top left corner, bottom left corner, and center right margin. These three
qualified signs measured weak in reading level, word count, and visual aids, but still
rated as acceptable. See Figure 4.20 for a layout of this trail head sign. Much information,
both in written text and in visual aids, can be shared in these large signs if properly
designed.
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Figure 4.20

Trail sign at Parawon Gap Dinosaur Track Site

Trail head sign board at Parowan Gap; photo by C. Burbach.
Another very good example of a high concentration of signage is located at the
Las Cruces Museum of Nature and Science display floor, which has two large installation
displays. Each installation has a slab with numerous tracks; one with a skeleton of
Dimetrodon and the corresponding Dimetropus tracks; the second with a collection of
Permian tetrapods and amphibian tracks. Each track slab is surrounded by four signs
(assortment of floor signs, wall signs and side panels). Of these eight signs, five
measured as exceptional and three as acceptable, which is a very high success rate of
62.5%. See Figures 4.21 and 4.22 for overview photographs of both track installations at
the Las Cruces Museum of Nature and Science (LCMS). These successful designs
convey comprehensive conceptual meaning with logical and interesting written text,
while employing effective visual aids. See Appendix E for a complete breakdown of
quality measurements for these high quality signs.
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Figure 4.21

Dimetropus tracks display

Dimetropus tracks on loan from the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County (LACM
6065/131891); originally recovered on BLM land. Dimetrodon display and photographs courtesy
of the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County, the Bureau of Land Management, and the
Las Cruces Museum System.

Figure 4.22

Permian track display

Permian tracks from New Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science (P-23930); recovered
on BLM land. Permian track display and photographs courtesy of the New Mexico Museum of
Natural History and Science, the Bureau of Land Management, and the Las Cruces Museum
System.
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St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site at Johnson Farm Signage Analysis
The site with the most signage is the St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site
(SGDDS) at Johnson Farm with 23 qualified signs on site. It is known as one of only
three recognized ichno-lagerstattes in the world and is dedicated entirely to dinosaur
tracks. The signage is a mix of wall signs, display case placards and floor signs, and
measured for quality as 2 exceptional, 19 acceptable, and 2 marginal. See the following
figures for examples, and Appendix E for a complete presentation of all the signs at
SGDDS, their transcriptions, and their quality measurements.

Figure 4.23

Gigandipus display sign

Left side of Gigandipus display sign at SGDDS; photo by C. Burbach.
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Figure 4.24

Largest single dinosaur track block sign

Largest trackway slab placard at SGDDS; photo by C. Burbach.

Figure 4.25

Anomoepus track display placard

Placard is positioned next to a 35cm dinosaur track; photo by C. Burbach.
The Gigandipus sign in Figure 4.37 measured average in reading level and active
voice, but was otherwise perfect, resulting in an exceptional measurement of 28/30. The
“Poetry on Stone” placard in Figure 4.38 has an average rating for reading level, word
count, and active voice, resulting in an acceptable measurement of 27/30. The
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Anomoepus placard in Figure 4.39 measured poorly in reading level, active, and visual
aids resulting in the marginal rating of 20/30. These three examples typify the wide range
of quality amongst the signage at SGDDS.
Quality by Signage Types
The range of signage media type was also analyzed. See Table 4.4 below for a
breakdown of types and the corresponding quality measurements. For the purposes of the
analysis, floor signs include stand-alone floor boards, specimen placards, and displaycase placards. Trail signs include trailhead signs, tracksite signs, and boardwalk signs.
Wall signs include any poster or sign mounted on a wall. Brochures have already been
discussed and are included in this analysis.
Table 4.4

Signage type and corresponding quality measurements
Media
Signage Type
Floor Signs
Trail Signs
Wall Signs
Brochures
Totals

Exceptional Acceptable Marginal
Signs
Signs
Signs
8
26
4
6
26
1
1
16
3
1
16
1
16
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9

Total
38
33
20
18
109

The number of trail signs are indicative of the amount of tracks that are displayed
or interpreted in situ. The large number of floor signs are not surprising since track
specimens are rarely affixed to a wall due to their weight or propensity to be displayed as
slabs with multiple specimens. Informational posters and wall signs can address several
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specimens, especially if in a dedicated museum design such as at the Alf Museum or the
St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site, but tend to be rarer.
The majority of exceptional signage (50 %) is found in floor signs, whereas the
floor signs category only makes up only 34.8 % of the total database. This uneven ratio is
also evident in the number of exceptional trail signs (37.5% of total) compared to the
30.2% of the total database that the trail signs make up.
Analysis of Big Ideas Addressed in Signage
The following short-list of Big Ideas and their subcategories from ESLI are
applicable to ichnofossil signage and fossils in general. These were the Big Ideas that
were identified and coded within the written text of each sign. (This material is directly
quoted from ESLI, 2009). The key words in each subcategory are in red font for quick
discussion reference, and may be posted in the results section for each sign. These results
are also included in Appendices B – E, separated by management units for ease of
discussion only, and can be found immediately following the Quality Measurement table
for each sign. See Table 4.5 below for an example of a typical assessment table.
Big Idea #2 - Earth is 4.6 billion years old.


2.1

Earth’s rocks and other materials provide a record of its history.

Earth scientists use the structure, sequence, and properties of rocks, sediments,
and fossils to reconstruct events in Earth’s history. Decay rates of radioactive
elements are the primary means of obtaining numerical ages of rocks and organic
remains. Understanding geologic processes active in the modern world is crucial
to interpreting Earth’s past.
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Big Idea #3 - Earth is a complex system of interacting rock, water, air, and life.


3.5

Regions where organisms actively interact with each other and their

environment are called ecosystems. Ecosystems provide the goods (food, fuel,
oxygen, and nutrients) and services (climate regulation, water cycling and
purification, and soil development and maintenance) necessary to sustain the
biosphere. Ecosystems are considered the planet’s essential life-support units.


3.6

Earth’s systems are dynamic; they continually react to changing

influences. Components of Earth’s systems may appear stable, change slowly
over long periods of time, or change abruptly with significant consequences for
living organisms. (Note; most notable is Climate Change)
Big Idea #4 - Earth is continuously changing.


4.1

Earth’s geosphere changes through geological, hydrological, physical,

chemical, and biological processes that are explained by universal laws. These
changes can be small or large, continuous or sporadic, and gradual or
catastrophic.


4.9

Shorelines move back and forth across continents, depositing

sediments that become the surface rocks of the land. Through dynamic
processes of plate tectonics and glaciation, Earth’s sea level rises and falls by up
to hundreds of meters. This fluctuation causes shorelines to advance and recede
by hundreds of kilometers. The upper rock layers of most continents formed when
rising sea levels repeatedly flooded the interiors of continents. (Note; this refers to
marine shorelines only).
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Big Idea #6 - Life evolves on a dynamic Earth and continuously modifies Earth.


6.1

Fossils are the preserved evidence of ancient life. Fossils document the

presence of life early in Earth’s history and the subsequent evolution of life over
billions of years.


6.2

Evolution, including the origination and extinction of species, is a

natural and ongoing process. Changes to Earth and its ecosystems determine
which individuals, populations, and species survive. As an outcome of dynamic
Earth processes, life has adapted through evolution to new, diverse, and everchanging niches.


6.3

Biological diversity, both past and present, is vast and largely

undiscovered. New species of living and fossil organisms are continually found
and identified. All of this diversity is interrelated through evolution.


6.4

More complex life forms and ecosystems have arisen over the course

of Earth’s history. This complexity has emerged in association with adaptations
to new and constantly changing habitats. But not all evolution causes greater
complexity; organisms adapting to changing local environments may also become
simpler.


6.6

Mass extinctions occur when global conditions change faster than

species in large numbers can adapt. Mass extinctions are often followed by the
origination of many new species over millions of years as surviving species
evolve and fill vacated niches.
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Table 4.5

Big Idea assessment sample

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
3.6 Climate change

4.1 Geosphere changes
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

All the applicable signage collected in this study has been assessed for ESLI Big
Ideas. See Appendix H for a spreadsheet database of all 109 Big Idea sign assessments.
See Table 4.6 below for a summary of sub-category frequency results.
Table 4.6

Big Idea sub-category frequency results

109 Signs
Categories
Occurrences
Frequency (X/109)

Totals
2.1

3.5

3.6

4.1

4.9

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.6

72
20
22
39
6
106
34
35
47
1
66.1% 18.3% 20.2% 35.8% 5.5% 97.2% 31.2% 31.1% 43.1% 0.9%

The two most frequently occurring sub-categories are 6.1 (evidence of ancient
life) appearing in 97.2% of all signs, and 2.1 (Earth’s history) in 66.1% of all signs. The
two least occurring sub-categories are 6.6 (mass extinctions) appearing in only 0.9%, and
4.9 (shoreline movement) in 5.5%. The remaining six sub-categories range in occurrence
frequency from 18.3% to 43.1%.
The one instance where Big Idea sub-category 6.6 (mass extinctions) is addressed
(amongst four other sub-categories) comes from a wall sign at the Alf Museum that uses
evolution of the horse to convey the concept of extinction. This sign is mounted in the
downstairs “Hall of Footprints” and is correlated to the track specimens on display. See
the photo below (Figure 4.26) and the following transcription.
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Figure 4.26

Wall sign at the Alf Museum of Paleontology

Evolving life wall sign at Alf Museum; photo by D. Lofgren.
Transcription for Evolving Life wall sign at Alf Museum (Figure 4.40):
All life constantly evolves. As conditions change, some species adapt and others go
extinct. In the fossil record, this is shown by a series of fossil assemblages in
superposition, where each assemblage differs from that above or that below. This is
called “faunal succession.” Horses provide an excellent example of the concept.
Members of the horse family evolved rapidly in response to changes in their
environment. This succession of genera from the Eocene to the Recent shows:
A reduction in the number of toes
An increase in body size
A lengthening of the snout of the skull
These fossils are only a small sampling of those known – horse evolution was like a
great bush, with many side branches.
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Occurring in 97% of all signs, sub-category 6.1 (evidence of ancient life) is the
most likely concept to be present in a sign when that sign addresses only one idea. Below
is a sign (Figure 4.27) from Arches National Park that is mounted next to a single
dinosaur track cast, which only addresses one idea; 6.1 (evidence of ancient life). This
superficial written narrative typifies the relative ease for addressing idea sub-category
6.1.

Figure 4.27

Track sign at Arches National Park

Placard next to dinosaur cast visitor’s center park; photo by A. Vanlonkhuyzen / NPS.
In one rare case, the inset of a tracksite interpretive panel at Comanche National
Grasslands, which qualifies as its own sign, addresses only one Big Idea sub-category,
which is neither of the two most commonly addressed (6.1 or 2.1). Rather, idea concept
4.1 (geosphere changes) is addressed in very unique way, blending ichnology with
geology. See Figure 4.28 below and the following transcription.
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Figure 4.28

Track site sign at Comanche National Grasslands

Track site interpretive panel #1; USFS file photo.
Transcription for Comanche National Grasslands tracksite interpretive panel #1, inset on
right (Figure 4.28):
Preserving Fossil Resources
The Purgatoire River, the same force that unearthed the tracksite, has since begun to
erode away. The US Forest Service preserves the tracksite with erosion control
structures made from displaced blocks of the tracksite itself.
The frequency at which Big Idea sub-categories are addressed in each sign has
also been determined. See Table 4.7 below for a summary, and see Appendix H for a
breakdown by sign type.
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Table 4.7

Signage quantity compared to ideas addressed
Number of Big Idea Sub-Categories Addressed
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Number of
Signs

16

27

18

19

12

6

3

7

1

0

Percentage
(X/109)

14.75%

24.8%

16.5%

17.4%

11%

5.5%

2.7%

6.4%

0.9%

0%

None of the 109 signs in this study contain all ten Big Idea sub-categories.
However, one in-depth sign at the Willow Springs Dinosaur Trackways site (Utah)
addresses nine of the ten sub-categories, omitting only 6.6 (mass extinctions). Below is a
photo of this tracksite sign (Figure 4.29), which actually contains three qualified signs;
followed by the transcription of the bottom center interpretation narrative.

Figure 4.29

Tracksite sign at Willow Springs Dinosaur Trackway

A consolidated sign at Willow Springs; photo by Hunt Foster / BLM.
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Transcription for bottom center of Willow Springs Trackways site sign (Figure 4.29):
There are several mysteries associated with these tracks. The first is why were so
many predator dinosaurs in the same area at about the same time when such animals
were not known to run in herds. A second is what they would have eaten on the barren
tideflats. A third is how the tracks were preserved from destruction by the incoming
tide. The mysteries posed by the thousands of petrified dinosaur tracks in this general
vicinity will provoke research for years to come
Another example of an in-depth sign is located at the Poison Spider Dinosaur
Trackway site in Utah. The qualified bottom half of this trackway trail sign addresses
eight of the Big Idea sub-categories, excluding only 6.6 (mass extinctions), and 2.1
(Earth’s history). This informative and concise sign only uses 82 words to address and
convey these eight Big Idea concepts, by stimulating the imagination of the viewer. See
Figure 4.30 below and the following transcription.

Figure 4.30

Tracksite sign at Poison Spider Dinosaur Trackway

A consolidated sign at Poison Spider; photo by Hunt Foster / BLM.
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Transcription for bottom half of Poison Spider Dinosaur Trackway sign (Figure 4.44):
The tracks here were made by Theropods including Allosaurus, Eubrontes, and
Grallator, These 3-toed predator dinosaurs walked on two legs and used their arms for
holding and grasping.
The tracks are of several sizes of dinosaurs walking at about 3 miles per hour in a
damp area similar to modern beaches but with a subtle twist. Imagine a beach crowded
with animals of various sizes – but instead of seagulls and sand pipers there are meat
eating lizards hunting and being hunted.
The specimen placard at the Powell Museum (northern Arizona) deserves special
mention. It addresses four sub-categories; one in each of the four major Big Ideas. They
are 2.1 (Earth’s history), 3.6 (climate change), 4.1 (geosphere changes), and 6.1
(evidence of ancient life). Additionally, this placard is decades old, and has withstood the
elements as it is displayed outside next to a large sandstone slab with Dilophosauripus
tracks (Figure 4.31). The placard implies that the tracks are 170 Ma, and come from the
Kayenta Formation, yet we now know that the Kayenta Formation dates between 199.6175.6 Ma (Utah, 2010), and the trackmaker Dilophosaurus lived 196-183 Ma (Clark &
Fastovsky, 1986).
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Figure 4.31

Dilophosauripus track placard at the Powell Museum

Placard placed next to slab with tracks; museum file photo.
The outdoor track display at Glen Canyon National Recreational Area in southern
Utah, is also a slab of sandstone with Dilophosauripus tracks, and is part of the same
original host specimen piece as the one at the Powell Museum. However, the outdoor
placard is designed (and reads) differently, as it addresses six Big Idea sub-categories.
Special emphasis is evident on the concepts of 3.5 (ecosystems), 3.6 (climate change),
and 4.1 (geosphere changes), as it describes an ancient landscape. See Figure 4.32 below
and the following transcription. As mentioned before with the Powell Museum sign, this
sign implies that the tracks are 170 Ma, and come from the Kayenta Formation, yet we
now know that the Kayenta Formation dates between 199.6-175.6 Ma (Utah, 2010), and
the trackmaker Dilophosaurus lived 196-183 Ma (Clark & Fastovsky, 1986).
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Figure 4.32

Dilophosauripus sign at Glen Canyon National Recreation Area

Outdoor sign next to track slab; NPS file photo
Transcription of dinosaur tracks display placard (Figure 4.32):
Dinosaur Tracks
The imprints were made by a one ton, twenty foot long, meat eating dinosaur. The slab
of sandstone came from a nearby side canyon.
When Dilophosaurus tracked through the silt 170 million years ago, this was a
different landscape. Shallow streams meandered across a marshy plain. Throughout
Glen Canyon the red-orange layer of Kayenta sandstone appears – a lost world turned
to stone, then river-cut and weathered into view.
One of the side panels on the Permian trackway display installation at the Las
Cruces Museum of Nature and Science also describes an ancient landscape, but then
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emphasizes that the earth has been changing. This sign addresses four of the Big Idea
sub-categories, but primarily stresses the concepts of 4.1 (geosphere changes) and 4.9
(moving shorelines). See Figure 4.33 below and the following transcription:

Figure 4.33

Floor sign at Las Cruces Museum of Nature and Science

Permian installation side panel #2 at Las Cruces Museum; museum file photo.
Transcription for Las Cruces Museum Permian display side panel #2 (Figure 4.33):
A Shoreline in the Desert
280 million years ago, this area was part of an ancient seaway. Today, layers of red
mudstone running through the Robledo Mountains preserve the footprints ancient
animals left on a muddy shore. The trackways in front of you represent a single fossil
layer, one of dozens, each recording a snapshot of life at that moment.
The next example comes from a qualified sign within the Moccasin Mountain
Trackways brochure. Point 5 within the brochure addresses three Big Idea sub-categories
by describing attributes of the suspected trackmakers. The ideas of 6.1 (evidence of
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ancient life), 6.3 (biological diversity), and 6.4 (complex life forms / ecosystems) are
expressed in this written narrative. See the following transcription of Point 5.
Transcriptions for Point 5 of the BLM issued brochure:
The largest three-toed tracks at the site are ten to twelve inches long and are called
Kayentapus (pronounced Kay-en-ta-pus). These were made by a 15-18 foot long,
carnivorous dinosaur.
The three-toed tracks that look like they were made by birds were actually made by
two-legged meat eating dinosaurs distantly related to Tyrannosaurus rex and
Velociraptor.
Complete ESLI Big Idea assessments for all 109 signs can be found in
Appendices B through E. Site locations and their corresponding signage are separated by
management groups into appendices for organization purposes only, and for ease of
reference. Suggestions for optimal presentation for ichnofossils in an informal setting will
be discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER V
RECOMMENDED INTERPRETATION
Using the previous analyses, a recommendation for optimal ichnofossil
interpretation for the Furnace Creek Visitor’s Center (FCVC) at Death Valley National
Park (DEVA) will be presented. A discussion and conclusion with final comments will
follow in Chapter 6.
Signage Type
Unlike so many Bureau of Land Management (BLM) sites and the US Forest
Service (USFS) site in this study, fossilized tracks of extinct and ancient animals are not
the main attraction at DEVA. But rather, DEVA is rich with cultural history and geologic
features which are advertised profusely to the general public. The ample collection of
Pliocene tracks in Copper Canyon are yet another remarkable attribute of the park, albeit
worthy of extensive scientific inquiry. Hence, the stand-alone floor display allocated to
fossilized tracks at the FCVC seems most appropriate (based on its size and display floor
footprint) since the tracks are not one of the premier attractions at the park. Further, half
of all exceptional signs in this study are of the floor type design, so the potential of
producing high quality interpretation exists. However, unlike the current display, I
recommend using a two-sided panel, thereby utilizing both sides to convey informal
education to the general public. The current display sits within the walking area of the
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floor, and not up against a wall (Figure 4.9); hence, the visitors already have access to
both the front and back of the display.
Additionally, I recommend employing the track replicas currently used, and
highly consolidated signage on each side of the display. This double-sided consolidated
sign technique works very well at the Warner Valley Dinosaur Tracks site in Utah
(Figure 4.16), as the two sides contain four and two signs, respectively. Much
information can be conveyed using this strategy. Combined with the fact that floor
displays tend to contain the most exceptional written narratives, this is the best physical
arrangement for the ichnofossil interpretive signage at the FCVC in DEVA.
Based on the parks desire to safeguard the tracks at Copper Canyon, I do not
recommend employing a tracksite sign or generating a brochure to hand out to all the
patrons at the Visitor’s Center. The location is closed to the public, and park officials
would rather not entice visitors to search for the site. However, I do recommend a single
sheet brochure be generated and provided to those park visitors who participate in the
paleontology tours, which occurs three time per season (December – February) and
consists of no more than 15 individuals (as selected by lottery) in each tour. The brochure
could be a reflection of the interpretation narrative used on the floor display.
Narrative Strategies for Quality and Big Ideas
As mentioned before, consolidated signs allow for more informal education to be
conveyed. The written narrative should stimulate viewer imagination by describing
paleo-environments and ancient landscapes, which will facilitate discussion of the four
main Earth Science Literature Initiative (ESLI) Big Idea’s addressed in this study. One
significant sign section could discuss attributes of the various mammals and birds that are
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represented by the tracks, both on display and in the field. This strategy would allow a
discussion of the applicable sub-categories of Big Idea #6 - life evolves on a dynamic
Earth and continuously modified earth (ESLI, 2009). Employing quality visual aids such
as drawings and paintings of ancient Pliocene landscapes will support the Big Ideas that
Earth is continuously changing (Big Idea #4) and is a complex system of interacting rock,
water, air, and life (Big Idea #3) (ESLI, 2009). The Pliocene landscape depiction could
consist of a spring fed lake, as was once present in Copper Canyon, with tufa mounds in
the shallow waters and animals such as camels, horses, birds, cats and mastodons
occupying its shoreline. Evidence of all of these things are currently preserved in Copper
Canyon, which has changed over the past 3-5 million years from a freshwater habitat and
ecosystem to an arid, desert-like climate that is devoid of a healthy water supply. The
lake has dried up, the canyon uplifted and washed out with an occasional rain into an
alluvial fan spreading out into the Death Valley Basin.
The written interpretation should follow the guidelines outlined in the Quality
Measurement Rubric (Table 3.5), while giving special attention to reading level, word
count, and active voice. The ideal reading level is 7-8 grade; the ideal word count is 6080 words; and 80+ percent of sentences in active voice is optimal. These attributes tend to
be the most difficult to achieve. Each qualified sign (portion) within the consolidated
signs should undergo a quality measurement evaluation prior to final approval to ensure
the highest quality product.
At no time should the track sites be mentioned in these signs, since it is closed to
the public. The basic theme for these consolidated signs should focus on the animal life
(biodiversity) existing together (ecosystems) about an ancient spring fed lake shoreline
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(climate change, geosphere changes). Further, the signs should discuss the type of
creatures represented by the fossilized tracks (evidence of ancient life), and the fact that
they no longer exist (mass extinction), and how the site has preserved evidence of all
these things (Earth’s history). Lastly, it should explain how the wildlife has changed to
conform to the new climate and environment (evolution). Describing how the climate at
DEVA has changed, and the resulting changes in wildlife, should also be used as a
catalyst to explain that DEVA, and the earth in general, will continue to experience future
climate changes which will cause ongoing evolutionary changes in the biodiversity.
These Big Ideas are an important framework for which to informally educate the general
public on the topics of earth science because the earth will change, and it will experience
changes in climate and the geosphere, which will result in mass extinctions and biosphere
evolution. The ichnofossil interpretive signage at DEVA can serve as an excellent tool for
which to convey this information and achieve these goals.
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Discussion
This study has revealed a significant difference in how museums convey informal
education with regards to its ichnofossils, as compared to the other types of sites.
Museums are normally fortified with more body fossils on display than trace fossils.
Additionally, much museum signage, especially wall mounted interpretation, addresses
all the fossils on display (both body and trace). Hence, directly correlated interpretation
for the inchnofossils are often absent. Notable exceptions are the cases where the entire
display floor is dedicated to tracks, such as the St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site, the
downstairs of the Alf Museum of Paleontology, or the large track installations at the Las
Cruces Museum of Natural and Science.
Conversely, the other sites, especially the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
sites, employ interpretation aimed directly at the fossilized tracks since they are the only
paleontological resource on site. This makes the tracks the primary attribute to provide
interpretation for, and without them, the site is just a general land use site (camping,
hiking, and picnicking). Visitor centers at National Park Service (NPS) sites are a hybrid
between museums and BLM sites. For the NPS sites investigated in this research, tracks
tend to be the primary paleontological resource on site, but not the only attribute for
which to interpret. Other attributes such as geologic features quite often garnish much
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attention. Further, display floors at visitor centers are very museum-like with their
displays, signage and floor design.
Utilizing Ichnofossils for Earth Science Interpretation
Ichnofossils such as fossilized tracks have historically been used to interpret the
behavior of the track-maker. However, this study has shown that trace fossils can also be
used to better understand earth science, specifically the topic of interacting systems of
earth, how earth continues to change, and how life on earth continues to evolve and
modify the earth. Further, ichnofossils can be used to facilitate the informal education of
the general public on the topic of earth science, which historically, has always been a role
left to the body fossils.
Copper Canyon in DEVA was once a spring fed lake with animals inhabiting its
shoreline. Fossilized tufa mounds, mudcracks, raindrops and hundreds of tracks provide
outstanding evidence for a Pliocene environment and ecosystem. These data can serve to
increase the informal education of the general public on the topic of Earth science.
Unfortunately, these resources (ichnological or otherwise) have a limited lifespan.
Once fossils (whether trace or body) become exposed on the surface of the ground
they will deteriorate over time. The rate at which trace fossils weather away will depend
on the sediments that they are left in and the climate conditions affected directly upon
them. Tracks are typically fragile and left to study while in situ. The fossilized tracks in
DEVA have proven to be susceptible to weathering and eroding and have suffered loss
and damage from the hands of human vandalism and theft. Hence, many of the identified
tracks at this location will be lost over time which makes them a finite and non-renewable
resource. Fortunately, an ichnofossil conservation plan for DEVA was developed in 2000
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(Nyborg & Santucci, 2000). Aside from the steps taken to protect to the tracks in DEVA
from theft and vandalism, resource management techniques such as “tracksite
inventories, site-mapping, photo documentation, track replication, specimen collection
(and) site stabilization” can be employed (Santucci, et al, 2014, p.485).
See Figures 6.1 – 6.3 for an example of the weathering of a highly visible camel
track located on a slope at the entrance to the Barnyard Member. Note the growth of the
intruding crack and the peeling of surface layers.

Figure 6.1

Camel track at Copper Canyon in 1986

Photo from Nyborg, 2002, p.116
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Figure 6.2

Camel track at Copper Canyon in 2002

Photo from Nyborg, 2002, p.116.

Figure 6.3

Camel track at Copper Canyon in 2014

Photo by C. Burbach
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Figures 6.4 – 6.6 show the weathering of mastodon tracks. In 1982 these
mastodon tracks were excavated and had a stabilizing agent applied to them (Nyberg,
2009, p.118). Yet, these efforts have not withstood the harsh desert conditions of Death
Valley. The following photos demonstrate how these ichnofossils are still eroding.

Figure 6.4

Mastodon tracks at Copper Canyon in 1982

Photo from Nyborg, 2002, p.117
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Figure 6.5

Mastodon tracks at Copper Canyon in 2000

Photo from Nyborg, 2002, p.117

Figure 6.6

Mastodon tracks at Copper Canyon in 2014

Photo by C. Burbach
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Conclusion
The park visitor’s center located at Furnace Creek contains a display floor
outfitted with informal educational displays for the general public that primarily focus on
geology, contemporary wildlife, climate, and archeological resources (mining sites and
equipment). Although a small ichnofossil display is present on the display floor, it falls
short of educating the general public on the value of park ichnological resources in
accordance with the basic principles and supporting concepts of the National Science
Foundation’s Earth Science Literacy Initiative (ESLI, 2009).
The efforts displayed in this study demonstrate an alternative course of action that
allows for increased use of park ichnological resources for the purposes of earth science
informal education. A high quality ichnofossil display at the FCVC in DEVA can allow
visitors to form their own intellectual and emotional connections between the tangible
resource (tracks) and the intangible meanings (ideas, relationships, beliefs), which
translates to a more pleasurable and satisfying experience (NAI Planning, 2009). It would
also make a visit more rewarding and memorable, which conforms to the constructive
learning theory as outlined by Ausubel (1963) because the viewer would assimilated new
information into their already formed and established network of earth science
knowledge. If performed successfully, this process translates into increased
understanding and retention of the new information (Clary & Wandersee, 2011).
Additionally, a high quality ichnofossil sign would strengthen the geographical character
of the park as part of its geotourism mission. As previously stated, “the site is so
scientifically significant, if it was not [already] protected as part of Death Valley National
Park, Copper Canyon would be worthy for consideration as an independent national
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monument” (Nyborg and Santucci, 1999, p. 3-4). It is therefore my recommendation that
DEVA better utilize these perishable ichnological resources before they are lost forever.
Implications for Future Research
This research can assist other informal sites that are contemplating new
ichnofossil interpretation. Whether the ichnofossil resource is an animal track or a
different type of trace, the Big Ideas as advocated by the National Science Foundation’s
ESLI, can be addressed. Following the basic recommendations and assessment
techniques previously described can produce high quality ichnofossil resource
interpretation for that facility.
The survey performed in this research was limited to the western US.
Additionally, the data collected was from one particular point in time, and both displays
and resources can change quickly. Hence, the assessments conducted in this project may
be subject to modification, based on any changes.
Future research could include revisiting the sites discussed in this project to
search for any necessary updates, and an additional survey of track signage and
interpretation east of the Mississippi River, which would complement this study as all the
sites in this study were west of the Mississippi River. This would also add to the track
inventory in Appendix F, which contains a database of track attributes available at the
various informal education sites. Finally, a survey of visitors at any of these informal
science education sites could be performed to determine any increase in earth science
knowledge and understanding, to determine whether a successful connection between the
resource and the meaning exists for the viewer. Surveys could also record affective
responses of the visitors.
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This appendix contains photographs taken during our survey visit at Death Valley
National Park (DEVA). The first section includes photographs from Copper Canyon,
which is where the majority of fossilized tracks in DEVA are located. Copper Canyon is
closed to the general public. However, we had previously secured researching permits
from park officials giving us approved access to the site.
The following section includes photographs taken at the Cow Creek Repository in
DEVA, which is where fossils and artifacts collected within the park are housed and
safeguarded. The repository is not open to the public. We were granted access and
escorted by a park official in order to survey its contents.
There is no signage or interpretation included in this appendix. But rather, this is a
collection of photographic evidence of the ichnofossils (focusing on tracks) at DEVA,
both in situ in the field and stored in the repository, whether curated or not.
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Photographs from Copper Canyon at DEVA

Figure A.1

Camel and horse tracks

a) Camel track imprints with 5cm scale. b) Horse track casts with 15cm scale. c) Camel
track imprint with 15cm scale. d) Horse track imprint with 15cm scale. e) Camel track
imprints with 15cm scale. f) Horse track imprints with 15cm scale. Photos by C. Burbach.
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Figure A.2

Bird and camel tracks

a-b) Bird track imprints with US penny for scale. c-d) Camel track casts with US penny
for scale. e) Camel track imprints with camera case for scale. f) Camel track casts;
approximately 12cm. Photos by C. Burbach
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Figure A.3

Camel tracks

a) Camel track imprint with US penny for scale. b) Camel track cast with US penny for
scale. c) Camel track imprint; approximately 10cm. d) Camel track imprint with US
penny for scale. e) Camel track casts with US penny for scale. f) Camel track imprints
with 15cm scale. Photos by C. Burbach
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Figure A.4

Cat and camel tracks

a) Camel track imprint; with hand for scale. b) Camel trackway imprints on slope;
approximately two-meters. c-f) Cat and camel track imprints close together; camera case
and US penny for scale. Photos by C. Burbach
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Figure A.5

Camel and cat tracks

a) Camel trackway casts on slope, approximately one meter. b) Cat trackway casts on
slope, approximately one-meter. c) Camel trackway imprints with camera case for scale.
d) Cat track casts on ledge, approximately 8cm. e) Camel track casts with US penny for
scale. f) Camel track casts on ledge, approximately 10cm. Photos by C. Burbach.
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Figure A.6

Cross-sectional view of tracks

a-f) Cross-sectional exposure of tracks located on a high slope. Hand and US penny for
scale. Many undertracks exposed. Photos by C. Burbach
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Figure A.7

Mastodon tracks and ancient lake evidence

a) Mastodon trackway imprints spaced one-meter apart. b) Mastodon track imprint with
15cm scale. c) Fossilized raindrops with US penny for scale. d) Fossilized tufa mound. e)
Overview of Copper Canyon. f) The Barnyard Member; part of Copper Canyon; location
of majority of tracks. Photos by C. Burbach
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Photographs from the Cow Creek Repository at DEVA

Figure A.8

Cow Creek Repository at DEVA

a) Entry sign. b) Horse track imprints with camera case for scale. c) Camel track imprints
with 5cm scale. d) Cat track cast with camera case for scale. e-f) Camel track casts with
camera case for scale. Photos by C. Burbach
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Arches National Park
Setting: Park is located in southeast Utah, in the heart of the Colorado Plateau; arid,
desert climate; Entrada Sandstone; part of Middle-Jurassic San Rafael Group; (140-180
Ma); sandstone deposited in a massive desert (sand seas).

Figure B.1

Dinosaur track display at Arches National Park

Unidentified dinosaur track; approximately 20cm; photo by A. Vanlonkhuyzen / NPS.
Track types: One positive cast (natural cast).
Identified taxa: Unidentified taxa; similar to ichnogenus Eubrontes.
Media: Small placard next to track on display in visitor’s center.
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Figure B.2

Track display placard at Arches National Park

Photo by A. Vanlonkhuyzen / NPS
Transcription of dinosaur track placard (Figure B.2):
This is a dinosaur footprint…but why is it raised instead of being a depression in the
rock?
Table B.1

Quality measurement for Arches dinosaur track placard

Concept: 2
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 7.1 / 3
Visual aids: 0

Table B.2

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 2
Names: 3
Word count: 18 / 1
Active voice: 0% / 0
Total Score: 20 Marginal

Big Ideas addressed in Arches dinosaur track placard

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Capitol Reef National Park
Setting: Located in south-central Utah; Early Triassic Torrey member of Moenkopi
Formation; was a broad, flat-lying coastal delta plain, with marine and non-marine
processes influencing sediment deposition; mudstones, siltstones, claystones, fine-grained
sandstones present; known for the most laterally extensive and oldest mega-tracksite on
record, representing a pre-dinosaur community (Mickelson, et al, 2001).
Visited: July 10, 2015

Figure B.3

Chirotherium tracks at Capitol Reef National Park

Chirotherium tracks and tail drag; NPS file photo.
Track types: Many trackways preserved as positive casts (natural casts).
Identified Taxa: Early Triassic ichnogenera Chirotherium represented by terrestrial
tracks, swim traces, skin impressions, and tail drag; Rotodactylus represented by
terrestrial tracks, claw marks, and skin impressions; Undichna (made from fish fin drag
marks); reptile genus Rhynchosauroides represented by terrestrial tracks and tail drags.
Media: There is no signage from this location to transcribe or evaluate.
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Denali National Park & Preserve
Setting: Located in central Alaska; Mount Denali (formerly known as Mt. McKinley)
within park borders; Lower Cantwell Formation (Late Cretaceous); floodplain and finegrained channel sediments; abundant dinosaur and aves footprints highlighting the
biological diversity of Beringia.

Figure B.4

Dinosaur track displays at Denali National Park and Preserve

a) First track found; tape measure in inches for scale; approximately 20cm in length; NPS
file photo. b) Cast of first track; approximately. 20cm in length; phot by J. Shafer / NPS.
Track types: Negative imprints (true tracks) and positive casts (natural casts).
Identified taxa: Dinosaur sub-order Theropod, sub-order Ceratopsian, genus Ankylosaur
and Hadrosaurus; flying reptile order Pterosaur; new bird species Magnoavipes
denaliensis.
Media: Murie Science and Learning Center currently employs an interactive video
monitor and several signs for educating the public, with only pictures of fossilized tracks,
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while renovations complete. The Eielson Visitor’s Center displays a single cast of the
first track found at the park.

Figure B.5

Denali dinosaur track display placard

Placard mounted next to track cast; photo by J. Shafer / NPS.
Transcription of Denali track display placard (Figure B.5):
Dinosaur Footprint – Imagine a warmer Denali millions of years ago when a 200pound theropod, walking on its hind legs, made a three-toed impression in the sand.
Eventually, this footprint became a fossil. In 2005, scientists discovered the fossil and
removed it from an eroding river bank. A cast of this footprint is here for you to
examine.
Table B.3

Quality measurement for Denali track display placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.7 / 2
Visual aids: 0

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 58 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 25 Acceptable
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Table B.4

Big Ideas addressed in Denali track display placard

2.1 Earth’s history
3.6 Climate change
4.1 Geosphere changes

Figure B.6

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

Denali science center wall poster

Photo by J. Shafer / NPS.
Transcription of wall poster in Science Center (Figure B.6):
New Discoveries Happen Every Day
The First Track – The first dinosaur track found in Denali was discovered in 2005
during a geology field trip. On that day, the professor stood by an outcrop within sight
of the Denali Park Road. He explained to his students that this type of rock can
preserve dinosaur tracks but that none had yet been found. As if on cue, a student
spied a track (now featured in the case below) and asked, “Like this one?”
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Table B.5

Quality measurement for Denali wall poster

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 7.8 / 3
Visual aids: 3

Table B.6

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 76 / 3
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 28 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in Denali wall poster

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

Figure B.7

Wall sign at Denali science center

Photo by J. Shafer / NPS
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Transcription of top left corner of wall sign at science center (Figure B.7):
70 Million years ago…
Alaska was very different than it is today. The climate was much warmer and wetter,
more similar to the current climate of the Pacific Northwest. These conditions were
ideal for many types of large dinosaurs, as well as coniferous and deciduous forests.
The Lower Cantwell Formation, a rock unit consisting of shale, sandstone, and
conglomerate was deposited during this period. Preserved in the Cantwell shales are
many types of dinosaur trace fossils (e.g. footprints, as opposed to true fossils such as
bones). Plant fossils are abundant in these areas as well.
Table B.7

Quality measurement for top left corner of Denali wall sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.3 / 2
Visual aids: 2

Table B.8

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 100 / 2
Active voice: 86% / 3
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in top left corner of Denali wall sign

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
3.6 Climate change
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution
6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Transcription of top right corner of wall sign at science center (Figure B.7):
Theropod – primarily carnivorous, bipedal (upright-walking) dinosaurs. The suborder
Theropoda encompasses a wide range of dinosaur, including Tyrannosaurus rex.
However, tracks found in the park do not provide us with enough information to
identify beyond the suborder Theropoda. It is thought the theropods reached close to
60 feet in length.

Table B.9

Quality measurement for top right corner of Denali wall sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 13.0 / 0
Visual aids: 2

Table B.10

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 49 / 2
Active voice: 75% / 2
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in top right corner of Denali wall sign

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution

6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Transcription of bottom left corner of wall sign at science center (Figure B.7):
Magnoavipes denaliensis – giant wading birds reaching five feet in height. The tracks
from this bird were first discovered in the park by paleontologist Tony Fiorillo, who
named it after the mountain. Because little is known about the morphology of the bird,
we cannot yet accurately reconstruct what it looks like.
Table B.11

Quality measurement for bottom left corner of Denali wall sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.4 / 2
Visual aids: 2

Table B.12

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 50 / 2
Active voice: 34% / 0
Total Score: 24 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in bottom left corner of Denali wall sign

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Dinosaur National Monument
Setting: Monument is located in northeast Utah, in the Uinta Mountains; 23 rock layers
exposed in the park producing an impressive stratigraphic column; sedimentary rock
layers from Precambrian up to Miocene; known for a wide array of dinosaur remains,
many on display in situ; dry, arid climate; small Jurassic mammal tracks on site (180 Ma)
in Glen Canyon Group. Ironically, the only tracks on display at Dinosaur National
Monument come from mammals.

Figure B.8

Brasilichnium tracks at Dinosaur National Monument

Replica of Brasilichnium tracks; approximately 30cm; photo by T. Small / NPS.
Track types: One replica of negative prints (true tracks).
Identified taxa: Ichnotaxa Brasilichnium (small mammal).
Media: Interpretation placard next to display.
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Figure B.9

Brasilichnium display wall placard

Photo by T. Small / NPS.
Transcription of Brasilichnium wall placard (Figure B.9):
Mammal Tracks – Brasilichnium sp.
When small mammals walked across sand dunes at night, the dew helped preserve
their delicate footprints until they were buried the next day.
Glen Canyon Group; Early Jurassic Period; 180 million years old; Cast of original
fossil; DNM Collections; Uncatalogued.
Table B.13

Quality measurement for Brasilichnium wall placard

Concept: 2
Conversational: 2
Reading level: 6.4 / 1
Visual aids: 0

Table B.14

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 40 / 2
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 20 Marginal

Big Ideas addressed in Brasilichnium wall placard

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Fossil Butte National Monument
Setting: Located in southwestern Wyoming; both Green River Formation and Wasatch
Formation as part of the Northern Colorado Plateau; was a sub-tropical lake with finegrained sediments; Eocene age (50 Ma); Wasatch Formation has ample mammal body
fossils.

Figure B.10 Fossil Butte National Monument trace fossil display
Photo by A. Aase / NPS.
Track types: One possible negative print (true print).
Identified taxa: Unidentified; determination of authentic print inconclusive.
Media: One display sign in visitor’s center with several trace fossil samples and one
possible footprint. Yet several Big Ideas are still briefly addressed in this consolidated
signage.
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Figure B.11 Fossil Butte wall display interpretation
Photo by A. Aase / NPS.
Transcription of interpretation within trace fossil wall display (Figure B.11):
Trace fossils (ichnofossils) are evidence of animal activities such as footprints, feeding
marks, swimming traces, feces, burrows, and trapped sediment. Finding trace fossils
helps us understand the ancient environments of Fossil Lake. For example, oncolites
and sedimentary layers disrupted by burrows tell us the water was shallow and the
sediments well oxygenated. At times, nematodes (roundworms) and fish left traces on
the sediment surface in the middle of the lake. This tells us the bottom water in the
lake’s center may have freshened periodically.
Table B.15

Quality measurement for Fossil Butte wall display

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.6 / 1
Visual aids: 0

Table B.16

Topics: 1
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 84 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 22 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in Fossil Butte wall display

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Glen Canyon National Recreation Area
Setting: Located in southern Utah; tracks recovered in Kayenta Formation, part of Glen
Canyon Group and Colorado Plateau; Early Jurassic (~193 Ma); siltstone and sandstone
from shallow streams in a marshy plain.

Figure B.12 Dilophosaurus tracks at Glen Canyon National Recreation Area
Dilophosaurus tracks slab approximately one-square meter; NPS file photo.
Track types: Set of positive casts (natural casts).
Identified taxa: Ichnogenus Dilophosauripus (from Dilophosaurus).
Media: A one-square meter slab of tracks on display outside the Wahweap District
Rangers Office at Glen Canyon National Recreation Area. Additional portions of the
original trackway are also on display at Carl Hayden Visitor’s Center at Glen Canyon
Dam and the Navajo Bridge Interpretive Center; both additional sites employ the same
placard next to the track slab. An additional portion is also on loan at the Powell Museum
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in Page, Arizona and is accompanied by a different interpretive sign. Placard implies that
the tracks are 170 Ma, and come from the Kayenta Formation; yet we now know that the
Kayenta Formation dates between 199.6-175.6 Ma (Utah, 2010), and the trackmaker
Dilophosaurus lived 196 183 Ma (Clark & Fastovsky, 1986).

Figure B.13 Dilophosaurus display placard
NPS file photo.
Transcription of dinosaur tracks display placard (Figure B.13):
Dinosaur Tracks
The imprints were made by a one ton, twenty foot long, meat eating dinosaur. The slab
of sandstone came from a nearby side canyon.
When Dilophosaurus tracked through the silt 170 million years ago, this was a
different landscape. Shallow streams meandered across a marshy plain. Throughout
Glen Canyon the red-orange layer of Kayenta sandstone appears – a lost world turned
to stone, then river-cut and weathered into view.
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Table B.17

Quality measurement for Dilophosaurus display placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 7.9 / 3
Visual aids: 3

Table B.18

Topics: 1
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 68 / 3
Active voice:80% / 3
Total Score: 28 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in Dilophosaurus display placard

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
3.6 Climate change

4.1 Geosphere changes
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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John Day (JODA) Fossil Beds National Monument
Setting: Located in central Oregon; monument spans 50 million years of the Cenozoic
era geology, and 40 million years of Cenozoic fossil record; tracks recovered in Sheep
Rock Unit, part of Joh Day Formation; siltstone, claystone, and tuff; Paleogene period
(28 Ma); had ample biodiversity amongst rivers and streams.

Figure B.14 Canid tracks at John Day Fossil Beds National Monument
Canid tracks (JODA 283); slab approximately 35cm in length; J. Samuels / NPS
Track types: Set of negative prints (true prints).
Identified taxa: Mammal family Canid.
Media: A single piece of Canid trackway on display in an open case in the visitor’s
center. No interpretation accompanies it, only the age (28 Ma), track-maker, host rock
unit, and museum identifier are listed on a small label, per email from the curator. No
photo of label provided; no signage to interpret or evaluate.
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Petrified Forest National Park
Setting: Located in central Arizona; known for abundance of fossilized tree logs; track
recovered in Blue Mesa Member of Chinle Formation; Late Triassic (200 Ma); colorful
mudstones and sandstone beds; was a humid-tropical environment with a large river
system and ample flora and fauna diversity.

Figure B.15 Crocodylomorpha track at Petrified Forest National Park
Crocodylomorpha track approximately 8cm; photo by C. Lash / NPS
Track types: One negative print (true print).
Identified taxa: Super-order Crocodylomorpha.
Media: A single Crocodylomorpha track employed in a small trace fossil display, on the
display floor of the visitor’s center, with a short accompanying narrative.
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Figure B.16 Petrified Forest trace fossil display
Photo by C. Lash / NPS
Transcription of Petrified Forest trace fossil display (Figure B.16):
Fossil soils are a great place to find trace fossils, moments in time captured millions of
years ago. On any given day there are trillions of animals alive on the surface of the
earth and as they move from one place to another they leave behind tracks and other
signs of their passage. If those tracks are captured in a soft soil, and then quickly
covered, there is a chance that they will fossilized and record the behavior of the
organism. To the right are several examples of trace fossils from the Blue Mesa
Member.
Table B.19

Quality measurement for Petrified Forest interpretation

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.1 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table B.20

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 95 / 2
Active voice: 75% / 2
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in Petrified Forest interpretation

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.3 Biological diversity
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White Sands National Monument
Setting: Located in south-central New Mexico; known for abundant white gypsum sand
dunes in the Tularosa Basin; part of the Chihuahuan Desert; tracks discovered on
shoreline of ancient lake Otero where it was once teeming with plants and animals in a
wet, cool climate; Pleistocene epoch (30,000 years ago); advertised as the largest
concentration of Pleistocene trackways in North America.

Figure B.17 Mammoth track at White Sands National Monument
Mammoth track cast approximately 35cm in diameter; photo by T. Cuvelier / NPS
Track types: One positive cast (natural cast) of a mammoth track on display. Numerous
negative prints (true prints) and positive casts in the field; possible undertracks.
Identified taxa: Mammal genera Mammuthus, Camelops, Smilodon, and Canis.
Media: One informational display sign and one track display case employed at
monument’s museum. A brochure is provided to visitors that address all the applicable
Big Ideas for this location.
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Figure B.18 Mammoth track wall placard at White Sands
Photo by T. Cuvelier / NPS.
Transcription of mammoth track wall placard (Figure B.18):
Crystallized Gypsum Footprints (Below)
Thousands of years before the dunes accumulated at White Sands, mammoths walked
along the muddy shore of Lake Otero, modern day Lake Lucero and Alkali Flat.
Mammoth tracks like these were preserved when wet clay and gypsum were
compressed under the weight of these lumbering giants.
Table B.21

Quality measurement for mammoth track wall placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.3 / 1
Visual aids: 0

Table B.22

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 46 / 2
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 22 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in mammoth track wall placard

2.1 Earth’s history
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Figure B.19 Display floor sign at White Sands
Photo by T. Cuvelier / NPS.
Transcription of left center of floor sign (Figure B.21):
Fossilized mammoth and prehistoric camel tracks have been found in the monument.
These tracks offer clues about what the area was like before the climate warmed and
dried and before the dunes began to form.
Table B.23

Quality measurement for left center of floor sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 8.4 / 3
Visual aids: 1

Table B.24

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 1
Names: 3
Word count: 35 / 2
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 23 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in left center of floor sign

2.1 Earth’s history
3.6 Climate change

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.3 Biological diversity
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Figure B.20 Page 1 of White Sands museum brochure
Courtesy of NPS.
The following are transcriptions from various portions of the hardcopy brochure handed
out to visitors at White Sands (Figure B.20):
The Pleistocene Trackways of White Sands National Monument
Have you ever wondered what this area, the Tularosa Basin, looked like 30,000 years
ago? Was it a desert like today—or was it perhaps lush with lots of plants and
animals? Our present day desert was once a verdant land teeming with prehistoric
plants and animals. The climate during the Pleistocene epoch was much wetter and
cooler than today. Rain and snowmelt filled a 1,600 square mile lake called Lake
Otero. This lake was about the size of the state of Rhode Island! Clues of this past
oasis are found in the ephemeral trackways left behind by the Pleistocene giants that
once called the Tularosa Basin home. Scientists are studying these trackways to gain a
better understanding of this ancient ecosystem and the mighty mammals that ruled the
day.
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Table B.25

Quality measurement for Pleistocene Trackways

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 8.9 / 3
Visual aids: 0

Table B.26

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 130 / 1
Active voice: 88% / 3
Total Score: 26 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in Pleistocene Trackways

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
3.6 Climate change
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution
6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

First Discoveries
In 1932, Ellis Wright, a government trapper, found large tracks on the west side of the
White Sands. He thought that he had discovered the tracks of a giant human! Each
track was approximately 22 x 10 inches, the size of a rectangular place mat.
Subsequent investigators thought that the tracks were indeed human because the print
was perfect and even the instep was clearly marked.
It was not until 1981 that further investigation of the tracks identified them as
mammoth, giant camel, and an undetermined mammal. During a tour by the New
Mexico Archaeological Council in June of 1984, a large mammoth molar fragment
was observed in a small gully within 800 feet of one of the mammoth tracksites.
Unfortunately, there is no record that the fossil was ever recovered.
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Table B.27

Quality measurement for First Discoveries

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.4 / 2
Visual aids: 0

Table B.28

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 131 / 1
Active voice: 72% / 2
Total Score: 23 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in First Discoveries

2.1 Earth’s history

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

What Does the Future Hold?
Tracks found in the monument are preserved in gypsum layers and are quite fragile.
Once exposed from beneath the sand, the tracks weather rapidly. Many of the recently
found tracks have already eroded and disappeared. Because they breakdown so
quickly, monument staff is working with experts to develop a strategy for conservation
and monitoring of the tracks. Their scientific significance underscores the need for
continuing research into these incredible and rapidly vanishing natural wonders.
Table B.29

Quality measurement for future conservation

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.2 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Table B.30

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 74 / 3
Active voice: 80% / 3
Total Score: 28 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in future conservation

2.1 Earth’s history
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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What We Are Learning Now
In 2001, tracksites in the monument were re-examined. Twenty-five mammoth tracks
and 64 camel footprints from the late Pleistocene epoch were discovered. Additional
trackways were also discovered on the southern shore of Lake Lucero. There were
hundreds of them, all of which were nearly east-west in orientation. Unfortunately, the
tracks were poorly preserved in the soft gypsum. Their age was determined to be about
30,000 years old by carbon dating the seeds and other plant matter embedded in the
track itself. These tracks pre-date the arrival of humans in the area by about 20,000
years.
Since 2007, researchers and monument staff have discovered even more fossilized
tracks within the monument. They may represent the largest concentration of
Pleistocene trackways in the United States. They appear to be primarily from
mammoths, camels, dire wolves, and saber-toothed tigers. While most of them predate humans in the area, a few recently discovered sets of fossil tracks appear to be
associated with archaeological artifacts. This suggests the possible co-existence of
humans and mammoths in the basin. The majority of the fossil tracks suggest that the
ancient animals traveled to and along the shorelines of Lake Otero and across the
surrounding wetlands during the late Pleistocene.
Table B.31

Quality measurement for lessons learned

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.2 / 1
Visual aids: 2

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 2
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 201 / 0
Active voice: 77% / 2
Total Score: 22 Acceptable
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Table B.32

Big Ideas addressed in lesson learned

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
3.6 Climate change
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution
6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Zion National Park
Setting: Located in southeastern Utah at the edge of the Colorado Plateau; part of the
Grand Staircase between Bryce Canyon (higher in the stratigraphic column) and Grand
Canyon (lower in the stratigraphic column); dinosaur tracks discovered in Moenave
Formation (Late Triassic – Early Jurassic) and Kayenta Formation (Early Jurassic);
environment was shallow marine, coastal, desert sand dunes, rivers and lakes; track
locations are not advertised to the public.

Figure B.21 Dinosaur tracks at Zion National Park
a) Grallator track, Zion Museum Collection: ZION 15801; US penny for scale; photo by
S. Ireland / NPS. b) Eubrontes track; approximately 25cm in length; NPS file photo.
Track types: Numerous negative prints (true prints) and positive casts in the field;
possible undertracks.
Identified taxa: Ichnogenera Eubrontes (from a Dilophosaurus-sized theropod), and
Grallator (from coelophysoid type dinosaurs such as Megapnosaurus) shown in video.
Media: There are no tracks on display, and field locations are not provided. The park
website has a video link with a park ranger interpreting fossilized tracks. There is no
signage at this location to transcribe or evaluate.
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BUREAU OF LAND MANGEMENT SITES
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This appendix contains information and data that pertains to each of the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) sites included in this study. Under each site heading is a brief
description of the (track) setting; the track types present (positive casts, negative
imprints); any taxa identified; the type of interpretation media employed; photographs of
the track displays; close-up photographs of the signage and interpretation; followed by a
transcription of the written narratives; quality results via the measurement rubric for each
qualified sign; and a list of Earth Science Literature Initiative (ESLI) Big Ideas addressed
in each sign.
BLM sites included in this appendix:


Parowan Gap Dinosaur Track Site



Warner Valley Dinosaur Tracks



Red Cliffs Dinosaur Track Site



Moccasin Mountain Trackways



Copper Ridge Dinosaur Trackways



Mill Canyon Dinosaur Trail



Poison Spider Dinosaur Trackways



Willow Springs Dinosaur Trackways



Red Rock Canyon National Recreation Area
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Parawon Gap Dinosaur Track Site
Setting: Located west of Parawon, UT; Upper Cretaceous Iron Springs Formation; tracks
are in fallen blocks of light yellow-brown sandstone (Milner, Vice, Harris & Lockley,
2006); Native American petroglyphs also on site.
Administration: Cedar City BLM Field office.
Visited: July 11, 2015; directions on website were easy to follow and lead us directly to
the site, which was just off the road.

Figure C.1

Dinosaur tracks at Parawon Gap Dinosaur Track Site

a-c) Dinosaur tracks with 30cm scale; photos by C. Burbach. d) Visiting Parawon Gap;
photo by D. Sjoberg.
Track types: All are positive casts in sandstone; original negatives were in mudstone.
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Identified taxa: Dinosaur genera Ornithipod and Ceratopsians and suborder Theropoda
(Milner, et al, 2006).
Media: Two signs on site at beginning of trail; only one addresses the tracks.

Figure C.2

Trail head sign at Parawon Gap

Phot by C. Burbach
Transcription for top left corner of trail-head sign (Figure C.2):
Discover Dinosaur Tracks
Hidden among the boulders and rocks in Parowan Gap are fragile footprints left in the
mud – 65 to 75 million years ago. Discover the tracks the dinosaurs left behind.
Tracks unlike fossils show movement and migration of these ancient reptiles. Most of
the footprints in Parowan Gap have three toes and resemble giant bird feet-like
dinosaurs, known as hadrosaurs, have been named “duck-billed” dinosaurs because of
their appearance. In reality, they lived very similar lives to the modern cow or buffalo,
grazing the plentiful plants and shrubs of the Cretaceous Period.
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Hadrosaurs were the most plentiful dinosaur species in North America of their time,
spending most of their days eating and grazing. Most weighed a few tons and were 10
to 40 feet long. They had a thousand small teeth for grinding plant life and a long tail
to help them balance. Like other plant eaters hadrosaurs were hunted by meat eaters
and may have been easy targets because they moved slowly. Although they typically
grazed on four legs, archeologists believe they were capable of clumsily running away
from predators on two feet.
Table C.1

Quality measurement for top left corner of trail-head sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.9 / 2
Visual aids: 2

Table C.2

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 183 / 0
Active voice: 80% / 3
Total Score: 25 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in top left corner of trail-head sign

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Transcription for bottom left corner of trail-head sign (Figure C.2):
Geology
Fifteen million years ago a ridge began to rise along parallel fault lines in Southern
Utah. At the same time, a stream was running perpendicular to the ridge, eroding the
rock and cutting a path that eventually became a narrow valley. The ridge continued to
rise and the climate in Southern Utah became more arid and dry. Eventually, the
stream dried up and was replaced by wind whipping through the valley, which
continued to erode the steep cliffs and form whit is known today as the Parawon Gap.
Many of the rocks in the gap are conglomerate, primarily river rock and volcanic ash.
This unique geological history exposed ancient dinosaur tracks and created a canvas
for thousands of years of Native American petroglyphs.
Table C.3

Quality measurement for bottom left corner of trail-head sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.2 / 1
Visual aids: 1

Table C.4

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 123 / 1
Active voice: 84% / 3
Total Score: 24 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in bottom left corner of trail-head sign

2.1 Earth’s history
3.6 Climate change

4.1 Geosphere changes
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Transcription for right center of trail-head sign (Figure C.2):
How Tracks Are Formed
As the dinosaurs walked through the mud they would leave footprints. These
footprints would eventually fill with pebbles and sand, and over time harden into rock.
Over millions of years erosion brings these rocks to the surface where we can see them
today.
Table C.5

Quality measurement for right center of trail-head sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 6.7 / 1
Visual aids: 2

Table C.6

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 43 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 26 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in right center of trail-head sign

2.1 Earth’s history
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Warner Valley Dinosaur Tracks
Setting: Located in Warner Valley, southeast of St. George, UT; fine-grained reddishbrown and white sandstone; Lower Jurassic; Springdale Sandstone Member of the
Kayenta Formation; over 400 tracks and 23 trackways scattered in area.
Administration: St, George BLM Field office.
Visited: July 09, 2015; directions from website were easy to follow; had to traverse dirt
road off highway; site was well marked.

Figure C.3

Dinosaur track at warner Valley Dinosaur Tracks site

a) 33cm (13-in) dinosaur track; photo by C. Burbach. b) Visiting Warner Valley; photo
by D. Sjoberg.
Track types: Negative imprints (true tracks), undertracks, and positive casts (natural
casts) are all on site.
Identified taxa: Ichnogenera Eubrontes (from a Dilophosaurus-sized theropod), and
Grallator (from coelophysoid type dinosaurs such as Megapnosaurus).
Media: Two signs on site at track location.
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Figure C.4

Front side of tracksite sign

Photo by C. Burbach.
Transcription for top left corner of front sign (Figure C.4):
Dinosaur passed his way
Imagine…you are exploring Warner Valley and catch a glimpse of something at your
feet: evidence that another creature traveled through this place millions of years ago.
Gary Delsignore of Cedar City, Utah, had this experience in 1982 when he was the
first person to report the existence of dinosaur tracks at this site.
Table C.7

Quality measurement for top left corner of front sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 14.1 / 0
Visual aids: 3

Table C.8

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 54 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 26 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in top left corner of front sign

2.1 Earth’s history

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Transcription for center left margin of front sign (Figure C.4):
Track Terminology
Tracks are trace fossils that are not actual parts of animal or plants, but objects or signs
left behind by them. Other trace fossils include mineralized feces (coprolites) and tail
drags.
There are three different types of track impressions, all of which can be found here:
tracks, undertracks, and natural casts.
True tracks are the initial imprint made by the dinosaur. Undertracks are the layers
beneath the true track which carry a less detailed impression. Natural casts are the
sediments that fill in the true imprint.
Table C.9

Quality measurement for center left margin of front sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 7.2 / 3
Visual aids: 3

Table C.10

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 86 / 2
Active voice: 84% / 3
Total Score: 29 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in center left margin of front sign

2.1 Earth’s history

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Transcription for center of front sign (Figure C.4):
Whose Toes Are Those?
Although paleontologists cannot tell from tracks which specific type of dinosaur made
them, tracks can be tied to a general group of dinosaurs based on shape and size. This
allows for names or ichnotaxa to be given to the track forms themselves. The two
different types of tracks found here have been identified as Grallator and Eubrontes
tracks. Paleontologists suggest these tracks may have been made by Dilophosaurus
and Megapnosaurus.
Table C.11

Quality measurement for center of front sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.2 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table C.12

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 70 / 3
Active voice: 0% / 0
Total Score: 26 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in center of front sign

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution

6.3 Biological diversity
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Transcription for top right corner of front sign (Figure C.4):
Site Mapping
The Warner Valley Dinosaur Site was re-examined in 2010, the second since its
discovery in 1982.
Surprise! Paleontologists found more than double the previously known number of
tracks.
The new site map shown below reveals over 400 tracks and 23 trackways (a series of
tracks made by the same animal).
Table C.13

Quality measurement for top right corner of front sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.2 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table C.14

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 50 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 28 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in top right corner of front sign

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Figure C.5

Reverse of tracksite sign

Photo by C. Burbach.
Transcription for top left corner of reverse sign (Figure C.5):
Rocks Beneath Our Feet
The colorful geology of Warner Valley provides a record of ancient climates and
landscapes. Revealed by the forces of erosion and tectonic activity, we see ash from
volcanic eruptions, mudstones from ancient meandering rivers and lakes, and windblown sandstone. The dinosaur tracks can be found at the top of the Springdale
Sandstone Member.
Table C.15

Quality measurement for top left corner of reverse sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.1 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Table C.16

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 53 / 2
Active voice: 67% / 1
Total Score: 25 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in top left corner of reverse sign

2.1 Earth’s history
3.6 Climate change

4.1 Geosphere changes
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Transcription for bottom right corner of reverse sign (Figure C.5):
Reading the Rocks
Fossils and exposed rock strata provide clues about the environment 195 million years
ago. Field Notes:


Dinosaur tracks with distinct claw marks and pad impressions suggest wet
sediment existed.



A southwest directional trend of the trackways suggest dinosaurs followed the
same path of travel, maybe along the edge of water.



Fragments of petrified wood found in the vicinity of the tracks, within the
same rock strata, suggest wooded area were nearby.



Wave and current ripples found in the vicinity at various horizons imply a river
floodplain environment.

Table C.17

Quality measurement for bottom right corner of reverse sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.4 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Table C.18

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 87 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in bottom right corner of reverse sign

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
3.6 Climate change

4.1 Geosphere changes
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Red Cliffs Dinosaur Track Site
Setting: Located in the Red Cliffs Recreation Area, within the Red Cliffs National
Conservation Area, north of St. George, UT; fine-grained sandstone from edge of ancient
stream or lake; at transition zone between Kayenta Formation and Navajo Sandstone
during Jurassic Period (190 Ma); 17 well preserved dinosaur tracks.
Administration: St, George BLM Field office.
Visited: July 09, 2015; directions from BLM website were easy to follow to the
recreation area; then hiked trail for 30 meters to site.

Figure C.6

Dinosaur track at Red Cliffs Dinosaur Track Site

a) 15cm (6-in) dinosaur track; photo by C. Burbach. b) Visiting Red Cliffs; photo by D.
Sjoberg.
Track types: Negative imprints (true tracks), possibly undertracks.
Identified taxa: Ichnogenera Grallator, Kayentapus and Eubrontes.
Media: Two signs on site at track location.
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Figure C.7

First tracksite sign at Red Cliffs

Photo by C. Burbach.
Transcription for first tracksite sign, top left corner (Figure C.7):
Dinosaurs Passed This Way
Preserved in the rocks is the evidence that dinosaurs once roamed this area millions of
years ago. Fossil footprints, or tracks, were first discovered in these sandstone cliffs in
1998, and are aiding scientists in their understanding of ancient life.
Table C.19

Quality measurement for first tracksite sign, top left corner

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.7 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table C.20

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 40 / 2
Active voice: 50 / 1
Total Score: 26 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in first tracksite sign, top left corner

2.1 Earth’s history

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Transcription for first tracksite sign, right center margin (Figure C.7):
Whose Toes Are Those?
Although paleontologists cannot tell from tracks which specific type of dinosaur made
them, tracks can be tied to a general group of dinosaurs based on shape and size. This
allows for names or ichnotaxa to be given to the track forms themselves. The three
different types found in Red Cliffs have been identified as Grallator, Eubrontes, and
Kayentapus. Paleontologists suggest that Grallator and Eubrontes tracks have been
made by Megapnosaurus and Dilophosaurus. The dinosaur linked to the Kayentapus
track remains unknown.
Table C.21

Quality measurement for first tracksite sign, right center margin

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.6 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table C.22

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 81 / 2
Active voice: 20% / 0
Total Score: 25 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in first tracksite sign, center right corner

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.3 Biological diversity
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Transcription for first tracksite sign, bottom left corner (Figure C.7):
Track Trivia
Tracks are trace fossils that are not actual parts of animal or plants, but objects or signs
left behind by them. Other trace fossils include coprolites (mineralized feces),
gastroliths (stomach stones), and skin or feather impressions.
There are three different types of track impressions: tracks, undertracks, and natural
casts. True tracks are the initial imprint made by the dinosaur. Undertracks are the
layers beneath the true track which carry a less detailed impression. Natural casts are
the sediments that fill in the true imprint. Further research is needed to determine if the
tracks seen here are true tracks or undertracks.

Table C.23

Quality measurement for first tracksite sign, bottom left corner

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 8.0 / 3
Visual aids: 3

Table C.24

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 100 / 2
Active voice: 86% / 3
Total Score: 29 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in first tracksite sign, bottom left corner

2.1 Earth’s history

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Figure C.8

Second tracksite sign at Red Cliffs

Photo by C. Burbach
Transcription for second tracksite sign, top left corner (Figure C.8):
When Dinosaurs Roamed
When dinosaurs left their footprints here 190 million years ago, the landscape of the
southwest was in transition. Aridity was increasing; the large meandering rivers and
shallow lakes that characterized an earlier geologic time were giving way to windblown seas of sand.
Table C.25

Quality measurement for second tracksite sign, top left corner

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.0 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table C.26

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 42 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 28 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in second tracksite sign, top left corner

2.1 Earth’s history
3.6 Climate change

4.1 Geosphere changes
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Transcription for second tracksite sign, top right corner (Figure C.8):
Layers of Time
The tracksite occurs in the transition zone between the Kayenta Formation and Navajo
Sandstone formed during the Jurassic Period. In the transition zone, river deposited
siltstones, mudstones, and fine grained sandstones typical of the Kayenta Formation
are layered with cross bedded, windblown sandstone typical of Navajo Sandstone. The
tracks here are in fine grained sandstone and were probably left in the soft sediments
of a stream or lake bed during a wetter climate cycle.
Table C.27

Quality measurement for second tracksite sign, top right corner

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 13.8 / 0
Visual aids: 3

Table C.28

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 74 / 3
Active voice: 34% / 0
Total Score: 24 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in second tracksite sign, top right corner

2.1 Earth’s history
3.6 Climate change

4.1 Geosphere changes
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Transcription for second tracksite sign, right center margin (Figure C.8):
Tracing the Past
After this tracksite was re-examined in 2012, paleontologists found 17 tracks and
identified them as Grallator and Kayentapus. Eubrontes tracks can be seen near the
end of the Silver reef Trail, a 0.1 mile hike from here.
Table C.29

Quality measurement for second tracksite sign, right center margin

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.7 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Table C.30

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 37 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in second tracksite sign, right center margin

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Moccasin Mountain Trackways
Setting: Located 3.5 miles (5.6 km) southwest of Coral Pink Sand Dunes State Park, UT;
Navajo Sandstone; Jurassic Period (190 Ma); was an oasis in an ancient sand desert;
hundreds of tracks from at least six different types of animals left in the wet sands of the
oasis; 4WD vehicle required to gain access.
Administration: Kanab BLM Field office.
Visited: July 10, 2015; directions from BLM website are easy to follow to the entrance of
the Coral Pink Sand Dunes State Park, where specific directions to the track site (on
BLM land) are provided. A four-wheel-drive vehicle is required to gain access to the site,
hence we stopped at the trail-head.

Figure C.9

Dinosaur tracks at Moccasin Mountain Trackways

a) Kayentapus track; 15cm scale; BLM file photo. b) Grallator track; 15cm scale; BLM
file photo.
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Track types: Negative imprints (true tracks).
Identified taxa: Ichnogenera Otozoum (from prosauropods), Grallator, and Kayentapus;
an unnamed pigeon-sized three toed dinosaur; a land dwelling crocodile.
Media: Officials claimed that no signage is present of the tracksite, or at the beginning of
the trail. Only a county map marks the beginning of the trail. A BLM brochure describing
the site is issued at entrance to Coral Pink Sand Dunes State Park, and contains pertinent
information about the tracksite.

Figure C.10 Moccasin Mountain location and brochure
a) Visiting Moccasin Mountain; photo by D. Sjoberg. b) Moccasin Mountain Tracksite
brochure; NPS scan.
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Following are transcriptions for portions of the BLM issued brochure (Figure C.10b):
What was Utah like 190 Million Years Ago?
Point-1
This location provides an overview of the tracksite. Here the fossil tracks are
preserved in layers of the Navajo sandstone that formed 190 million years ago in one
of the largest sand deserts that ever existed on earth. At the time, what is now Utah,
was closer to the equator and part of an enormous sandy desert. Hundreds of huge
dunes, perhaps as high as a thousand feet, surrounded this area. Normally hard to find,
water was seasonally available here, which drew animals from far and wide. Tracks
were formed as the animals walked on wet sand and silt around the oasis, which
molded their feet. These molds were then buried by more sand, allowing them to
fossilize.
190 million years ago Utah was flat, with highlands to the east and west, and was
blanketed by huge sand dune (shown in yellow) shifting over and arid, hostile desert
landscape.
Table C.31

Quality measurement for point 1 brochure panel

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.1 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table C.32

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 149 / 1
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 25 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in point 1 brochure panel

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
3.6 Climate change

4.1 Geosphere changes
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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How many kinds of fossil trackways are found here at the Moccasin Mountain
Tracksite?
There are at least six different kinds of footprints preserved, which make this one of
the highest diversity of fossil vertebrate tracks for the Early Jurassic time period in
North America. The following points and GPS coordinates can be used with the map
on the inside of the brochure to help locate a few of the unique fossil footprints at the
Moccasin Mountain tracksite. This is only a sampling of the tracks at the site. Keep
your eyes open, there are lot more to be found.
Table C.33

Quality measurement for trackway diversity panel

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.6 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table C.34

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 86 / 2
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 26 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in trackway diversity panel

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.3 Biological diversity
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Point -2
Large four-toed tracks called Otozoum, (pronounced Otto-zoh-ums), were made by
20-25 foot long, four-legged, long necked, plant eating dinosaurs called prosauropods.
Table C.35

Quality measurement for point 2

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 13.9 / 0
Visual aids: 2

Table C.36

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 21 / 1
Active voice: 0% / 0
Total Score: 21 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in point 2

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

Point-3
The Smallest three-toed tracks are approximately one-inch long and were made by a
crow-sized meat eating dinosaur species.
Table C.37

Quality measurement for point 3

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.7 / 1
Visual aids: 0

Table C.38

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 18 / 1
Active voice: 0% / 0
Total Score: 20 Marginal

Big Ideas addressed in point 3

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Point-4
The most abundant tracks at the site, Grallator, (pronounce gral-ay-tor), measure
about five inches in length and were made by a meat-eating dinosaur approximately
six to nine feet in length.
Table C.39

Quality measurement for point 4

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 14.9 / 0
Visual aids: 2

Table C.40

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 30 / 2
Active voice: 0% / 0
Total Score: 22 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in point 4

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

Point-5
The largest three-toed tracks at the site are ten to twelve inches long and are called
Kayentapus (pronounced Kay-en-ta-pus). These were made by a 15-18 foot long,
carnivorous dinosaur.
The three-toed tracks that look like they were made by birds were actually made by
two-legged meat eating dinosaurs distantly related to Tyrannosaurus rex and
Velociraptor.
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Table C.41

Quality measurement for point 5

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.5 / 1
Visual aids: 2

Table C.42

Topics: 2
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 55 / 2
Active voice: 0% / 0
Total Score: 22 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in point 5

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.3 Biological diversity

6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

Point-6
The unusual looking tracks that look like long scratch marks are “slip” tracks, made
when the Kayentapus track maker walked down the steep slope of a wet dune face and
the sand recorded the motion of the animal’s foot. This type of dynamic activity is also
recorded in other trackways here.
Table C.43

Quality measurement for point 6

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.2 / 1
Visual aids: 0

Table C.44

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 51 / 2
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 22 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in point 6

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Point-7
Small four or five-toed tracks were made by four-legged animals such as early
crocodilians; lizards, and mammal-like reptiles.
Table C.45

Quality measurement for point 7

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 8.8 / 3
Visual aids: 2

Table C.46

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 18 / 1
Active voice: 0% / 0
Total Score: 24 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in point 7

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.3 Biological diversity

What can scientists learn from the tracks?
Conditions that are good for preserving trackways may not be ideal for preserving
bone. Therefore, fossil tracks may be our only evidence that animals were present in
an area. Fossilized tracks can tell scientists a lot about prehistoric animal behavior.
How did the animal walk? How fast was it moving? What direction was the animal
travelling? Which animals may have moved in groups? Daily events of an animal’s
life can be preserved in mud and sand.
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Table C.47

Quality measurement for lessons-learned panel

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 7.0 / 3
Visual aids: 0

Table C.48

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 76 / 3
Active voice: 88% / 3
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in lessons-learned panel

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
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Copper Ridge Dinosaur Trackways
Setting: Located 23 miles (37 km) north of Moab, UT; Salt Wash Member of the
Morrison Formation; Jurassic Period (150 Ma); a ripple marked sandbar along a river.
Administration: Moab BLM Field office.

Figure C.11 Dinosaur tracks at Copper Ridge Dinosaur Trackways
a) Sauropod tracks; person for scale; BLM file photo. b) Trackway map; BLM file
diagram.
Track types: Negative imprints (true tracks); tracks from five (three-toed) carnivores and
one large sauropod.
Identified taxa: Dinosaur sub-orders Sauropoda and Theropoda.
Media: One sign located at trackway site.
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Figure C.12 Tracksite sign at Copper Ridge
Photo by Hunt Foster / BLM.
Transcription for tracksite sign (Figure C.12):
The Dinosaur Tracks of Copper Ridge
The tracks preserved here include those of five meat-eating dinosaurs of various sizes
and one of a large sauropod dinosaur, a plant-eating animal that likely weighed close
to 18 tons. The trackways cross what was, 150 million years ago, a ripplemarked
sandbar along a river. The sauropod, possibly Camarasaurus, seems to have made a
right turn here. The large theropod that left its tracks to the east may have been an
Allosaurus, a hunter capable of traveling up to 30 miles per hour.
The tracks here are preserved at the top of the Salt Wash Member of the Morrison
Formation. This landform represents streams and rivers that crossed the area during
the Late Jurassic. The sandbar on which these dinosaurs walked may have been
bordered by plants such as ferns, cycads, conifers, and ginkgo trees.
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Table C.49

Quality measurement for tracksite sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.9 / 2
Visual aids: 2

Table C.50

Topics: 2
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 135 / 1
Active voice: 72% / 2
Total Score: 24 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in tracksite sign

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
3.6 Climate change
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution
6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Mill Canyon Dinosaur Trail
Setting: Located 15 miles (24 km) north of Moab, UT; Cedar Mountain Formation
(overlaying the Jurassic age Morrison Formation); Early Cretaceous (112 Ma); a
sandstone rock outcrop from an ancient gravelly river channel. Visitors are instructed to
stay on the trail and photograph tracks from a distance.
Administration: Moab BLM Field office.

Figure C.13 Visitor boardwalks at Mill Canyon Dinosaur Trail
a-b) Dinosaur trackways with boardwalks and placards; photos by Hunt Foster / BLM.
Track types: Negative imprints (true tracks); tracks from four different animals.
Identified taxa: Ichnogenera Dromaeosauripus (from Theropods like Deinonychus);
Carmelopodus (from mid-sized Theropods like Ornithomimids); Irenesauripus (from a
large yet-to-be discovered Theropod); Hatcherichnus-like (from crocodiles).
Media: A series of signs at the parking area; front and back signs at trail head; trail
placards located at each trackway site.
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Figure C.14 Mill Canyon trailhead sign
Photo by Hunt Foster / BLM.
Transcription for trailhead sign, left margin (Figure C.14):
The Mill Canyon Dinosaur Tracksite contains a diverse assemblage of fossilized
tracks. Over 170 individual tracks have been discovered, including plant-eating longnecked dinosaurs, several types of carnivorous dinosaurs (including sickle-clawed
“raptors”) and crocodiles sunning on muddy banks. This site is one of the largest and
most diverse tracksites known from this period of time in North America.
Table C.51

Quality measurement for trailhead sign, left margin

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 13.7 / 0
Visual aids: 0

Table C.52

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 57 / 2
Active voice: 67% / 1
Total Score: 21 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in trailhead sign, left margin

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution

6.3 Biological diversity
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Figure C.15 Mill Canyon trail sign #1
Photo by Hunt Foster / BLM.
Transcription for trail sign #1 (Figure C.15):
Medium-Sized Theropod Tracks
The trackway in front of you is that of a medium-sized carnivorous dinosaur. Similar
tracks have also been found in Wyoming. The tracks here are about 7-14 inches long
and are from a dinosaur that was about 6 feet tall at the hip. We do not know exactly
what kind of dinosaur made these tracks (there are several of this size and foot
morphology in the Cedar Mountain Formation), but one possibility is the relatively
mid-sized theropods like Ornithomimids.
Name of Track: Carmelopodus-like
Early Cretaceous (~112 million years ago)
Cedar Mountain Formation
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Table C.53

Quality measurement for trail sign #1

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.0 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Table C.54

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 92 / 2
Active voice: 75% / 2
Total Score: 25 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in trail sign #1

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

Figure C.16 Mill Canyon trail sign #2
Photo by Hunt Foster / BLM
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Transcription for trail sign #2 (Figure C.16):
Large Theropod Tracks
The large, well preserved tracks in front of you are the beginning of a 17-step
trackway of a very large, carnivorous dinosaur. Tracks of a similar dinosaur have also
been found in central Texas. The tracks here are about 16-20 inches long and are from
a dinosaur that was at least 8 feet tall at the hip. The intriguing thing about these tracks
is that they indicate the presence of a very large dinosaur for which we currently have
no skeletal evidence. A very large meat-eater remains to be found out there.
Name of Track: Irenesauripus
Early Cretaceous (~112 million years ago)
Cedar Mountain Formation
Table C.55

Quality measurement for trail sign #2

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.1 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table C.56

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 106 / 2
Active voice: 60% / 1
Total Score: 26 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in trail sign #2

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Figure C.17 Mill Canyon trail sign #3
Photo by Hunt Foster / BLM
Transcription for trail sign #3 (Figure C.17):
Crocodile Slide
The odd-shaped trace before you may be an impression made by a crocodile sliding on
its belly into shallow water, leaving at least one footprint and possibly belly and tail
slide marks behind. Such traces are also found just south of Moab, the Morrison
Formation, so this would not be an unexpected trace here. Crocodiles were relatively
common in the Late Jurassic, through the Late Cretaceous periods in western North
America. What does this tell us about the climate during the age of dinosaurs? Think
about where crocodiles and alligators live today. And imagine the Mississippi delta
environment existing through Utah and up to Alberta. What an amazing place this
must have been!
Name of Track: Hatcherichnus-like trace
Early Cretaceous (~112 million years ago)
Cedar Mountain Formation
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Table C.57

Quality measurement for trail sign #3

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.8 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table C.58

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 127 / 1
Active voice: 86% /3
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in trail sign #3

2.1 Earth’s history
3.6 Climate change
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

Figure C.18 Mill Canyon trail sign #4
Phot by Hunt Foster / BLM.
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Transcription for trail sign #4 (Figure C.18):
Dromaeosaur Tracks
The tracks in front of you are the first dromaeosaur tracks that have been found in
North America! This short trackway was made by a dromaeosaur theropod, probably a
large Deinonychus. Notice that there are only two toes preserved in each track; this is
because the inner toe on each foot (digit II) possessed a huge sickle claw and was held
up off the ground as the animal walked. This Dromaeosaur’s tracks are 8.7 inches long
and indicate an animal just under 4 feet tall at the hip.
Name of Track: Dromaeosauripus
Early Cretaceous (~112 million years ago)
Cedar Mountain Formation
Table C.59

Quality measurement for trail sign #4

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 8.3 / 3
Visual aids: 3

Table C.60

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 101 / 2
Active voice: 25% / 0
Total Score: 26 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in trail sign #4

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Poison Spider Dinosaur Trackways
Setting: Located 6 miles (9.6 km) north of Moab, UT; Tracks have weathered out on
slabs from Navajo Sandstone cliffs and rest on the underlying Kayenta Formation;
Jurassic Period (190 Ma); ancient sand dune fields separated with streams, ponds and
lakes; tracks are left in the wet riparian sand.
Administration: Moab BLM Field office.

Figure C.19 Dinosaur tracks at Poison Spider Dinosaur Trackways
a) Dinosaur trackway; approximately half- meter between tracks; BLM file photo. b)
Dinosaur track; approximately 20cm in length; BLM file photo.
Track types: Negative imprints (true tracks) and positive casts (natural casts); tracks
from ten individual carnivores.
Identified taxa: Ichnogenera Grallator and Eubrontes; dinosaur genus Allosaurus.
Media: One sign located at trackway site.
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Figure C.20 Poison Spider tracksite sign
Photo by Hunt Foster / BLM
Transcription for top half of tracksite sign (Figure C.20):
Prowling Predators of Poison Spider
190 million years ago, dinosaurs crossed the dune fields in the Moab area leaving their
tracks in the damp sands. These tracks were fossilized by being rapidly covered by
other dunes and preserved when the sand layers were converted to stone over time.
In the cliffs above, the tracks of at least 10 different meat-eating dinosaurs are
preserved in blocks of Navajo Sandstone that have eroded from the cliffs above and
fallen splitting along the bedding planes that preserved them. Both the original tracks
and the layer that filled them are present on the slabs.
Table C.61

Quality measurement for top half of tracksite sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.0 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 95 / 2
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 25 Acceptable
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Table C.62

Big Ideas addressed in top half of tracksite sign

2.1 Earth’s history
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.3 Biological diversity

Transcription for bottom half of tracksite sign (Figure C.30):
The tracks here were made by Theropods including Allosaurus, Eubrontes, and
Grallator, These 3-toed predator dinosaurs walked on two legs and used their arms for
holding and grasping.
The tracks are of several sizes of dinosaurs walking at about 3 miles per hour in a
damp area similar to modern beaches but with a subtle twist. Imagine a beach crowded
with animals of various sizes – but instead of seagulls and sand pipers there are meat
eating lizards hunting and being hunted.
Table C.63

Quality measurement for bottom half of tracksite sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 13.2 / 0
Visual aids: 3

Table C.64

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 82 / 2
Active voice: 34% / 0
Total Score: 23 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in bottom half of tracksite sign

3.5 Ecosystems
3.6 Climate change
4.1 Geosphere changes
4.9 Moving shorelines

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution
6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Willow Springs Dinosaur Trackways
Setting: Located 12 miles (19.3 km) north of Moab, UT; Entrada Sandstone; Jurassic
Period (165 Ma); tracks were made in tide-lands of an ancient inland sea.
Administration: Moab BLM Field office.

Figure C.21 Dinosaur tracks at Willow Springs Dinosaur Trackways
a) Sauropod track; approximately 35cm in length; BLM file photo. b) Trackway site;
approximately one-meter between tracks; BLM file photo.
Track types: Negative imprints (true tracks).
Identified taxa: Dinosaur sub-orders Sauropoda, Theropoda and Ornithipoda.
Media: One sign located at trackway site.
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Figure C.22 Willow Springs tracksite sign
Photo by Hunt Foster / BLM.
Transcription for top left corner of trackway site sign (Figure C.22):
Footprints in the Shores of Time
The numerous petrified three-toed tracks at this site were made about 165 million
years ago by human-size predator dinosaurs walking in the tide-lands of an inland sea
that lay to the east of this area. During the Late Jurassic Period, the Moab area was
inundated by a shallow sea that supported sparse oases of tropical forest plants.
Shortly afterward, the sea receded and barren tideflats stretched for miles burying the
tracks and preserving them as the muds and sands turned to stone over time.
Table C.65

Quality measurement for trackway site sign, top left corner

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 14.1 / 0
Visual aids: 2

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 84 / 2
Active voice: 34% / 0
Total Score: 22 Acceptable
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Table C.66

Big Ideas addressed in trackway site sign, top left corner

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
3.6 Climate change
4.1 Geosphere changes

4.9 Moving shorelines
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

Transcription for top right corner of trackway site sign (Figure C.22):
To date, more than 2,500 similar tracks of this size or larger have been reported on the
outer slopes of the Salt Valley Anticline, the deep depression that runs the length of
Arches National Park. Some of the tracks are within the Park, others are on state or
other federal land. All should be protected and preserved for study and public
appreciation.
Table C.67

Quality measurement for trackway site sign, top right corner

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.1 / 2
Visual aids: 1

Table C.68

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 62 / 3
Active voice: 34% / 0
Total Score: 24 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in trackway site sign, top right corner

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Transcription for bottom center of trackway site sign (Figure C.22):
There are several mysteries associated with these tracks. The first is why were so
many predator dinosaurs in the same area at about the same time when such animals
were not known to run in herds. A second is what they would have eaten on the barren
tideflats. A third is how the tracks were preserved from destruction by the incoming
tide. The mysteries posed by the thousands of petrified dinosaur tracks in this general
vicinity will provoke research for years to come.
Theropod track (with picture)
Sauropod track (with picture)
Table C.69

Quality measurement for trackway site sign, bottom center

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 8.3 / 3
Visual aids: 1

Table C.70

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 83 / 2
Active voice: 60% / 1
Total Score: 25 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in trackway site sign, bottom center

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
3.6 Climate change
4.1 Geosphere changes
4.9 Moving shorelines

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution
6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Red Rock Canyon National Recreation Area
Setting: Located 17 miles (27.3 km) west of the Las Vegas strip; Aztec Sandstone;
Jurassic Period (190 Ma); tracks were made in wet sand of an ancient sand dune field;
track site is not disclosed to the public.
Administration: BLM Southern Nevada District office.
UNLV: University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Figure C.23 Dinosaur Tracks at Red Rock Canyon National Recreational Area
a) Grallator track; approximately 15cm in length; photo by S. Rowland / UNLV. b)
Grallator track; approximately 15cm in length; BLM file photo.
Track types: Negative imprints (true tracks).
Identified taxa: Ichnogenera Grallator and Octopodichnus (from scorpion-like
arachnids).
Media: Tracks are only in the field (location not advertised); signage displayed in
visitor’s center describes tracks and significance.
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Figure C.24 Wall display at Red Rock
Photo by C. Burbach
Transcription for top of wall display sign on left (Figure C.24):
Grallator Tracks
Grallator tracks were made by small three-toed, meat-eating dinosaurs that walked on
their two hind legs. Grallator is the genus name of the footprint, not the name of the
dinosaur that made the footprint.
Table C.71

Quality measurement for top of wall display sign on left

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 7.6 / 3
Visual aids: 3

Table C.72

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 34 / 2
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in top of wall display sign on left

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
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Transcription for bottom of wall display sign on left (Figure C.24):
The Octopodichnus Trackway
These tracks were made by a small arachnid, such as a scorpion.
Table C.73

Quality measurement for bottom of wall display sign on left

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 4.8 / 0
Visual aids: 3

Table C.74

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 2
Word count: 12 / 0
Active voice: 0% / 0
Total Score: 20 Marginal

Big Ideas addressed in bottom of wall display sign on left

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

Transcription for wall display sign on right (Figure C.24):
Dinosaur Discovery Zone!
Jurassic Aztec Sandstone
Can you spot the dinosaur footprints in the sandstone layer below?
Approximately 190 million years ago, dinosaurs inhabited the area known today as
Red Rock canyon in southern Nevada. Fossilized dinosaur footprints and other tracks
have been recently discovered within the Red Rock Canyon National Conservation
Area. Paleontologists believe that the three-toed footprints were made by two legged,
meat-eating dinosaurs, approximately five feet long and three to four feet high. These
dinosaurs roamed the area when it was a giant sand dune desert.
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This important scientific discovery is the first documented dinosaur tracksite in
Nevada. Dubbed the Red Rock Tracksite, dozens of these Grallator-shaped tracks
from the Early-Jurassic Period have been found in the Aztec Sandstone.
In addition to the Dinosaur footprints, Octopodichnus trackways were discovered.
These fossil traces are lines of tracks from scorpion-like arachnids, about the same
size as the ones that live in the area today.
Table C.75

Quality measurement for wall display sign on right

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.8 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Table C.76

Topics: 1
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 149 / 1
Active voice: 36% / 0
Total Score: 21 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in wall display sign on right

2.1 Earth’s history
3.6 Climate change
4.1 Geosphere changes
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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US FOREST SERVICE SITE
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This appendix contains information and data that pertains to the US Forest
Service (USFS) site included in this study. Under the site heading is a brief description of
the (track) setting; the track types present (positive casts, negative imprints); any taxa
identified; the type of interpretation media employed; photographs of the track displays;
close-up photographs of the signage and interpretation; followed by a transcription of the
written narratives; quality results via the measurement rubric for each qualified sign; and
a list of Earth Science Literature Initiative (ESLI) Big Ideas addressed in each sign.
The USFS site included in this appendix is


Comanche National Grasslands
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Comanche National Grasslands
Setting: Located in southeast Colorado on the banks of the Purgatoire River; Jurassic
Period limestone in Morrison Formation (150 Ma); advertised as the largest collection of
trackways in North America; 100 separate dinosaur trackways consisting of more than
1300 imprints; spans across ¼ mile (400 meters) of bedrock; tracks made on shoreline of
an ancient lake.

Figure D.1

Sauropod trackways at Comanche National Grasslands

a-b) Apatosaurus trackways; people for scale; USFS file photos.
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Figure D.2

Dinosaur tracks at Comanche National Grasslands

a) Allosaurus track; hand for scale; USFS file photo. b) Apatosaurus tracks; person for
scale; photo by J. Dickman.
Track types: Negative imprints (true tracks); possibly some undertracks.
Identified taxa: Dinosaur genera Apatosaurus and Allosaurus.
Media: Several interpretive signs at trackway site; brochure issued to visitors.

Figure D.3

Tracksite interpretive panel #1

USFS file photo.
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Transcription for tracksite interpretive panel #1 (Figure D.3):
The Largest Tracksite in North America
A famous discovery was made right here along the Purgatoire River! During the
Jurassic Period, hundreds of dinosaurs once inhabited this area when it was a vast
lake. As they plodded through the mud along the lakeshore, the dinosaurs left behind
trails of footprints in the soupy muck. Later, these muddy flats were baked hard in the
sun, buried, and later turned to stone.
Today, over 1,300 dinosaur footprints are exposed at the Dinosaur Tracksite,
extending nearly a quarter mile across bedrock where they are frozen in time,
recording dinosaur behavior from 150 million years ago.
From the deep past of a bygone world, these tracks continue to teach us how dinosaurs
lived, and may give us clues about our future.
The footprints were made by several kinds of dinosaurs, but mainly huge, long-necked
plant-eating sauropods traveling in herds (like Apatosaurus) and prowling meat-eaters
(like Allosaurus).
Table D.1

Quality measurement for tracksite interpretive panel #1

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 12.0 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Topics: 1
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 146 / 1
Active voice: 58% / 1
Total Score: 22 Acceptable
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Table D.2

Big Ideas addressed in tracksite interpretive panel #1

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
3.6 Climate change
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution
6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

Transcription for tracksite interpretive panel #1 inset on right (Figure D.3):
Preserving Fossil Resources
The Purgatoire River, the same force that unearthed the tracksite, has since begun to
erode away. The US Forest Service preserves the tracksite with erosion control
structures made from displaced blocks of the tracksite itself.
Table D.3

Quality measurement for tracksite interpretive panel #1 inset

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.4 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table D.4

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 35 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 28 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in tracksite interpretive panel #1 inset

4.1 Geosphere changes
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Figure D.4

Tracksite interpretive panel #2

USFS file photo.
Transcription for tracksite interpretive panel #2, right half (Figure D.4):
Learning from the Layers
The layers of rock at the tracksite have much to teach us about the world of Jurassic
dinosaurs. In addition to footprints, the rock layers record ripple marks, mud cracks,
and casts of salt crystals.
These clues tell us that the layers formed along the edge of a brackish freshwater lake
similar to today’s Great Salt Lake. “Dinosaur Lake” has yielded other fossils such as
freshwater clams, fish scales, plant impressions, and microscopic aquatic invertebrates
that also tell the story of the Jurassic world.
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Table D.5

Quality measurement for tracksite interpretive panel #2

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.4 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table D.6

Big Ideas addressed in tracksite interpretive panel #2

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
3.6 Climate change
4.1 Geosphere changes

Figure D.5

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 84 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 28 Exceptional

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

Tracksite interpretive panel #3

USFS file photo.
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Transcription for tracksite interpretive panel #3, right margin (Figure D.5):
The Site from the Sky
From the air, you can see the tracks of two sauropod dinosaurs walking side by side
along the ancient lakeshore. The discovery that some types of dinosaurs lived in large
herds like modern animals happened because of parallel tracks identified here in the
1930’s.
The tracks of meat-eating dinosaurs radiate in all directions, indicating that carnivores
roamed the lakeshore as solitary hunters. Large carnivores are generally less common
than large plant-eaters but roughly equal number of footprints occur at this site.
Perhaps meat-eaters were faster and more active plant-eaters?
Research continues to unfold the intriguing story of ancient life at Dinosaur Lake.
Table D.7

Quality measurement for tracksite interpretive panel #3, right margin

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.7 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Table D.8

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 102 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in tracksite interpretive panel #3, right margin

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
3.6 Climate change
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution
6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Transcription for tracksite interpretive panel #3, bottom left (Figure D.5):
Some layers of limestone show clear trackways of sauropods while others are heavily
trampled with many overlapping footprints. The large, rounded prints of these big
plant-eaters show that they were generally lumbering west along the lakeshore, often
in groups or herds.
Table D.9

Quality measurement for tracksite interpretive panel #3, bottom left

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.9 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Table D.10

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 41 / 2
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 25 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in tracksite interpretive panel #3, bottom left

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Figure D.6

North Bank interpretive panel

USFS file photo.
Transcription for North Bank interpretive panel, center (Figure D.6):
Picket Wire Canyonlands
Dinosaur Lake -The Purgatoire Valley Dinosaur Tracksite (north bank)
Perhaps the largest dinosaur tracksite in the world, the Purgatoire Valley site is best
known for compelling evidence of herding behavior in sauropod dinosaurs in the form
of parallel trackways. The 150 million year old trackways are preserved in Jurassic
age limestone beds along what was once a muddy shoreline of an ancient lake. Since
2010, public volunteers along with staff of the US Forest Service have been busy
unearthing and recording new tracks at this famous locality. The “new” tracks are
actually re-buried portions of the site covered by modern gravel deposits over past
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centuries as the river migrated southward. Naturally excavated by erosive power of the
Purgatoire River, over two hundred individual tracks have been revealed and recorded,
including (so far) parallel trackways of sauropod dinosaurs. Sauropods were giant
plant-eaters with long necks, perhaps best known by animals such as Apatosaurus (aka
Brontosaurus). These newly revealed tracks provide the best evidence yet of herding
behavior in sauropod dinosaurs, and differently sized tracks reveal the sauropod herd
included adult and juvenile animals travelling together.
Table D.11

Quality measurement for North Bank interpretive panel, center

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 15.9 / 0
Visual aids: 3

Table D.12

Topics: 2
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 175 / 0
Active voice: 58% / 1
Total Score: 21 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in North Bank interpretive panel, center

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Transcription for North Bank interpretive panel caption on right (Figure D.6):
Three-toed carnivore tracks (Allosaurus), which in some cases parallel and over-print
the sauropod tracks, provide opportunity for speciation about predators pursuing the
sauropod herd.
Table D.13

Quality measurement for North Bank interpretive panel caption

Concept: 2
Conversational: 1
Reading level: 18.3 / 0
Visual aids: 3

Table D.14

Big Ideas addressed in North Bank interpretive panel caption

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution

Figure D.7

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 2
Interesting: 1
Names: 3
Word count: 24 / 1
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 19 Marginal

6.3 Biological diversity

Comanche visitors brochure

USFS file photo.
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Transcription for brochure page-1, left margin (Figure D.7):
Set in Stone
Learning from Layers of Geology on the Comanche National Grassland
Layers of Time
The Comanche National Grassland is internationally renowned for dinosaur bones and
tracks, including one of the largest assemblages of dinosaur trackways in the world.
Here, the Mesozoic geologic record spans from roughly 250 to 87 million years ago.
Fossils range from giant amphibians that predate dinosaurs, to sharks and other bony
fish that flourished in shallow inland seas.
Table D.15

Quality measurement for brochure page-1, left margin

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 13.3 / 0
Visual aids: 1

Table D.16

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 58 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 24 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in brochure page-1, left margin

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution

6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Transcription for brochure page-1, photo caption (Figure D.7):
This aerial photo captures the magic of the tracksite-parallel tracks of sauropod
dinosaurs. They must have been herd animals- a discovery made right here at the
Purgatoire River in the 1930s!
Table D.17

Quality measurement for brochure page-1, photo caption

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 13.4 / 0
Visual aids: 3

Table D.18

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count:39 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 26 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in brochure page-1, photo caption

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

Transcription for brochure page-2 (Figure D.7):
Dinosaur Tracksite
The most famous discovery is the Purgatoire River dinosaur tracksite in Picket Wire
Canyonlands. This tracksite contains compelling evidence that sauropod dinosaurs
lived in herds while meat-eaters were solitary. Over 1,300 prints in 100 separate
trackways extend across a quarter mile expanse of bedrock where they were
preserved—frozen in time—for 150 million years. Skeletons of many famous
dinosaurs such as Apatosaurus, Allosaurus, Camarasaurus, and Diplodocus have been
excavated from the canyon walls surrounding the trackway.
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Table D.19

Quality measurement for brochure page-2

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 15.3 / 0
Visual aids: 1

Table D.20

Topics: 1
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 77 / 3
Active voice: 75% / 2
Total Score: 22 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in brochure page-2

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.3 Biological diversity

Transcription for brochure page-2 photo caption at top right (Figure D.7):
The Dakota Sandstone has so many tracks, it’s sometimes called the “Dinosaur
Freeway”! This ornithomimosaur track, and many other types, were preserved in the
WIS (Western Interior Seaway).
Table D.21

Quality measurement for brochure page-2 caption, top right

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.4 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table D.22

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 28 / 1
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in brochure page-2 caption, top right

2.1 Earth’s history
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Transcription for brochure page-2 photo caption at bottom left (Figure D.7):
The exposed tracks probably represent only a fraction of the tracks still buried here.
This backhoe is placing blocks to deflect the river’s erosive power.
Table D.23

Quality measurement for brochure page-2, bottom left

Concept: 1
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 8.1 / 3
Visual aids: 3

Table D.24

Topics: 1
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 1
Names: 3
Word count:25 / 1
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 22 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in brochure page-2, bottom left

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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MUSEUM SITES
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This appendix contains information and data that pertains to each of the museum
sites included in this study. Under each site heading is a brief description of the museum;
the track setting where collected if available; the track types present (positive casts,
negative imprints); any taxa identified; the type of interpretation media employed;
photographs of the track displays; close-up photographs of the signage and interpretation;
followed by a transcription of the written narratives; quality results via the measurement
rubric for each qualified sign; and a list of Earth Science Literature Initiative (ESLI) Big
Ideas addressed in each sign.
Museum sites included in this appendix:


Raymond M. Alf Museum of Paleontology



Arizona Museum of Natural History



Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County



Las Cruces Museum of Nature and Science



Las Vegas Natural History Museum



Museum of Ancient Life at Thanksgiving Point



Natural History Museum of Utah



Powell Museum



Museum of Geology at the South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology



St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site at Johnson Farm
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Raymond M. Alf Museum of Paleontology
Setting: An accredited museum on the campus of a private prep school in Claremont,
CA; the entire downstairs is dedicated to footprints and trackways and is called “The Hall
of Footprints”; specimens from all over the western U. S.; advertised as the most diverse
collection of animal footprints on display in North America; 800 track specimens in
collection including 22 holotype, syntype and paratype specimens representing 14
ichnotaxa.
Administration: Owned and operated by The Webb Schools in Claremont, California.

Figure E.1

Mammal tracks at the Alf Museum of Paleontology

a) Miocene cat track with 10cm scale; (D. Lofgren. b) Miocene camel track with 10cm
scale; D. Lofgren.
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Figure E.2

Tracks in the Hall of Footprints

a) Dinosaur track with 10cm scale. b) Miocene elephant track with 10cm scale. c)
Miocene bird track with 10cm scale. d) Permian reptile tracks with 10cm scale. All
photos by D. Lofgren.
Track types: Negative imprints (true tracks), undertracks, and positive casts (natural
casts) are all on site.
Identified Taxa: Only family names reported on submitted photographs.
Media: Signage employed at entrance to display floor and is applicable to all footprints
and trackways exhibited; addresses nearly all the Big Ideas.
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Figure E.3

Fossil significance wall sign

Photo by D. Lofgren.
Transcription for first wall sign (Figure E.3):
Did You Know?
Paleontologists are scientists who reconstruct the past based on fossil and geologic
evidence. They explore biological, ecological, and geologic change to understand how
our present-day world came to be. Our understanding of fossils and the history of life
is always being expanded and revised in light of new specimens and research findings.
Table E.1

Quality measurement for first wall sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 12.9 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Table E.2

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 52 / 2
Active voice: 67% / 1
Total Score: 25 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in first wall sign

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Figure E.4

Evolving life wall sign

Photo by D. Lofgren.
Transcription for second wall sign (Figure E.4):
Evolving Species
All life constantly evolves. As conditions change, some species adapt and others go
extinct. In the fossil record, this is shown by a series of fossil assemblages in
superposition, where each assemblage differs from that above or that below. This is
called “faunal succession.” Horses provide an excellent example of the concept.
Members of the horse family evolved rapidly in response to changes in their
environment. This succession of genera from the Eocene to the Recent shows:
A reduction in the number of toes
An increase in body size
A lengthening of the snout of the skull
These fossils are only a small sampling of those known – horse evolution was like a
great bush, with many side branches.
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Table E.3

Quality measurement for second wall sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 8.3 / 3
Visual aids: 0

Table E.4

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 2
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 118 / 1
Active voice: 72% / 2
Total Score: 23 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in second wall sign

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution

6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
6.6 Mass extinctions
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Arizona Museum of Natural History
Setting: Located in Mesa, Arizona; houses specimens from throughout the southwest
U.S. with a high concentration from Arizona; one square-meter slab from the Moenkopi
Formation on display; Middle-Triassic (240 Ma); climate was semi-arid with soft mud;
slab has tracks from several animals.
Administration: Owned and operated by The City of Mesa, Arizona.

Figure E.5

Reptile tracks at Arizona Museum of Natural History

Triassic reptile tracks; slab approximately one meter in height; photo by G. McCullough.
Track types: Positive casts (natural casts) on slab.
Identified Taxa: Ichnogenus Chirotherium (from a Triassic reptile); represented by
terrestrial tracks and skin impressions; similar to reptile genus Postosuchus; known for
what appears to be an opposable thumb pointing outward on each footprint.
Media: One placard next to it, addressing a few Big Ideas.
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Figure E.6

Reptile tracks wall placard

Photo by G. McCullough.
Transcription for Triassic reptile track wall placard (Figure E.6):
Triassic Tracks
This slab of rock is a snapshot in time roughly 240 million years ago in the middle
Triassic Moenkopi Formation. It contains the mold of tracks from animals large and
small. If you look closely, skin and pad impressions can be seen. These animals lived
in a semi-arid climate and made these prints in soft mud.
The large tracks are from a large tetrapod called Chirotherium. When tracks of the
animal were first discovered in Germany, scientists believed that a cross-legged
amphibian made these tracks (see the illustration on the Triassic Arizona label to the
left). It has since been determined that the “thumb” is really the “little finger” so the
animal did not walk cross-legged. We now know that these tracks were made by a
large carnivorous reptile similar to Protosuchus.
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Table E.5

Quality measurement for wall placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 8.9 / 3
Visual aids: 0

Table E.6

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 132 / 1
Active voice: 63% / 1
Total Score: 23 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in wall placard

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County (LACM)
Setting: Located near downtown Los Angeles, California where over 35 million
specimens are stored and protected; track replica comes from Carson City Prison, Nevada
where hundreds of animal tracks are preserved in Pleistocene sandstone; possibly a
watering hole where animals would congregate; host print is 11,500-45,000 years old.
Administration: Owned and operated by Los Angeles County.

Figure E.7

Mammoth track at LACM

Mammoth print replica cast/ LACM 7789/154599; photo by V. Rhue.
Track types: Replica of a negative print on display.
Identified Taxa: Trackmaker is identified as mammal species Mammuthus columbi.
Media: One display unit on display floor dedicated to tracks; contains track replica and
interpretation narrative; addresses some of the applicable Big Ideas.
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Figure E.8

Mammoth track interpretation

Photo by V. Rhue.
Transcription for mammoth track interpretation (Figure E.8):
There are two types of fossils
Mention the word fossils, and many people think of bones and teeth. But there are
other types of fossil evidence as well. These include ancient footprints left in mud that
has since turned to stone or bits of food in fossilized teeth.
Bones and teeth have the most to tell us, especially since they’re the most commonly
found mammal fossils. They can tell us whether the animal was a mammal and if so,
what kind. But other fossil traces can give us a glimpse into how mammals lived and
exactly what they ate.
Table E.7

Quality measurement for mammoth track interpretation

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 6.1 / 1
Visual aids: 1

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 2
Names: 3
Word count: 93 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 24 Acceptable
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Table E.8

Big Ideas addressed in mammoth track interpretation

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Las Cruces Museum of Nature and Science (LCMS)
Setting: Facility is part of the Las Cruces Museum System (a network of museums);
located in Las Cruces, NM; tracks on display come from BLM land in the nearby
Robledo Mountains; Early Permian age (280 Ma); was an ancient seaway.
Administration: Owned and operated by the City of Las Cruces, NM.

Figure E.9

Track installation displays at LCMS

a) Dimetropus tracks with 12cm scale; Dimetropus tracks on loan from the Natural
History Museum of Los Angeles County (LACM 6065/131891); originally recovered on
BLM land. Dimetrodon display and photographs courtesy of the Natural History Museum
of Los Angeles County, the Bureau of Land Management, and the Las Cruces Museum
System. b) Permian tracks display with 12cm scale; Permian tracks from New Mexico
Museum of Natural History and Science (P-23930); recovered on BLM land. Permian
track display and photographs courtesy of the New Mexico Museum of Natural History
and Science, the Bureau of Land Management, and the Las Cruces Museum System.
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Track types: Negative prints (true prints).
Identified Taxa: Ichnogenera Dimetropus and Batrachichnus (from small tetrapods);
amphibian order Microsaur.
Media: Dimetrodon skeleton with Dimetropus tracks on display; describes how tracks
have possibly lead to better understanding of Dimetrodon posture; few Big Ideas are
addressed; Permian trackway display addresses nearly all Big Ideas; Touch Trace wall
panel display shows a variety of trace fossils.

Figure E.10 Dimetropus track display with interpretation
a) Dimetropus front display panel. b) Complete display with Dimetrodon skeleton and
Dimetropus tracks with front panel display. c) Left portion of Dimetropus front panel.
Note - Dimetropus tracks on loan from the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles
County (LACM 6065/131891); originally recovered on BLM land. Dimetrodon display
and photographs courtesy of the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles County, the
Bureau of Land Management, and the Las Cruces Museum System.
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Transcription for left portion of Dimetropus front panel (Figure E.10c):
Reading the tracks
The information contained in the Permian trackways helps us understand how the
bones of the trackmaker worked together to allow it to move. When this cast of a
Dimetrodon skeleton was assembled, scientists assumed that its legs sprawled wide,
with its belly and tail low to the ground. The Robledos trackways reveal how these
animals actually moved, and suggest a more upright stance and gait.
Table E.9

Quality measurement for Dimetropus front panel

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.8 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table E.10

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 65 / 3
Active voice: 67% / 1
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in Dimetropus front panel

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution

Figure E.11 Change in posture for Dimetrodon.
LCMS file photo.
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Transcription for Dimetrodon panel (Figures E.11):
Showing the result
This drawing shows how scientists used to believe Dimetrodon moved, with legs
sprawled and belly close to the ground, like a modern crocodile. The skeleton’s
assembly suggests this stance.
This drawing shows how some scientists now believe Dimetrodon moved, standing up
on legs placed under its body, more like a modern mammal. Some of the evidence for
this new understanding came from the Robledos trackways.
Table E.11

Quality measurement for Dimetrodon panel

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 8.7 / 3
Visual aids: 3

Table E.12

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 65 / 3
Active voice:100% / 3
Total Score: 30 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in Dimetrodon panel

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
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Figure E.12 Trackway evidence sign
LCMS file photo.
Transcription for trackway evidence sign (Figure E.12):
Looking at the evidence
Find the marked footprints from the animal’s left and right hind feet on the trackway.
Note roughly how far apart the two footprints are: this reflects how far apart its legs
are on its body. Compare this distance to width between the rear feet of the skeleton,
which you can see reflected in the mirror. Which do you believe more accurately
reflects the animal’s anatomy – the skeleton or the tracks?
Table E.13

Quality measurement for trackway evidence sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 8.0 / 3
Visual aids: 1

Table E.14

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 70 / 3
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 28 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in trackway evidence sign

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
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Figure E.13 Tracks and bones wall placard
LCMS file photo.
Transcription for tracks and bones wall placard (Figure E.13):
Tracks and Bones
Because conditions were not suitable for their preservation, fossil bones have not been
found in the Robledos. However this skeleton (cast from bones found elsewhere)
represent the animal that made the most spectacular tracks, the pelycosaur
Dimetrodon. The tracks below, called Dimetropus (meaning “Dimetrodon-foot”) were
made by an animal with similar skeletal structure to the Dimetrodon above.
Table E.15

Quality measurement for tracks and bones wall placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 13.9 / 0
Visual aids: 0

Table E.16

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 57 / 2
Active voice: 67% / 1
Total Score: 21 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in tracks and bones wall placard

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Figure E.14 Permian trackway installation display
Permian tracks from New Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science (P-23930);
recovered on BLM land. Permian track display and photographs courtesy of the New
Mexico Museum of Natural History and Science, the Bureau of Land Management, and
the Las Cruces Museum System.

Figure E.15 Permian trackway interpretation board
LCMS file photo.
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Transcription for Permian interpretation board (Figure E.15):
Permian Trackways
280 million years ago, long before the dinosaurs, amazing animals roamed what is
now New Mexico, leaving their tracks in a muddy shoreline. Today these trace fossils
give us a window into another world, vibrant with activity. Nowhere else in the world
have scientists found such a wealth of Permian trackways as here.
Table E.17

Quality measurement for Permian interpretation board

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.4 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table E.18

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 53 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 28 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in Permian interpretation board

2.1 Earth’s history
4.1 Geosphere changes
4.9 Moving shorelines

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Figure E.16 Permian side panel #1
LCMS file photo.
Transcription for Permian side panel #1 (Figure E.16):
Fossil Tracks
Fossils are not always bones…They can also be tracks. Bones indicate the shape of the
animal, but tracks preserve its behavior – how it moved, where it stopped and when it
turned. This layer of tracks records a moment in time, perhaps a period of only a few
hours, as animals big and small moved around the mudflats, eating, drinking, resting
and hunting.
Table E.19

Quality measurement for Permian side panel #1

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.2 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table E.20

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 63 / 3
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 29 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in Permian side panel #1

2.1 Earth’s history
3.5 Ecosystems
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Figure E.17 Permian side panel #2
LCMS file photo.
Transcription for Permian side panel #2 (Figure E.17):
A Shoreline in the Desert
280 million years ago, this area was part of an ancient seaway. Today, layers of red
mudstone running through the Robledo Mountains preserve the footprints ancient
animals left on a muddy shore. The trackways in front of you represent a single fossil
layer, one of dozens, each recording a snapshot of life at that moment.
Table E.21

Quality measurement for Permian side panel #2

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.2 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table E.22

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 55 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 28 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in Permian side panel #2

2.1 Earth’s history
4.1 Geosphere changes

4.9 Moving shorelines
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Figure E.18 Permian side panel #3
LCMS file photo.
Transcription for Permian side panel #3 (Figure E.18):
A Permian Restaurant
This rock layer is covered with the tracks of various creatures. The muddy surface was
alive with activity as animals came to look for food and tried to avoid predators.
Table E.23

Quality measurement for Permian side panel #3

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 8.3 / 3
Visual aids: 3

Table E.24

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 30 / 2
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in Permian side panel #3

3.5 Ecosystems
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Figure E.19 Touch trace wall panel display
LCMS file photo.
Transcription for touch trace wall display (Figure E.19):
Touch Traces of the Permian
These fossils demonstrate the variety of life forms that left their traces behind in the
Robledo Mountains. Most are “trace fossils”, evidence that the animal left behind of it
behavior such as tracks, burrows or body prints.
Table E.25

Quality measurement for touch trace wall display

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.8 / 2
Visual aids: 0

Table E.26

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 37 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 25 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in touch trace wall display

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Las Vegas Natural History Museum
Setting: Located near downtown Las Vegas, NV; dinosaur terrestrial and swim tracks
from St. George, Utah; the Jurassic Period (200 Ma); what was an ancient shoreline.
Administration: Privately owned and operated; a Smithsonian Affiliate.

Figure E.20 Dinosaur track at Las Vegas natural History Museum
Grallator terrestrial tracks; approximately 10cm; photo by M. Gillespie.
Track type: Positive casts
Identified Taxa: Ichnogenus Grallator identified for the terrestrial tracks (from
coelophysoid type dinosaurs such as Megapnosaurus).
Credit: Both the Grallator tracks and dinosaur swim tracks come from the St. George
Dinosaur Discovery Site at Johnson Farm in Utah; specimen numbers not provided.
Media: Terrestrial tracks on display with a small placard; dinosaur swim tracks on
display with small interpretive placard; few earth science Big Ideas addressed.
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Figure E.21 Dinosaur swim tracks placard
Photo by M. Gillespie.
Transcription for dinosaur swim tracks interpretive placard (Figure E.21):
Dinosaur Swim Tracks
These rare 200 million year old tracks, from St. George, Utah, were made when
dinosaurs were swimming in shallow water and the tips of their claws scraped along
the bottom. To fossilize, the marks were made in a clay-like lake or stream bottom that
quickly filled in with fine sand.
Table E.27

Quality measurement for dinosaur swim tracks placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.2 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table E.28

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 50 / 2
Active voice: 0% / 0
Total Score: 25 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in dinosaur swim tracks placard

2.1 Earth’s history

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Figure E.22 Dinosaur terrestrial tracks placard
Photo by M. Gillespie.
Transcription for dinosaur terrestrial tracks interpretive placard (Figure E.22):
Dinosaur Tracks
These fossilized dinosaur tracks were found at the St. George Dinosaur Tracksite at
Johnson Farm in St. George, Utah. They are from the Jurassic Period and are over two
hundred million years old.
Dinosaurs made the tracks when they stepped into moist clay. The footprints left in the
clay eventually filled with sand, which over time turned into the tracks we now see.
When the stones are turned upside-down, we can see the underside of a dinosaur
footprint (the raised areas in the rock).
Paleontologists have named this type of footprint Grallator. They were probably made
by a theropod dinosaur like Coelophysoid, a meat eater about ten feet long that walked
on three toes and had hollow bones similar to those found in birds.
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Table E.29

Quality measurement for dinosaur terrestrial tracks placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 8.8 / 3
Visual aids: 0

Table E.30

Topics: 2
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 123 / 1
Active voice: 72% / 2
Total Score: 23 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in dinosaur terrestrial tracks placard

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Museum of Ancient Life at Thanksgiving Point
Setting: Located in Lehi, Utah; specializing in dinosaurs; advertised as the world’s
largest collection of mounted dinosaur skeletons (60); facility is part of a farm, garden
and museum complex promoting informal education; two dinosaur tracks on display.
Administration: Privately owned and operated by the non-profit group, Thanksgiving
Point.
Visited: July 11, 2015.

Figure E.23 Dinosaur tracks at Museum of Ancient Life
a-b) Unidentified dinosaur tracks; driver’s license for scale; photos by C. Burbach.
Track type: Positive casts of two dinosaur tracks
Identified Taxa: None identified.
Media: There is no direct correlation between the tracks and the signage. Several
informative wall-signs employed at entrance to the display floor that apply to all the
fossils on exhibit; additional signage posted throughout the museum supplementing
various displays and themes; no track signage to transcribe or evaluate.
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Natural History Museum of Utah
Setting: Located in Salt Lake City, Utah at the Rio Tinto Center; designated as the State
of Utah museum of natural history; over 1.5 million specimens housed; three individual
dinosaur tracks and one bird trackway on display.
Administration: Owned and operated by the University of Utah.
Visited: July 11, 2015.

Figure E.24 Dinosaur tracks at Natural History Museum of Utah
a) Possible Hadrosaur track cast; US dollar for scale. b) Unidentified dinosaur track cast
in glass case; approximately 50cm. Photos by C. Burbach.
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Figure E.25 Tracks on display floor
a) Cast of unidentified dinosaur track displayed in glass case; approximately 40cm long.
b) Unidentified bird trackway; US dollar for scale. Photos by C. Burbach.
Track type: Positive casts of three dinosaur tracks; positive casts of bird trackway.
Identified Taxa: Possible dinosaur order Hadrosaur identified on one cast; nothing
identified on the others.
Media: There is no direct correlation between the tracks and the signage. Several
informative wall-signs employed at entrance to the display floor that apply to all the
fossils on exhibit; additional signage posted throughout the museum supplementing
various displays and themes; no track signage to transcribe or evaluate.
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Powell Museum (JWP)
Setting: Located in northern Arizona at the city of Page; Museum named after the
famous explorer John Wesley Powell, known for the first Grand Canyon expedition;
museum specializes in the exploratory works of Mr. Powell; tracks recovered in Kayenta
Formation, part of Glen Canyon Group and Colorado Plateau; Early Jurassic (~193 Ma);
siltstone and sandstone from shallow streams in a marshy plain; piece is on loan from the
Glen Canyon National Recreation Area in southern Utah.
Administration: Privately owned and operated by a non-profit group.

Figure E.26 Dinosaur tracks at the Powell Museum
A one meter long slab of sandstone with several Dilophosauripus tracks on display
outside the Powell Museum; on loan from Glen Canyon National Recreation Area; JWP
Museum photo.
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Track types: Set of positive casts (natural casts).
Identified taxa: Ichnogenus Dilophosauripus (from dinosaur genus Dilophosaurus).
Media: A one-square meter slab of tracks on display outside the Powell Museum in
Page, Arizona. Additional portions of the original trackway are also on display at the
Wahweap District Rangers Office at Glen Canyon National Recreation Area, the Carl
Hayden Visitor’s Center at Glen Canyon Dam, and the Navajo Bridge Interpretive
Center, all of which employ the same interpretive placard, which is different from the one
at the Powell Museum. Placard implies that the tracks are 170 Ma, and come from the
Kayenta Formation, yet we now know that the Kayenta Formation dates between 199.6175.6 Ma (Utah, 2010), and the trackmaker Dilophosaurus lived 196-183 Ma (Clark &
Fastovsky, 1986). Few Big Ideas are addressed.

Figure E.27 Track display placard
JWP Museum photo.
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Transcription for Dilophosauripus track display placard (Figure E.27):
These tracks were made by a three-toed dinosaur known as a Saurischia theropod. It
lived here about 170 million years ago during the Jurassic era when the environment
was tropical. The footprints are raised natural sandstone castings of the original
dinosaur tracks. After the dinosaur walked through sandy mud, its dried tracks were
filled by more mud which eventually hardened into rock of the Kayenta Formation.
Later, the Kayenta layer tilted and spalled revealing the castings as a well as the molds
whose slab was too massive to remove.
Table E.31

Quality measurement for Dilophosauripus placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 2
Reading level: 10.5 / 2
Visual aids: 0

Table E.32

Topics: 1
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 89 / 2
Active voice: 60% / 1
Total Score: 20 Marginal

Big Ideas addressed in Dilophosauripus placard

2.1 Earth’s history
3.6 Climate change

4.1 Geosphere changes
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Museum of Geology at South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
Setting: Located in Rapid City South Dakota; on campus of school; contains the James
E. Martin Paleontology Research Laboratory; holds over 500,000 specimens; focusing on
all the earth sciences; two dinosaur tracks (Lower Jurassic), artiodactyla tracks, and
ancient amphibian tracks from Tensleep Sandstone in Wyoming (Pennsylvanian – Early
Permian), on display.
Administration: Owned and operated by the South Dakota School of Mines and
Technology (SDSMT).

Figure E.28 Mammal and amphibian tracks at SDSMT
a) Artiodactyl tracks with 10cm scale. b) Steganoposaurus tracks with 10cm scale.
Photos by S. Hustoft.
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Figure E.29 Dinosaur tracks at SDSMT
Anchisauripus track on left and an unidentified dinosaur track on right, with 10cm scale;
photo by S. Hustoft.
Track types: Positive casts of dinosaur tracks; negative prints of artiodactyla and
amphibian tracks.
Identified taxa: Dinosaur ichnogenus Anchisauripus (medium-size theropod); mammal
order artiodactyla; amphibian species Steganoposaurus belli.
Media: Placards identifying the tracks and examples of ichnogenera are on display; few
Big Ideas are addressed.
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Figure E.30 Anchisauripus track placard
Photo by S. Hustoft.
Transcription for Anchisauripus track placard (Figure E.30):
Dinosaur footprints cannot be named based on the species that made them. This is
because they are indeterminable without the body fossil. Tracks however, receive their
own scientific name so they can be studied. Here are some examples:
Brontopodus birdi – sauropod tracks from the Lower Cretaceous Glen Rose
Formation, Texas
Anomoepus – small ornithipod from the Lower Jurassic of the Newark Super-group,
Connecticut Valley
Caririchnium tracks of an iguanadont or other large ornithipod, Lower Cretaceous,
Colorado
Amblydactylus – large ornithipod tracks, possibly Hadrosaur, Lower Cretaceous.,
British Columbia
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Grallator – attributed to a small, fast running coelurosaur, Lowe Jurassic,
Massachusetts.
Anchisauripus, medium sized theropod tracks, Lower Jurassic, Massachusetts.
Eubrontes giganteus - Lower Jurassic carnosaur tracks, Massachusetts.
Eubrontes glenrosensis – large carnosaur (Acrocanthosaurus) tracks, Lower
Cretaceous, Texas
Table E.33

Quality measurement for Anchisauripus track placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 2
Reading level: 11.7 / 1
Visual aids: 0

Table E.34

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 2
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 120 / 1
Active voice: 67% / 1
Total Score: 19 Marginal

Big Ideas addressed in Anchisauripus track placard

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution

6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Figure E.31 Artiodactyl track placard
Photo by S. Hustoft.
Transcription for Artiodactyl track placard (Figure E.31):
Artiodactyls are hoofed animals who have three or four toes. Common animals today
are pigs, camels, deer, and giraffes.
Table E.35

Quality measurement for Artiodactyl track placard

Concept: 2
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 6.7 / 1
Visual aids: 0

Table E.36

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 2
Names: 3
Word count: 19 / 1
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 21 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in Artiodactyl track placard

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Figure E.32 Steganoposaurus belli display
Photo by S. Hustoft.
Transcription for Steganoposaurus belli track display placard (Figure E.32):
Steganoposaurus belli was a quadrapedal amphibian with five toes on its hind feet. It
was much like a salamander, ranging from about 8-inches to 3-feet in height. The
arrows mark the tracks in the rock here. Our Steganoposaurus was very small. The
pictures show what the tracks look like. They were drawn in the field notes
accompanying the fossil.
Table E.37

Quality measurement for Steganoposaurus placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 5.9 / 0
Visual aids: 0

Table E.38

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 61 / 3
Active voice: 84% / 3
Total Score: 24 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in Steganoposaurus placard

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
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Figure E.33 Amphibian footprint display
Photo by S. Hustoft
Transcription for amphibian footprint display placard (Figure E.33):
Trackways are collections of two or more consecutive tracks. They are rich sources of
information for paleontologists. From the trackways, we can tell whether the animal
stood upright like horses or humans or splayed like reptiles. Paleontologists can also
measure how fast the animals walked, ran, and calculate the height of their hip. All of
these help paleontologists understand how the animal behaved, for example whether
they migrated or not.
Table E.39

Quality measurement for amphibian footprint placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.9 / 2
Visual aids: 0

Table E.40

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 70 / 3
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 26 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in amphibian footprint placard

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
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St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site at Johnson Farm
Setting: Located in St. George, Utah; land originally owned by Dr. Sheldon Johnson;
then donated to city; huge assemblage of Early Jurassic dinosaur footprints and trackways
discovered and protected now; known as one of only three ichno-lagerstattes in the
world; hundreds of tracks on display (many in situ); prints of a dinosaur sitting, skin
impressions, and preserved swimming marks on hand; 200 Ma ecology at aquatic
shoreline; Moenave Formation; entire building dedicated to footprints and tracks.
Administration: Owned and operated by city of St. George, Utah.

Figure E.34 Dinosaur tracks at St. George
a-b) 86cm Tyrannosauripus tracks. c) 15cm Grallator track. d) 20cm Eubrontes track.
Photos by C. Burbach.
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Figure E.35 Visiting the St. George site
Entryway at St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site; photo by D. Sjoberg.
Track types: Negative prints and positive casts
Identified Taxa:


Dinosaur ichnogenera Grallator (from coelophysoid type dinosaurs such as
Megapnosaurus); Eubrontes (from a Dilophosaurus-sized theropod); Gigandipus
(similar to Eubrontes only larger); Anomoepus (from order Ornithischian);
Tyrannosauripus (from a large theropod); Characichnos (swimming tracks).



Crocodile ichnogenera Batrachopus and Selenichnus (from an early relative of
crocodiles such as Protosuchus).



Reptile ichnogenus Exocampe (from lizards such as Sphenodontia).



Fish ichnogenera Undichna and Parundichna (made from fish fin drag marks).



Therapsid sub-order Cynodont (genus Kayentatherium).

Media: All wall-signage and individually placed placards are dedicated to ichnology and
track interpretation. Nearly all Big Ideas are addressed.
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Figure E.36 Grallator tracks wall sign
Photo by C. Burbach
Transcription for Grallator wall sign (Figure E.36):
Grallator Tracks
Grallator (GRAW-lay-tor) tracks were some of the first dinosaur tracks discovered
and were made by some of the oldest theropod (meat-eating) dinosaurs. Theropods
walked on three long, narrow, sharp-clawed toes and left bird-like tracks that reflect
this distinctive foot shape. Grallator tracks were made by small theropods.
In southwestern Utah, Grallator tracks are found in the Late Triassic-age Chinle
Formation and the Early Jurassic-age Moenave, Kayenta, and Navajo formations. In
the Chinle Formation, Grallator tracks may have been made by the light, skinny
theropod Coelophysis (SEE-loh-FY-sis). In the Early Jurassic rocks, the tracks may
have been made by Megapnosaurus (meh-GAP-noh-SAW-rus), a close relative of
Coelophysis with nearly identical feet. Both theropods were about 7 ft. (2 m) long and
3 ft. (1 m) tall at the hips, and had long, slender necks, legs, and tails.
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Table E.41

Quality measurement for Grallator wall sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.1 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Table E.42

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 135 / 1
Active voice: 29% / 0
Total Score: 26 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in Grallator wall sign

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution

6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

Figure E.37 Batrachopus trackways wall sign
Photo by C. Burbach.
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Transcription for Batrachopus wall sign (Figure E.37):
Batrachopus Trackways
Dinosaurs were not the only animals that made tracks at this site. Batrachopus (BATray-KOH-pus) tracks, which are very common at this site, were made by small, fourlegged, early relatives of today’s crocodiles and alligators, such as Protosuchus
(PROH-toh-SOO-kus) which stood about 1 ft. high (0.3 m), Protosuchus bones have
been found in north-eastern Arizona in the same Moenave Formation as the tracks you
see here. In Batrachopus tracks, the hand print is smaller than, and often partly
covered by, the footprint.
Batrachopus tracks, some with hand and foot pairs (insets) are located on this block.
The track slab area has ripple marks made by water currents, small mudcracks, and
pitting caused by mats of algae.
Table E.43

Quality measurement for Batrachopus wall sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.6 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Table E.44

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 115 / 1
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 26 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in Batrachopus wall sign

2.1 Earth’s history
4.1 Geosphere changes
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Figure E.38 Kayentapus footprints placard
Photo by C. Burbach.
Transcription for Kayentapus footprints placard (Figure E.38):
First Kayentapus footprints from the St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site
An excavation in the summer of 2005 next to this museum resulted in the discovery of
a large meat-eating dinosaur track type called Kayentapus. These tracks were
originally described from the younger Kayenta Formation in northeastern Arizona.
Kayentapus tracks differ from Eubrontes by having a wider angle between the
narrower toes, and they are equal in length and width, or slightly wider than long. The
Kayentapus footprints from St. George are the largest specimens ever found, the first
known from the Moenave Formation, and they are likely the oldest recorded from
anywhere in the world.
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Table E.45

Quality measurement for Kayentapus footprints placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 13.9 / 0
Visual aids: 0

Table E.46

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 95 / 2
Active voice: 75% / 2
Total Score: 22 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in Kayentapus footprints placard

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

Figure E.39 Selenichnus wall sign
Photo by C. Burbach
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Transcription for Selenichnus wall sign (Figure E.39):
Selenichnus Trackways
Selenichnus (SHE-leh-NIK-nus) is a distinct track type that has crescent-shaped prints
with tail drag marks. Originally thought to be made by a dinosaur, more recent study
showed that Selenichnus and Batrachopus tracks were probably made by the same
kinds of animals. The tracks are different because of the consistency of the ground:
steps in softer, wetter sediment made the overlapping hand and footprints blend
together and destroyed individual finger and toe impressions. And a result, the tracks
appear to be single, larger, foot-only tracks made by a two-legged animal.
Table E.47

Quality measurement for Selenichnus wall sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 12.7 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Table E.48

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 89 / 2
Active voice: 75% / 2
Total Score: 26 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in Selenichnus wall sign

2.1 Earth’s history

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Figure E.40 Left half of Gigandipus sign
Photo by C. Burbach.
Transcription for Gigandipus sign, left half (Figures E.40):
Gigandipus Tracks
This block includes a rare Gigandipus (JY-gan-DY-puhs) track situated between two
poorly preserved Eubrontes tracks. Gigandipus tracks are larger than Eubrontes
tracks, have wider toes, and always preserve four digit impressions. Most theropod
dinosaur tracks show only three digits (the 2nd – 4th toes); Gigandipus tracks preserve
an additional, forward-projected first toe. Both of these track types were produced by
large meat-eating dinosaurs, similar to Dilophosaurus and its relatives.
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Table E.49

Quality measurement for Gigandipus sign, left half

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.8 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table E.50

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 68 / 3
Active voice: 75% / 2
Total Score: 28 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in Gigandipus sign, left half

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
6.2 Evolution

6.3 Biological diversity
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

Figure E.41 Right half of Gigandipus sign
Photo by C. Burbach.
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Transcription for Gigandipus sign, right half (Figures E.41):
Some paleontologist’s hypothesis that Gigandipus and Eubrontes were made by the
same kinds of dinosaurs and that the shapes of the footprints are different because the
sediments into which they stepped were of different consistencies. This map of the
block shows a well-preserved Gigandipus track, a couple of poorly preserved
Eubrontes and Grallator tracks, and several unidentified tracks, mudcracks, and
invertebrate burrows.
Table E.51

Quality measurement for Gigandipus sign, right half

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 17.4 / 0
Visual aids: 3

Table E.52

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 62 / 3
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 25 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in Gigandipus sign, right half

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.3 Biological diversity
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Figure E.42 Display case for non-dinosaur tracks
Photo by C. Burbach.
Transcription for left placard in display case (Figure E.42):
Fish Swim Trails: Undichna and Parundichna
Fish swimming in shallow water and/or fish that spent time near the floor of a lake,
sea, or river, can leave traces in the bottom sediment. Fish swim by waving
(undulating) their tails from side to side. Sometimes, the bottom of a fish’s undulating
tail drags in the sediment, creating a single, wavy trace in the sediment called
Undichna (pronounced uhn-DIHK-nuh). Other times, the paired pectoral and pelvic
fins on the underside of a fish’s body drag in the sediment, creating a pair of wavy
traces called Parundichna (pronounced PEHR uhn-DIHK-nuh).
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Table E.53

Quality measurement for left placard in display case

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.0 / 1
Visual aids: 0

Table E.54

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 92 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 24 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in left placard in display case

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

Transcription for right placard in display case (Figure E.42):
Exocampe
Exocampe tracks were made by lizard-like reptiles called Sphenodontians (pronounced
SFEE-noh-DAHN-tee-shns). The only Sphenodontian alive today is the endangered
tuatara of New Zealand, but 200 million years ago, Sphenodontians were much more
common than lizards and lived all over the world. The only other examples of
Exocampe tracks known are from New England in rocks of about the same age as
those at this site.
Table E.55

Quality measurement for right placard in display case

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 12.2 / 1
Visual aids: 0

Table E.56

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 65 / 3
Active voice: 34% / 0
Total Score: 22 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in right placard in display case

2.1 Earth’s history

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Figure E.43 Cynodont track display case
Photo by C. Burbach.
Transcription for left placard in Cynodont track display case (Figure E.43):
Cynodont Tracks…?
These rare tracks differ from all the others at the site. They are not very well
preserved, making them hard to interpret, but they are similar in shape to the feet of a
group of animals called cynodonts (pronounced SY-noh-dahnts). Mammals evolved
from one group of advanced cynodonts in the Late Triassic, about 230 million years
ago, but some non-mammal cynodonts lived into the Cretaceous.
Table E.57

Quality measurement for left placard in Cynodont case

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 11.3 / 1
Visual aids: 0

Table E.58

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 65 / 3
Active voice: 67% / 1
Total Score: 23 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in left placard in Cynodont case

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
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Figure E.44 Terrestrial / swimming traces placard
Photo by C. Burbach.
Transcription for combined terrestrial and swimming traces placard (Figure E.44):
The Parundichna fish swim traces on this specimen occur on the same surface as
Exocampe and Batrachopus tracks, but these traces were not all made at the same
time. Parundichna and Undichna traces, and their associated ripple marks and
invertebrate trails, must have been made when water covered the surface, but the
Exocampe and Batrachopus track makers were walking, not swimming, so their tracks
were made at later time when the sediment was exposed to air, after the fish swim
trails were made.
Table E.59

Quality measurement for terrestrial / swimming placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 18.0 / 0
Visual aids: 0

Table E.60

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 83 / 2
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 21 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in terrestrial / swimming placard

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.3 Biological diversity
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Figure E.45 Largest trackway slab placard
Photo by C. Burbach.
Transcription for largest trackway slab placard (Figure E.45):
“Poetry on Stone”
This specimen is the largest single block of dinosaur tracks ever collected and
demonstrates how trackways reveal information about living dinosaurs that skeletons
do not. By measuring the length of each track in a trackway and the length of one
stride (the distance from a footprint to the next print made by the same foot),
paleontologists can calculate how fast the animal was moving when it made the tracks.
Tracks that are close together were made by walking individuals; widely spaced tracks
were made by running individuals. Can you find trackways made by running
dinosaurs?
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Table E.61

Quality measurement for largest trackway slab placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.0 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table E.62

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 95 / 2
Active voice: 75% / 2
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in largest trackway slab placard

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

Figure E.46 Megapnosaurus restoration display placard
Photo by C. Burbach.
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Transcription for Megapnosaurus restoration display placard (Figure E.46):
Megapnosaurus Restoration
The meat-eating dinosaurs that made Grallator tracks cannot be identified with
certainty. However, a good model for the kinds of animals that made Early Jurassic
Grallator tracks is the theropod dinosaur Megapnosaurus, which lived in this area at
roughly the same time as when these tracks were made.
This Megapnosaurus restoration stands in a replicated Grallator track, similar to the
ones on the trackway block behind it and elsewhere in this museum. This restoration is
of a nearly full-grown adult individual, only slightly smaller than the maximum size
known for this species of Megapnosaurus.
This restoration of Megapnosaurus reflects the most up-to-date understanding of this
animal and its theropod dinosaur relatives. Its color and patterns mimic those of many
living predators. They evolved to enable the predator to blend in with its environment
and better sneak up on prey, but some bright colors helped attract mates.
Table E.63

Quality measurement for Megapnosaurus restoration placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 13.2 / 0
Visual aids: 3

Table E.64

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 146 / 1
Active voice: 72% / 2
Total Score: 24 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in Megapnosaurus restoration placard

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.2 Evolution
6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Figure E.47 Sedimentary structures display case placard
Shown in left and right halves; photo by C. Burbach.
Transcription for sedimentary structures display case placard (Figure E.47):
Sedimentary Structure and Ancient Environments
Sedimentary structures are features in sedimentary rocks that reveal the ancient
environments in which sediment and fossils were deposited. They form when loose
sediment is moved and deposited by water or wind, but before it gets buried by more
sediment. Different structures form in different environments. In addition to the
specimens in this case, many of the track blocks throughout this museum also have
various sedimentary structures on them.
Table E.65

Quality measurement for sedimentary structures placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 12.1 / 1
Visual aids: 0

Table E.66

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 69 / 3
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 23 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in sedimentary structures placard

2.1 Earth’s history

4.1 Geosphere changes
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Figure E.48 Wrinkle structures display placard
Photo by C. Burbach.
Transcription for wrinkle structures display placard (Figure E.48):
Wrinkle Structures
Mats of colonial microorganisms called cyanobacteria grow on sediment surfaces
under shallow water. If the water moves out or evaporates and exposes the bacteria,
the mat dries out and contracts, pulling the sediment along with it, forming a peculiar
wrinkle structure. In the specimen shown here, a Grallator track was made when a
small theropod dinosaur stepped into an exposed microbial mat – you can see that the
mat has been pushed aside by the tips of the toes.
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Table E.67

Quality measurement for wrinkle structures placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 14.0 / 0
Visual aids: 0

Table E.68

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 78 / 3
Active voice: 67% / 1
Total Score: 22 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in wrinkle structures placard

2.1 Earth’s history
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

Figure E.49 Dinosaur swim tracks discovery placard
Photo by C. Burbach.
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Transcription for dinosaur swim tracks discovery placard (Figure E.49):
The Discovery of Dinosaur Swim Tacks
In May 2001, site paleontologist Andrew Milner discovered an enormous number of
dinosaur swim tracks near the museum. Tracks made by swimming dinosaurs, called
Characichnos (KAHR-ack-IHK-nohs), are very rare and had never been discovered in
such large quantities before. These kinds of traces were made when meat-eating
dinosaurs began to swim; in deeper water, their light bodies would begin to float. As
they paddled with their hind legs to swim, their toes would strike the muddy bottom,
making long scratch marks, usually in sets of three but sometimes just one or two. The
dinosaur swim tracks discovered at this site comprise the largest and best preserved
collection of swim tracks ever found.
Table E.69

Quality measurement for swim tracks discovery placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.9 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table E.70

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 112 / 1
Active voice: 60% / 1
Total Score: 25 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in swim tracks discovery placard

2.1 Earth’s history

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Figure E.50 Dinosaur swim tracks direction placard
Photo by C. Burbach.
Transcription for dinosaur swim tracks direction display placard (Figure E.50):
In What Direction Were The Dinosaurs Swimming?
Most of the swim tracks on these (and many other) blocks were made by meat-eating
dinosaurs swimming in the opposite direction from currents in Lake Dixie. Currents
create distinctive kinds of sedimentary structures oriented in the direction that the
currents flowed. On these blocks, most tracks were made by animals swimming from
north to south, virtually opposite the direction of a water current that flowed parallel to
the lake shoreline.
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Table E.71

Quality measurement for swim tracks direction

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 12.2 / 1
Visual aids: 3

Table E.72

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 70 / 3
Active voice: 34% / 0
Total Score: 25 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in swim tracks direction

2.1 Earth’s history
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

Figure E.51 Dinosaur swim tracks preservation
Photo by C. Burbach.
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Transcription for dinosaur swim tracks preservation display placard (Figure E.51):
Exceptional Preservation
The dinosaur swim tracks found here show amazing preservation! Some show scale
scratch lines, skin impressions, and even details on the tips of claws. This preservation
was facilitated by clay-rich sediment that was sticky enough to hold these details after
a toe created the traces, even in a watery environment. The traces were likely filled at
least partially with sand just after they were made, which helped protect them.
Table E.73

Quality measurement for swim tracks preservation

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.2 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table E.74

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 69 / 3
Active voice: 50% / 1
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in swim tracks preservation

2.1 Earth’s history
4.1 Geosphere changes

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Figure E.52 Skin Impression display placard
Photo by C. Burbach.
Transcription for skin impression display placard (Figure E.52):
Rare Skin Impression
Dinosaur tracks can be quite common in rock formations deposited during the
Mesozoic Era (251-65 million years ago). However, fine details, such as skin
impressions, are very rare because they require very specific, rare sediment conditions.
Only a few tracks preserved at this site have clear skin impressions.
Skin impressions show that skin on the sides and bottoms of dinosaur feet were
covered by tiny (0.004-0.007 in.; 1-2 mm diameter), circular, bump-like scales. Where
the scales on the side of the foot dragged through the sediment, they carved tiny,
parallel grooves called scratch lines.
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Table E.75

Quality measurement for skin impression placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.9 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table E.76

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 94 / 2
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 28 Exceptional

Big Ideas addressed in skin impression placard

2.1 Earth’s history

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

Figure E.53 Anomoepus track display placard
Photo by C. Burbach.
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Transcription for Anomoepus track display placard (Figure E.53):
Rare Anomoepus tracks found at St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site
Rare footprints called Anomoepus made by plant-eating, ornithischian dinosaurs were
first discovered at the St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site in 2004. They left behind
footprints that have a wide angle between the toes, a shorter middle toe (digit III), as
compared to the tracks of Grallator, and occasionally four-toed hand impressions are
found immediately in front of the rear footprints. It has been suggested that these St.
George Anomoepus tracks are the oldest ever found.
Table E.77

Quality measurement for Anomoepus track placard

Concept: 3
Conversational: 2
Reading level: 14.6 / 0
Visual aids: 0

Table E.78

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 75 / 3
Active voice: 0% / 0
Total Score: 20 Marginal

Big Ideas addressed in Anomoepus track placard

2.1 Earth’s history
6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems
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Figure E.54 Sitting dinosaur impression display sign
Shown in left and right portions; photos by C. Burbach.
Transcription for sitting dinosaur impression display sign (Figure E.54):
Sitting Dinosaur Trace with Hand Impressions!
Only five examples of resting traces made by meat-eating dinosaurs are known
worldwide: (1) northern China, (2) Vermillion Cliffs National Monument in northern
Arizona, (3+4) the Connecticut River Valley in New England, and (5) this tracksite.
This is a replica of the resting dinosaur impression located on the tracksite where you
see the Dilophosaurus cutout. The animal that made this trace sat down, placed its
hands and backside on the mud (blue outline). This is the only known fossil where
handprints are present with a sitting impression made by a meat-eating dinosaur. It
then shuffled forward, crouching downward (red outline), but did not place its hands
down again. After resting, the animal rose and began to move forward with its left foot
(green outline). As it walked along, it periodically dragged its tail. Meat-eating
dinosaurs did not usually drag their tails- perhaps this individual was injured.
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Table E.79

Quality measurement for sitting dinosaur impression sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.5 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table E.80

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 147 / 1
Active voice: 100% / 3
Total Score: 27 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in sitting dinosaur impression sign

2.1 Earth’s history

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

Figure E.55 Eubrontes tracks and mudcracks display sign
Photos by C. Burbach.
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Transcription for Eubrontes tracks and mudcracks display sign, left side (Figure E.55):
Eubrontes Tracks and Mudcracks
Eubrontes (yoo-BRON-teez) is a track type named by Rev. Edward Hitchcock in 1845
based on footprints found in New England. The tracks you see on this block, along
with the spectacular mudcracks, are preserved as natural casts of the original tracks
and cracks.
The upper Eubrontes track on this block has been called by experts “the best preserved
example ever found.” The three Grallator tracks are preserved on a higher (and
therefore younger) bed than the Eubrontes tracks and mudcracks.
Table E.81

Quality measurement for Eubrontes sign, left side

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 9.4 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table E.82

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 80 / 3
Active voice: 25% / 0
Total Score: 26 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in Eubrontes sign, left side

2.1 Earth’s history

6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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Transcription for Eubrontes tracks and mudcracks display sign, center (Figure E.55):
Eubrontes footprints were made by large, meat-eating dinosaurs similar to
Dilophosaurus (dy-LOH-foh-SAW-rus), which measured 15-20 ft. (4.5-6 m) long,
stood 6-7 ft. (1.8-2.1 m) tall at the hips, and weighed 750-1,000 lbs. (340-454 kg).
Table E.83

Quality measurement of Eubrontes sign, center

Concept: 3
Conversational: 1
Reading level: 25.0 / 0
Visual aids: 3

Table E.84

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 2
Names: 3
Word count: 34 / 2
Active voice: 0% / 0
Total Score: 20 Marginal

Big Ideas addressed in Eubrontes sign, center

6.1 Evidence of ancient life

6.4 Complex life forms / ecosystems

Figure E.56 Taphonomy wall sign
Shown in top and bottom halves; photos by C. Burbach
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Transcription for taphonomy wall sign (Figure E.56):
How Were These Tracks Made
It may seem amazing that footprints are not immediately washed away and can be
preserved for millions of years. In fact, most tracks do get washed away, but on rare
occasions, conditions are just right to preserve a few of the tens of thousands of
footprints that an animal can make during its lifetime.
(Inset #1) A dinosaur walking along the shores of Lake Dixie made natural mold
footprints in soft mud and silt. The sheer weight of the animal deformed not only the
top layer of the sediment but also soft layers beneath.
(Inset #2) After the footprints were made, the sediment dried out, making the upper
layers firm enough to resist relatively gentle weathering forces. The upper layer
protects the underlying layers, too.
(Inset #3) Rising water levels deposited sand in and over the footprints, burying them
and forming natural casts. Over the next 200 million years, the sediments were
compacted and cemented together, be coming shale, mudstone, siltstone, and
sandstone.
(Inset #4) When separated from the softer mudstone, siltstone, and shale of the natural
molds, the natural cast in sandstone appear to be “inverted” footprints. They are
actual, naturally formed replicas of dinosaur feet made out of sediment!
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Table E.85

Quality measurement for taphonomy wall sign

Concept: 3
Conversational: 3
Reading level: 10.8 / 2
Visual aids: 3

Table E.86

Topics: 3
Knowledge: 3
Interesting: 3
Names: 3
Word count: 201 / 0
Active voice: 70% / 2
Total Score: 25 Acceptable

Big Ideas addressed in taphonomy wall sign

2.1 Earth’s history
4.1 Geosphere changes

4.9 Moving shorelines
6.1 Evidence of ancient life
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TRACKS INVENTORY DATABASE
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Track inventory database

Capitol Reef National Park
Denali National Park &
Preserve

•

•

•
•

•

•

Dinosaur National Monument
Fossil Butte National
Monument
Glen Canyon National Rec. Area

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

White Sands National
Monument

Warner Valley Dinosaur Tracks
Red Cliffs Dinosaur Track Site
Moccasin Mountain Track Site
Copper Ridge Dinosaur
Trackways
Mill Canyon Dinosaur Trail
Poison Spider Dinosaur
Trackways
Willow Springs Dinosaur
Trackways
Red Rock Canyon National
Recreational Area

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

Trackway (Multiple)

Single Track(s)

(Possible) Undertrack

Positive Cast

•
•
•

Trace

•
•

•
•

Petrified Forest National Park

Bureau of Land Management
Sites
Parawon Gap Dinosaur Track
Site

•
•
•

•

John Day Fossil Beds National
Monument

Zion National Park

Unknown

Track Type

Other

Amphibian

•

Reptile

Arches National Park

Mammal

National Park Service Sites

Dinosaur

Animal Types

Negative Imprint

Track Inventory
(On Display / In Field)

Bird

Table F.1

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

•

US Forest Service Site
Comanche National Grasslands

•

•
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•

•

•

Table F.1 (continued)

Natural History Museum of Utah
Powell Museum (JWP)
Museum of Geology at South
Dakota School of Mines and
Technology
St. George Dinosaur Discovery
Site at Johnson Farm

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Trackway (Multiple)

Single Track(s)

•

Positive Cast

•

Trace

(Possible) Undertrack

•
•

Unknown

•

Other

•

Track Type

Amphibian

Bird

•

Reptile

Mammal

Alf Museum of Paleontology
Arizona Museum of Natural
History
Natural History Mus. of Los
Angeles County
Las Cruces Museum of Nature
and Science
Las Vegas Natural History
Museum
Museum of Ancient Life
at Thanksgiving Point

Dinosaur

Museum sites

Animal Types

Negative Imprint

Track Inventory
(On Display / In Field)

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
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•

QUALITY MEASUREMENT DATABASES
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This appendix contains the quality measurement results for each of the 109
qualified signs. These results are separated into organizational groups for ease of
reference only; National Park Service (NPS), Bureau of Land Management (BLM), US
Forest Service (USFS), and museums. Each sign has been coded as one of four types in
the farthest right column as the following: T = trail and tracksite signs; F = floor panels
and placards; W = wall mounts and posters; B = brochures. Additionally, these four
separate categories are addressed in the summary table at the end of this appendix.

Science Knowledge

Conversational

Interesting & Logical

Specimen Names

Reading level meas.

Reading Level

Word count meas.

Word Count

Active voice meas.

Active Voice

Visual aids

Total

Signage Type

National Park Service Sites

Number of Topics

NPS signage and quality measurement results
Conceptual Meaning

Table G.1

2

3

3

3

2

3

7.1

3

18

1

0

0

0

20

W

Arches National Park
Dinosaur wall display placard

(No qualified data)

Capitol Reef National Park
Denali National Park &
Preserve
Track display placard

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.7

2

58

2

100

3

0

25

F

Wall poster in Science Center
Wall sign at science center (top
left)
Wall sign at science center (top
right corner)

3

3

3

3

3

3

7.8

3

76

3

50

1

3

28

W

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.3

2

100

2

86

3

2

27

W

3

3

3

3

3

3

13

0

49

2

75

2

2

27

W

3

3

3

3

3

3

10

2

50

2

34

0

2

24

W

2

3

3

2

3

3

6.4

1

40

2

50

1

0

20

W

Wall sign at science center
(bottom left corner)
Dinosaur National Monument
Mammal tracks wall placard
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Table G.1 (continued)
Fossil Butte National
Monument
Trace fossil wall display

3

1

3

3

3

3

12

1

84

2

100

3

0

22

W

3

1

3

3

3

3

7.9

3

68

3

80

3

3

28

F

Glen Canyon National
Recreation Area
Dinosaur tracks display placard
John Day Fossil Beds National
Mon.
Petrified Forest National Park
Trace fossil display
interpretation

(No qualified data)

3

3

3

3

3

3

10

2

95

2

75

2

3

27

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

11

1

46

2

50

1

0

22

W

3

3

3

3

1

3

8.4

3

35

2

50

1

1

23

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

8.9

3

130

1

88

3

0

26

B

3

3

3

3

3

3

10

2

131

1

72

2

0

23

B

3

3

3

3

3

3

11

1

74

3

80

3

3

28

B

3

3

2

3

3

3

11

1

201

0

77

2

2

22

B

White Sands National
Monument
Mammoth track wall placard
Left center portion of display
floor sign
Hardcopy brochure (trackway
overview)
Hardcopy brochure (first
discoveries)
Hardcopy brochure (future
conservation)
Hardcopy brochure (lessons
learned)

(No qualified data)

Zion National Park
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Number of Topics

Science Knowledge

Conversational

Interesting & Logical

Specimen Names

Reading level meas.

Reading Level

Word count meas.

Word Count

Active voice meas.

Active Voice

Visual aids

Total

Signage Type

BLM signage and quality measurement results
Conceptual Meaning

Table G.2

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.9

2

183

0

80

3

2

25

T

3

3

3

3

3

3

11.2

1

123

1

84

3

1

24

T

3

3

3

3

3

3

6.7

1

43

2

100

3

2

26

T

Front sign (Top left corner)

3

3

3

3

3

3

14.1

0

54

2

100

3

3

26

T

Front sign (Center left margin)

3

3

3

3

3

3

7.2

3

86

2

84

3

3

29

T

Front sign (Center of sign)

3

3

3

3

3

3

10.2

2

70

3

0

0

3

26

T

Front sign (Top right corner)

3

3

3

3

3

3

10.2

2

50

2

100

3

3

28

T

Reverse sign (Top left corner)
Reverse sign (Bottom right
corner)

3

3

3

3

3

3

11.1

1

53

2

67

1

3

25

T

3

3

3

3

3

3

11.4

1

87

2

100

3

3

27

T

3

3

3

3

3

3

10.7

2

40

2

50

1

3

26

T

3

3

3

3

3

3

10.6

2

81

2

20

0

3

25

T

3

3

3

3

3

3

8

3

100

2

86

3

3

29

T

3

3

3

3

3

3

10

2

42

2

100

3

3

28

T

3

3

3

3

3

3

13.8

0

74

3

34

0

3

24

T

3

3

3

3

3

3

11.7

1

37

2

100

3

3

27

T

Bureau of Land Management
Sites
Parawon Gap Dinosaur Track
Site
Trail-head sign (Top left
corner)
Trail-head sign (Bottom left
corner)
Trail-head sign (Center right)
Warner Valley Dinosaur Tracks

Red Cliffs Dinosaur Track Site
First tracksite sign (Top left
corner)
First tracksite sign (Center
right)
First tracksite sign (Bottom left
corner)
Second tracksite sign (Top left
corner)
Second tracksite sign (Top right
corner)
Second tracksite sign (Center
right)
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Table G.2 (continued)
Moccasin Mountain Track Site
BLM issued brochure (point 1)

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.1

2

149

1

50

1

3

25

B

BLM issued brochure (trackway
diversity)

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.6

2

86

2

50

1

3

26

B

BLM issued brochure (point 2)

3

3

3

3

3

3

13.9

0

21

1

0

0

2

21

B

BLM issued brochure (point 3)

3

3

3

3

3

3

11.7

1

18

1

0

0

0

20

B

BLM issued brochure (point 4)

3

3

3

3

3

3

14.9

0

30

2

0

0

2

22

B

BLM issued brochure (point 5)

3

2

3

3

3

3

11.5

1

55

2

0

0

2

22

B

BLM issued brochure (point 6)

3

3

3

3

3

3

11.2

1

51

2

50

1

0

22

B

BLM issued brochure (point 7)
BLM issued brochure (lesson
learned)

3

3

3

3

3

3

8.8

3

18

1

0

0

2

24

B

3

3

3

3

3

3

7

3

76

3

88

3

0

27

B

3

2

3

3

3

3

9.9

2

135

1

72

2

2

24

T

Trailhead sign left margin

3

3

3

3

3

3

13.7

0

57

2

67

1

0

21

T

Trail sign #1

3

3

3

3

3

3

11

1

92

2

75

2

3

25

T

Trail sign #2

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.1

2

106

2

60

1

3

26

T

Trail sign #3

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.8

2

127

1

86

3

3

27

T

Trail sign #4

3

3

3

3

3

3

8.3

3

101

2

25

0

3

26

T

Tracksite sign (Top half)

3

3

3

3

3

3

11

1

95

2

50

1

3

25

T

Tracksite sign (Bottom half)

3

3

3

3

3

3

13.2

0

82

2

34

0

3

23

T

3

3

3

3

3

3

14.1

0

84

2

34

0

2

22

T

3

3

3

3

3

3

10.1

2

62

3

34

0

1

24

T

3

3

3

3

3

3

8.3

3

83

2

60

1

1

25

T

Wall sign on left (top)

3

3

3

3

3

3

7.6

3

34

2

50

1

3

27

W

Wall sign on left (bottom)

3

3

3

3

3

2

4.8

0

12

0

0

0

3

20

W

Wall sign on right

3

1

3

3

3

3

11.8

1

149

1

36

0

3

21

W

Copper Ridge Dinosaur
Trackways
Tracksite sign
Mill Canyon Dinosaur Trail

Poison Spider Dinosaur
Trackways

Willow Springs Dinosaur
Trackways
Trackway site sign (Top left
corner)
Trackway site sign (Top right
corner)
Trackway site sign (Bottom
center)
Red Rock Canyon National
Rec. Area
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Number of Topics

Science Knowledge

Conversational

Interesting & Logical

Specimen Names

Reading level meas.

Reading Level

Word count meas.

Word Count

Active voice meas.

Active Voice

Visual aids

Total

Signage Type

USFS signage and quality measurement results
Conceptual Meaning

Table G.3

Tracksite interpretive panel #1

3

1

3

3

3

3

12

1

146

1

58

2

3

23

T

Inset on Right on Panel #1

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.4

2

35

2

100

3

3

28

T

3

3

3

3

3

3

10.4

2

84

2

100

3

3

28

T

Forest Service Site
Comanche National Grasslands

Tracksite interpretive panel #2
(right half)
Tracksite interpretive panel #3
(right margin)

3

3

3

3

3

3

11.7

1

102

2

100

3

3

27

T

Tracksite interpretive panel #3
(picture caption)

3

3

3

3

3

3

11.9

1

41

2

50

1

3

25

T

North Bank interpretive panel

3

2

3

3

3

3

15.9

0

175

0

58

1

3

21

T

North Bank interpretive panel
(photo caption)

2

3

2

1

1

3

18.3

0

24

1

100

3

3

19

T

Brochure page-1 (left margin)

3

3

3

3

3

3

13.3

0

58

2

100

3

1

24

B

Brochure page-1 (photo caption)

3

3

3

3

3

3

13.4

1

39

2

100

3

3

27

B

Brochure page-2

3

1

3

3

3

3

15.3

0

77

3

75

2

1

22

B

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.4

2

28

1

100

3

3

27

B

1

1

3

3

1

3

8.1

3

25

1

100

3

3

22

B

Brochure page-2 (top right
caption)
Brochure page-2 (bottom left
caption)
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Conversational

Interesting & Logical

Specimen Names

Word count meas.

Word Count

Active voice meas.

Active Voice

Visual aids

Total

Signage Type

3

3

3

3

3

3

12.9

1

52

2

67

1

3

25

W

Second wall sign

3

3

2

3

3

3

8.3

3

118

1

72

2

0

23

W

3

3

3

3

3

3

8.9

3

132

1

63

1

0

23

W

3

3

3

3

2

3

6.1

1

93

2

100

3

1

24

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

10.8

2

65

3

67

1

3

27

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

8.7

3

65

3

100

3

3

30

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

8

3

70

3

100

3

1

28

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

13.9

0

57

2

67

1

0

21

W

3

3

3

3

3

3

10.4

2

53

2

100

3

3

28

F

Permian side panel #1

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.2

2

63

3

100

3

3

29

F

Permian side panel #2

3

3

3

3

3

3

10.2

2

55

2

100

3

3

28

F

Permian side panel #3

3

3

3

3

3

3

8.3

3

30

2

50

1

3

27

F

Touch Trace wall display

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.8

2

37

2

100

3

0

25

W

3

3

3

3

3

3

10.2

2

50

2

0

0

3

25

F

3

2

3

3

3

3

8.8

3

123

1

72

2

0

23

F

Reading Level

Science Knowledge

First wall sign

Museum sites

Reading level meas.

Number of Topics

Museums signage and quality measurement results

Conceptual Meaning

Table G.4

Alf Museum of
Paleontology

Arizona Museum of Natural
History
Reptile track wall placard
Natural History Museum of
LA County
Floor display interpretation
Las Cruces Mus. of Nature
and Science
Left portion of Dimetrodon
front panel
Center portion Dimetrodon
front panel
Right portion of Dimetrodon
front panel
Dimetrodon track display
wall placard
Large Permian trackway
display sign

Las Vegas Natural History
Museum
Dinosaur swim tracks
placard
Dinosaur terrestrial tracks
placard
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Table G.4 (continued)
Museum of Ancient Life at
Thanksgiving Point

(No qualified data)

Natural History Museum of
Utah

(No qualified data)

Powell Museum (JWP)
Dinosaur track display
placard

3

1

3

2

3

3

10.5

2

89

2

60

1

0

20

F

Anchisauripus track placard

3

3

2

2

3

3

11.7

1

120

1

67

1

0

19

F

Artiodactyl track placard
Steganoposaurus belli track
display
Amphibian footprint display
placard

2

3

3

3

2

3

6.7

1

19

1

100

3

0

21

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

5.9

0

61

3

84

3

0

24

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.9

2

70

3

100

3

0

26

F

Grallator Wall sign

3

3

3

3

3

3

11.1

1

135

1

29

0

3

26

W

Batrachopus Wall sign
Kayentapus footprints
display placard

3

3

3

3

3

3

11.6

1

115

1

100

3

3

26

W

3

3

3

3

3

3

13.9

0

95

2

75

2

0

22

F

Selenichnus wall sign
Gigandipus display sign (Left
Half)
Gigandipus display sign
(Right Half)

3

3

3

3

3

3

12.7

1

89

2

75

2

3

26

W

3

3

3

3

3

3

10.8

2

68

3

75

2

3

28

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

17.4

0

62

3

50

1

3

25

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

11

1

92

2

100

3

0

24

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

12.2

1

65

3

34

0

0

22

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

11.3

1

65

3

67

1

0

23

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

18

0

83

2

50

1

0

21

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

10

2

95

2

75

2

3

27

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

13.2

0

146

1

72

2

3

24

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

12.1

1

69

3

50

1

0

23

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

14

0

78

3

67

1

0

22

F

Museum of Geology at
South Dakota School of
Mines and Technology

St. George Dinosaur
Discovery Site at Johnson
Farm

Non-dinosaur track display
case (On left)
Non-dinosaur track display
case (On right)
Cynodont track display case
(On left)
Terrestrial and swimming
traces placard
Large trackway slab placard
Megapnosaurus restoration
placard
Sedimentary structures
display case
Wrinkle structures display
placard
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Table G.4 (continued)
Dinosaur swim tracks
discovery display
Dinosaur swim tracks
direction display
Dinosaur swim tracks
preservation display
Skin impression placard
Anomoepus track display
placard
Sitting dinosaur impression
display sign
Eubrontes tracks and
mudcracks (Left Side)
Eubrontes tracks and
mudcracks (Center)
Taphonomy wall sign

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.9

2

112

1

60

1

3

25

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

12.2

1

70

3

34

0

3

25

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.2

2

69

3

50

1

3

27

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

10.9

2

94

2

100

3

3

28

F

3

3

3

2

3

3

14.6

0

75

3

0

0

0

20

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

10.5

2

147

1

100

3

3

27

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

9.4

2

80

3

25

0

3

26

F

3

3

3

1

2

3

25

0

34

2

0

0

3

20

F

3

3

3

3

3

3

10.8

2

201

0

70

2

3

25

W
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Table G.5

Quality measurement results by mean, median and mode

Signage Type

Score
Totals

Sign
Count

Mean

Median

Mode

Floor Signs

941

38

24.76

25

28

Trail Signs

834

33

25.3

25

25

Wall Mounts

478

20

23.9

24.5

20

Brochures

430

18

23.9

23.5

22

Totals

2683

109

24.6

25

27

Table G.6

Media signage type and corresponding quality measurements

Media Signage
Type
Floor Signs

Exceptional
Signs
8

Acceptable
Signs
26

Marginal
Signs
4

Trail Signs

6

26

1

33

Wall Signs

1

16

3

20

Brochures

1

16

1

18

16

84

9

109

Totals

325

Total
38

ESLI BIG IDEA ASSESSMENT DATABASES
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The following tables record what Earth Science Literature Initiative (ESLI) Big
Ideas are addressed in each of the 109 qualified signs. These results are separated into
organizational groups for reference ease only; National Park Service (NPS), Bureau of
Land Management (BLM), US Forest Service (USFS), and museums. Summary tables
are also included at the end of this appendix which consolidates and separates the data
into four separate categories (floor sings, trails signs, wall mounted signs, and brochure
qualified signs).
Table H.1

NPS signage Big Idea assessment results
Big Ideas Conveyed

National Park Service Sites

#6

Big Idea sub-category

Dinosaur wall display placard

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

Capitol Reef National Park

(No qualified data)

#2

#3

#4

Arches National Park

Denali National Park & Preserve
Track display placard

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Wall poster in Science Center
Wall sign at science center (top left)

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description

3.6

Climate Change
4.1
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Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Table H.1 (continued)
Wall sign at science center (top
right corner)

Wall sign at science center (bottom
left corner)

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Dinosaur National Monument
Mammal track wall placard

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

Fossil Butte National Monument
Trace fossil wall display

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description
4.1

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Glen Canyon National Rec. Area
Dinosaur tracks display placard

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description

3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

(No qualified data)

John Day Fossil Beds National Mon.
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Table H.1 (continued)
Petrified Forest National Park
Trace fossil display interpretation

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

White Sands National Monument
Mammoth track wall placard

2.1

Record of Earth's History
4.1

Display floor sign (left center)

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Hardcopy brochure (trackway
overview)

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description

3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Hardcopy brochure (first
discoveries)

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Hardcopy brochure (future
conservation)

2.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

Record of Earth's History
4.1

Geosphere Changes
6.1
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Evidence of Ancient Life

Table H.1 (continued)
Hardcopy brochure (lessons
learned)

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description

3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

(No qualified data)

Zion National Park
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Table H.2

BLM signage Big Idea assessment results

Bureau of Land Management
Sites

Big Ideas Conveyed
#2

#3

#4

#6

Big Idea sub-category

Parawon Gap Dinosaur Track Site
Trail-head sign (Top left corner)

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Trail-head sign (Bottom left
corner)

Ecosystem Description
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Trail-head sign (Center right)

2.1

Evidence of Ancient Life
Record of Earth's History

4.1

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

Warner Valley Dinosaur Tracks
Front sign (Top left corner)

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Front sign (Center left margin)

2.1

Record of Earth's History

Front sign (Center of sign)

Front sign (Top right corner)
Reverse sign (Top left corner)

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Geosphere Changes
6.1
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Evidence of Ancient Life

Table H.2 (continued)
Reverse sign (Bottom right corner)

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description

3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Red Cliffs Dinosaur Track Site
First tracksite sign (Top left corner)

2.1

Record of Earth's History

First tracksite sign (Center right)

First tracksite sign (Bottom left
corner)

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Second tracksite sign (Top left
corner)

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Second tracksite sign (Top right
corner)

Evidence of Ancient Life

2.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

Record of Earth's History
3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Second tracksite sign (Center right)

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

Moccasin Mountain Track Site
BLM issued brochure (point 1)

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description

3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Geosphere Changes
6.4
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Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Table H.2 (continued)
BLM issued brochure (trackway
diversity)

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

BLM issued brochure (point 6)

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

BLM issued brochure (point 7)

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

BLM issued brochure (point 2)

BLM issued brochure (point 3)

BLM issued brochure (point 4)

BLM issued brochure (point 5)

BLM issued brochure (lesson
learned)
Copper Ridge Dinosaur Trackways
Tracksite sign

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description

3.6

Climate Change
4.1
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Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Table H.2 (continued)
Mill Canyon Dinosaur Trail
Trailhead sign left margin

Trail sign #1

Trail sign #2

Trail sign #3

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Trail sign #4

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Poison Spider Dinosaur Trackways
Tracksite sign (Top half)

2.1

Record of Earth's History
4.1
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Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

Table H.2 (continued)
Tracksite sign (Bottom half)

3.5

Ecosystem Description

3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Geosphere Changes

4.9

Moving shorelines
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Willow Springs Dinosaur
Trackways
Trackway site sign (Top left corner)

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description

3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Geosphere Changes

4.9

Moving shorelines

Trackway site sign (Top right
corner)
Trackway site sign (Bottom center)

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

6.1
2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description

3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Geosphere Changes

4.9
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Moving shorelines
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Table H.2 (continued)
Red Rock Canyon Nat. Rec. Area
Wall sign on left (top)

Wall sign on left (bottom)
Wall sign on right

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.6

Climate Change
4.1
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Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Table H.3

USFS signage Big Idea assessment
Big Ideas Conveyed

US Forest Service Site

#2

#3

#4

#6

Big Idea sub-category

Comanche National Grasslands
Tracksite interpretive panel #1

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description

3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Inset on right on interpretive
panel #1
Tracksite interpretive panel #2
(right half)

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

4.1

Geosphere Changes

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description

3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Tracksite interpretive panel #3
(right margin)

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description

3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Tracksite interpretive panel #3
(picture caption)

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History
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6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Table H.3 (continued)
North Bank interpretive panel

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description
4.1

Geosphere Changes
6.1

North Bank interpretive panel
(photo caption)

Brochure page-1 (left margin)

Brochure page-2 (top right
caption)

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

2.1

Record of Earth's History

Brochure page-1 (photo caption)
Brochure page-2

6.4

Evidence of Ancient Life
Complex Life
Forms/Ecosystems

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3
6.4

Biological Diversity
Complex Life
Forms/Ecosystems

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

2.1

Record of Earth's History
4.1

Brochure page-2 (bottom left
caption)
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Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

Table H.4

Museum signage Big Idea assessment results
Big Ideas Conveyed

Museum Sites

#2

#3

#4

#6

Big Idea sub-category

Alf Museum of Paleontology
First wall sign

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Ecosystem Description
4.1

Second wall sign

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

6.6

Mass extinctions

Arizona Museum of Natural History
Reptile track wall placard

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Natural History Mus. of L A County
Floor display interpretation

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

Las Cruces Mus. of Nature and Science
Left portion of Dimetrodon front
panel

Center portion Dimetrodon front
panel

Right portion of Dimetrodon front
panel
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Table H.4 (continued)
Dimetrodon track display wall
placard
Large Permian trackway display
sign

Permian side panel #1

6.1

2.1

Record of Earth's History
4.1

Geosphere Changes

4.9

Moving shorelines
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.5

Permian side panel #2

Ecosystem Description
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History
4.1

Geosphere Changes

4.9

Moving shorelines
6.1

Permian side panel #3

Evidence of Ancient Life

3.5

Evidence of Ancient Life
Ecosystem Description

Touch Trace wall display

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

Las Vegas Natural History Museum
Dinosaur swim tracks placard

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Dinosaur terrestrial tracks placard

2.1

Evidence of Ancient Life
Record of Earth's History

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Museum of Ancient Life at Thanksgiving Point

(No qualified data)

Natural History Museum of Utah

(No qualified data)
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Table H.4 (continued)
Powell Museum (JWP)
Dinosaur track display placard

2.1

Record of Earth's History
3.6

Climate Change
4.1

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

Museum of Geology at South Dakota School
of Mines and Technology
Anchisauripus track placard

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Artiodactyl track placard

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

Steganoposaurus belli track
display

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

Amphibian footprint display
placard

St. George Dinosaur Discovery Site at Johnson Farm
Grallator Wall sign

Batrachopus Wall sign

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History
4.1
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Geosphere Changes
6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Table H.4 (continued)
Kayentapus footprints display
placard

Selenichnus wall sign

2.1

Record of Earth's History
Evidence of Ancient Life

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History

Gigandipus display sign (Left Half)

Gigandipus display sign (Right
Half)

Non-dinosaur track display case
(On left)
Non-dinosaur track display case
(On right)

6.1

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Cynodont track display case (On
left)

2.1

Record of Earth's History

Terrestrial and swimming traces
placard

Large trackway slab placard
Megapnosaurus restoration
placard

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.3

Biological Diversity

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

2.1

Record of Earth's History
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6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.2

Ongoing Evolution Process

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Table H.4 (continued)
Sedimentary structures display
case

2.1

Record of Earth's History
4.1

Wrinkle structures display placard

Geosphere Changes

2.1

Record of Earth's History
4.1

Geosphere Changes
6.1

Dinosaur swim tracks discovery
display

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Dinosaur swim tracks direction
display

2.1

Geosphere Changes
6.1

2.1

Geosphere Changes
6.1

2.1

Sitting dinosaur impression display
sign

2.1

Evidence of Ancient Life
Record of Earth's History

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

2.1

Record of Earth's History
6.1

Eubrontes tracks and mudcracks
(Left Side)

Evidence of Ancient Life
Record of Earth's History

6.1
Anomoepus track display placard

Evidence of Ancient Life

Record of Earth's History
4.1

Skin impression display placard

Evidence of Ancient Life

Record of Earth's History
4.1

Dinosaur swim tracks preservation
display

Evidence of Ancient Life

2.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

Record of Earth's History

Eubrontes tracks and mudcracks
(Center)
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6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.1

Evidence of Ancient Life

6.4

Complex Life Forms/Ecosystems

Table H.4 (continued)
Taphonomy wall sign

2.1

Record of Earth's History
4.1

Geosphere Changes

4.9

Moving shorelines
6.1

Table H.5

Evidence of Ancient Life

Big Idea sub-category assessment frequency results

Sign Categories

Big Idea Sub-Categories
2.1

3.5

3.6

4.1

4.9

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.6

25

3

4

10

2

37

10

9

13

0

65.8%

7.9%

10.5%

26.3%

5.3%

97.4%

26.3%

23.7%

34.2%

0%

24

10

13

17

3

32

13

11

15

0

72.7%

30.3%

39.4%

51.5%

9.1%

97%

39.4%

33.3%

45.5%

0%

14

4

2

7

1

20

8

8

11

1

70%

20%

10%

35%

5%

100%

40%

40%

55%

5%

9

3

3

5

0

17

3

7

8

0

50%

16.7%

16.7%

27.8%

0%

94.4%

16.7%

38.9%

44.4%

0%

72

20

22

39

6

106

34

35

47

1

66.1%

18.3%

20.2%

35.8%

5.5%

97.2%

31.2%

31.1%

43.1%

0.9%

Floor Signs
Occurrences
Frequency
(X/38)
Trail Signs
Occurrences
Frequency
(X/33)
Wall Signs
Occurrences
Frequency
(X/20)
Brochure Signs
Occurrences
Frequency
(X/18)
All Signs
Total
Occurrences
Frequency
(X/109)
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Table H.6

Number of Big Idea sub-categories addressed in a single sign

Sign Type

Number of Big Idea Sub-Categories Addressed in a Single Sign
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Number of Signs

3

15

7

7

5

1

0

0

0

0

Percentage (X/38)

7.9%

39.5%

18.4%

18.4%

13.2%

2.6%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Number of Signs

4

5

5

8

2

2

2

4

1

0

Percentage (X/33)

12.1%

15.2%

15.2%

24.2%

6.1%

6.1%

6.1%

12.1%

3%

0%

Number of Signs

5

2

1

4

3

3

1

1

0

0

Percentage (X/20)

25%

10%

5%

20%

15%

15%

5%

5%

0%

0%

Brochure Signs
(18)
Number of Signs

4

5

5

0

2

0

0

2

0

0

Percentage (X/18)

22.2%

27.8%

27.8%

0%

11.1%

0%

0%

11.1%

0%

0%

Total (109)

16

27

18

19

12

6

3

7

1

0

Percentage
(X/109)

14.75%

24.8%

16.5%

17.4%

11%

5.5%

2.7%

6.4%

0.9%

0%

Floor Signs (38)

Trail Signs (33)

Wall Signs (20)
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